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ABSTRACT

The Canadian Atlantic Provinces» Reorientation

A short visit to Rove Sootia and Few Brunswick in 19^2,

and two years of research into the economic geography of the

Atlantic Provinces have produced some interesting factors about the

region. The four provinces of Atlantic Canada are in a state of

economic reorientation.

Attitudes have not been sufficiently propitious to

attract Federal and Provincial Government interest to improve the

well-being of the region. Government policy has undergone, in recent

years, a significant alteration towards regional economic develop¬

ment $ so too have the attitudes changed.

Coal is no longer the breadwinner it has heen in past

years. Deposits have diminished, deteriorated and cheaper fuels

have been marketed. The resources of minerals and the forests are

undergoing redefinition and sustained yield management. Biological

and technological developments have improved the industrial status

of fishing. In each industry, the labour requirements have diminished.

Communications, particularly land transport and greater

regularity of the inter-regional air service, have contributed

to?/ards eliminating outport isolation, and with it, inertia,

settlement rivalries and individual misunderstandings. Furthermore,

tourism has heen encouraged by improved roads. This is also, after

all, the oldest settled part of Canada. It retains many well

preserved and reconstructed relics of Indian occupation, Acadian



settlement, ^French-British conflict, fishing harbours and a safe

haven for the immigrating Rapire Loyalists.

It is a region, therefore, with a character which is

intimately associated with its history of ethnic conflicts and its

Caribbean trade connections. To this day, there remains with the

Atlantic Provinces an air of the quaint because of its past, found

strongest in some small towns (e.g. Yarmouth and Liverpool) and in

the country districts. Yet, there is an urgency, especially notice¬

able in the city bustle of Halifax, Corner Brook, Charlottetown,

Saint John and St.John's, and Fredericton. The desire for economic

improvement is gathering force and widespread recognition.

Economic development is regarded on a regional basis

offering more favourable advantages over the traditional individual

province approach. A coordinated effort will not stimulate the

dynamic growth witnessed in central Canada but offers the best

approach for optimum results in regional growth. Changing attitudes

conducive to improvement, resource exploitation of a relatively

meagre resource base and the necessity for greater numbers of

non-seasonal employment opportunities are incentive enough for

industrial development.

At a time when the Atlantic Provinces are faced with

economic reorientation, the region can no longer be described as

indolent. A regional consideration of economic problems common to

the Atlantic Provinces offers considerable opportunity for regional

development. The process of reorientation has already commenced.
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Boonomic Development in the Canadian Atlantic Provinces:

Industrial Growth and the Influence of External Economies,

Introduction

The Canadian Atlantic Provinces - Newfoundland and

Labrador, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Cape Breton Island,

and New Brunswick - are separate provincial political entities.

Each province maintains an independent provincial government at

St.John's, Charlottetown, Halifax and Saint John. However, this

paper will not separate for discussion the four provinces by-

political boundaries. (See Figures 1,2,3»4»5)

Essentially, the Atlantic Provinces are divided from an

economic standpoint into two regions - the Maritime Provinces

(Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick), and

Newfoundland. This economic division is a result of history whereby

the Haritimes have been a part of Confederation (1867), Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick since 1867, and Prince Edward Island

since 1873-

Newfoundland, on the other hand, joined the Dominion of

Canada in March 1949* Upto 1949* Newfoundland-Labrador had been

under the direct government of Whitehall (United Kingdom) and as a

result was insulated from economic trends in Canada. As one argument

would have it, geographically Newfoundland has always been a part

of Canada, its vis-a-vis across the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

but economically retarded as a result of its
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belated partnership in Confederation.

The salient economic difference, as a result of historical

developments, is that the Maritimes are at a stage of economic

maturity above that of Newfoundland-Labrador, It is with this

regional distinction in mind that this paper will discuss the

Canadian Atlantic Provinces. It is not the aim of this paper to

exaggerate this distinction nor does it endeavour to advocate by

intentional use of political passwords a socialistic method b^

Provincial agencies for alleviating the problems of the Atlantic

Provinces.

Associated with the character of the four provinces is the

idea of backwardness, conservatism, underdevelopment, inertia

and a degree of timelessness inciting exasperation in the

outrider. A "bluenose" will be the first to agree and the first

to point out what changes have taken place since those characterist¬

ics were first apparent in the Nineteenth Century. In many respects,

these attributes are a part of the personality of the region. It is,

after all, that part of Canada with the longest history of

settlement. Its personality, therefore, is a part of the people

who have settled its shores - French, British, German, Etapire

Loyalists and negroes of West African descent.

In the Atlantic Provinces, efforts are being directed at a

regional alleviation of problems common to all four provinces.

By comparison, Atlantic Canada ressembles the Prairie Provinces

and Quebec Province, in their efforts to convert physical resources
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into energy, improved land and income. These efforts, within the

national framework of development, are encouraged by Federal

agencies. In effect, the economic welfare of regions within

Canada has supplanted, in many respects, the traditional emphasis

on provincial well being.

Recognition, analysis and action will activate and accelerate

economic development in the Atlantic Provinces. The greatest step

forward has been the general recognition of the inherent problems

of the region. Technological advances, resource exhaustion, labour

inability and consumer preferences have combined to expose the

problems in employment, settlement, raw material exploitation

and the structure of industry. General recognition has stimulated

analysis of these problems. At this time, agencies are coordinating

programs to overcome some of the regional problems. As a region,

the Atlantic Provinces have a more promising future than as

separate regional entities.

The Atlantic Provinces had an annual rate of net natural

increase and a birthrate in 1961 of 28.7 per thousand, compared

with the national figure of 26.1. When measured as a percent of

the Canada total, however, there has been a marked decline in the

regional population from 11.5$ in 1951 to 10.4,' in 1962, The total

population has shown an absolute increase from 1,61 ,000 to

1,929»000 in the same period, an increase of 17.3$ compared to

the national figure of 30.2%.

The relative decline in the regional population has become
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a characteristic of the region in which miration plays an

important role. The region lost some 33,000 persons from 1951

to 1956. Prom June 1956 to March 1961, net migration from the

Atlantic Provinces was 41,000. Both K. Levitt -and D.M. Uowlan

conclude that this i3 an out-migration region and that the rate

of out-migration is directly related to economic conditions.

On the one hand, migration is associated with the shift

away from labour intensive primary occupations and, in many

cases, away from the rural areas where these activities are

carried out. "Hot all the people who leave these areas leave the

province, or even the country. The extent to which they are

absorbed into local industry depends on the forces making for
2

economic development in the provinces","

On the other hand, Howlsin states that there is a strong

correlation "between periods of high out-migri tion and periods of

advancing economic activity. Over the next twenty years, Howlan

submits, the annual net out-migration figure of 10,500 will become

a gradually smaller percentage of total regional population.

In effect, the rate of population loss through emigration will
3be decreasing.

Since 1951» efforts have been intensified within the region

and in Federal policy for accelerated regional economic develop¬

ment. Firstly, that the economy of the Atlantic Provinces,

in relation to the Canadian economy, should advance more rapidly

than it has in the past. Secondly, that new employment opportunities
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must be generated to satisfy conditions of full employment —

77»000 in Newfoundland and 141,000 in the Maritime Provinces

"by 19&0, a 75$ and a 33$ increase respectively.4
In order to overcome the enormous difficulties involved

in creating this number of employment opportunities "by 1980,

to concentrate development in one province would he economic

foolishness. Such a policy might perpetuate within the region

the kind of problems of unequal regional development that

already plague the Canadian econany. A.K. Cairncross offers come

indispensable advice, "... I should be inclined in putting

forward a programme of industrial expansion to distinguish

between the Maritimes and Newfoundland and to suggest a more

modest target for the Maritimes. . . .Newfoundland should obvious¬

ly benefit from any measures that are undertaken in order to induce

industry to locate itself in the Atlantic Provincesj but it might

be necessary to take further action related to the special circum-
II R

stances of Newfoundland ,

There is a need for a comprehensive approach to progressive

industrial development in the Atlantic Provinces. Fullest

cooperation is essential among the provincial governments,

the public and private agencies and the Federal Government if the

objectives of industrial expansion and full employment are to be

attained.
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Chapter 1

Primary Agriculture



Primary Apiculture

In the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland, the differences

in land under fanning and agricultural techniques are immense.

A close comparison of the two regions does not represent a fair

illustration of agriculture and for this reason they are examined

separately. Considered collectively, agriculture of the Atlantic

Provinces is underdeveloped and inefficient. Primary agriculture

in the Maritime Provinces has three fundamental characteristics.

Maritime Provinces - Improved Land

Firstly, there is in the Maritime Provinces a scarcity of

improved agricultural land. There are few areas of naturally

fertile, flat soils available for intensive cultivation. The land

that is topographically suitable and productive for farming is

confined to a limited proportion of the total land area. (See

Figures 10,11,12,13)

There is a need for additional acres of improved land. Improved

land will be claimed from occupied farm land at present misused and

inefficiently farmed. Improved land will be developed from areas

unimproved because of their special qualities necessitating expen¬

sive conditioning. It is to these two classifications of land that

land improvement schemes will be applied in the Maritimes. Of these

schemes, The Act to Provide for the Rehabilitation of Agricultural

Lands and the Development of the Rural Areas of Canada (A.R.D.A.)
1

is the most far-sighted and comprehensive. The recognition by



A.R.D.A. of misused areas of agricultural worth beyond that avail¬

able under present application is the first move towards a ration¬

al utilization of marginal and submarginal lands in the Maritime

Provinces. (See Figures 14,18)
In New Brunswick under A.R.D.A., marginal and submarginal

farmland will be acquired for alternative use as provincial parks

(e.g. Pine Grove), community pastures (e.g. Buckley Settlement)

and for forestry purposes (e.g. Lineour)• Advisory services on wood-

lot management and studies of marketing woodlot products, as well as

rural development have been approved.

Similarly in Nova Scotia, marginal and submarginal farm land

will be acquired for use as community pastures, forestry and rec¬

reational purposes (e.g. Minudie). A number of soil and water con¬

servation projects have been approved for farm improvement.

Projects in Prince Edward Island, involving the acquisition

of marginal and submarginal agricultural lands for forestry and

recreational purposes, have been approved. Soil and water conser-

vational projects and studies into the production and marketing of

peat moss, Irish moss and dehydrated foods have been undertaken
2

under A.R.D.A. auspices.

The Canada Department of Agriculture is active in New Bruns¬

wick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island under the Maritime

Marshland Rehabilitation Act of 1948. The chief concern is the con¬

trol of tidal floods by constructing protective systems of dams or

dykes and aboiteaux. By March 31st. 1960, the three provincial
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governments requested protection of 94,450 acres from salt water

flooding. To date, structures have "been completed protecting

76,813 acres. There are plans to protect a further 3,750 acres.^
Table 1 .

Land Reclamation — 1961

Nova Scotia - 43*635 acres} Annapolis River Dam.
New Brunswick - 36,654 acres} Tantramar River Dam.
Prince Edward Island - 275 acres.

In the case of Prince Edward Island, improved land as a per¬

centage of the net productive land is expected to decline through

land abandonment. The main cause may be understood by the character

of the soil which has been formed from soft red sandstone. It is

not naturally deep and fertile and thus requires close attention

and expensive applications of fertilizers. In areas 'where the qual¬

ity of the soil is distinctly inferior, land abandonment is sharply

pronounced, particularly in Kings and Prince Counties. Farmers have

been unable to earn a satisfactory annual income from their farms.

In some cases, they were not proficient farmers and occupied small

scale farmso

The ratio of improved to occupied agricultural land reflects

the small size of good soil acreages available for intensive and

Speciality cropping, almost all of which lies in the river valleys

and reclaimed marshland (e.g. along the Saint John River} Colchest¬

er and Cumberland). Limited to small and dispersed areas, agriculture

in the Maritimes will make absolute gains but will probably continue

to lose the domestic market to extra-regional farmers who adopt
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in Ontario and the Prairie Provinces more intensive farming of

large, cultivable land areas and drain the bulk of farm invest¬

ment capital. (See Figures 15»16)

The absence of improved land in the Maritime Provinces is

associated with the alternative uses of productive land. Such

areas are operated to greater commercial advantage in forestry than

under agriculture. Similarly, the physical characteristics

necessitate restricted agricultural use of productive land.

It is doubtful whether the ratio of improved land to productive

land will change more than moderately. The important changes should

appear in the intensity in farming use of improved land.
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Farro Structure

Secondly, agriculture in the Maritime Provinces occupies a

role in terms of annual net income below that of primary mining,

forestry and fishing. This is a region where agriculture plays a

major role in the Island's economy but a secondary role in New

Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The efforts of the Island's farmers to

maximize use of productive land available for cultivation are a

result of the dependence upon agriculture as a major source of

revenue in the presence of advantageous climatic and soil conditions.

By comparison areas in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia of improved

land have reached an advanced state of cultivation while the

density of occupation of improved land is below that of the

Island. (See figures 7*8,13,15,16,17,19,20)
In recognition of this state, farming in the Maritimes has

undergone a structural change. Originally farming was an attempt

to supply the regional market. It was the ability of the region

to produce farm products of relatively low unit value on an exten¬

sive basis that was exploited. It was, furthermore, in the prevail¬

ing inability of the region to achieve a uniform state of special¬

ized and intensive farming that this situation continued. In effect,

the structure of farming has perpetuated the state where consumpt-
5

ion far exceeds the regional ability to supply farm produce.

In recent years, increases in the value of production have

resulted from specialized cultivation with a view to location
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advantages, transport accessibility and local market opportunities,

farmers, particularly owners of commercial farms, have tended to

concentrate more on products suitable to the physical advantages.

By so doing, farmers are exploiting locational advantages

hitherto secondary to market orientation.

Prince Edward Island provides perhaps the best example of an

area where livestock specialization and seed potatoes have

received emphasis as high quality products best suited to the

physical environment. For instance, widespread use of constructive

promotional policies have led to the breeding of herds that have

gained international reputations. In order of importance, Holstein,

Ayrshire, Jersey and Guernsey cattle breeding has achieved a high

standard. The Island is virtually free of brucellosis. Artificial

insemination techniques are common. Both facters reveal efficient

economic breeding and a high degree of bovine health.

Practically all breeds are promoted by breed associations.

Financial support is provided by the Provincial Government through

a mutually agreed policy of extension. Financial aid is applied to

the cost of importation of outstanding sires by means of a subsid¬

ized sire pre-lum policy involving the grading and approval of bulls

at the time they are offered for community ser'vice and annual

inspection and approval thereafter. Specialization in livestock

has the added advantage of supplying manure to a soil in constant

need of fertilization. In the example of the Island, special¬

ization in quality products offsets the cost of transportation
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of essential supplies imported from distant points (e.g. vegetables

from Ontario).

A second example is that of the Upper Saint John River Valley,

particularly Carleton, Victoria and Madawaska Counties. This region

has marked physical diversity in which the river has been the

principal unifying factor. These counties contain 34/° of the

commercial farms of New Brunswick which are located on 35*4/^ of

the improved land of the province. Many of the commercial farms

are confined to the river valleys of the Saint John, Tobique,

Salmon, Grand and lower Aroostook. The valley slopes are difficult

to cultivate effectively and are generally infertile. The plots

of land adjacent to the rivers are cultivated intensively, part¬

icularly along the flat terraces and on the fertile, lacustrine

soils. (See Figure 7)

Ty/o topographical zones are definable. Steep slopes, excess¬

ive moraine eratics, poor drainage, rock exposure and thin infert¬

ile soils of little value for agricultural purposes, characterise

the upland regions. Because of these physical conditions, the

upland areas reveal a livestock emphasis and only a few areas are

under cultivation. Livestock-dairy farming is associated with a

demand for hay and pasture acreage. By the dictates of the

physical conditions, the uplands have become an area of livestock-

dairy specialization but clearly not, compared with Prince

Edward Island, an area of intensive livestock culture (e.g. Debec,

the Central Highlands and in Aberdeen Parish).
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Large hay, pasture and oat3 acreages per farm correspond to

livestock interests but the size is misleading. The pasture and.

hay-fields are largely inadequately maintained. Initially cleared

of forest for commercial motives, these lands are unworthy of

agricultural endeavours. The 30ils dictate specialization because

of their limited farming capabilities. These same soils require

rational use and will benefit, in areas of comparatively fertile

soils, under consolidated pasture, reforestation, or as recreation¬

al areas. It i3 from rational management that these regions will

respond. Ironically for commercial reasons these lands are being

returned gradually to a forest culture.

A second zone, the lowland regions of river terraces and

lacustrine deposits are areas of fertile and cultivable soils.

These regions support 20.4$ of the total farm population and 19*5$

of the total number of farms of New Brunswick. In these same

regions, 75$ ^f fhe potato crop of New Erunswick is cultivated,
7

The lowlands are indeed regions of field crop specialisation.

Continued field crop specialisation in the upper valley will

be a result of necessity based upon the economics of potato

marlceting. This situation is being confronted by a joint committee

which has attempted, under legislation, to meet the problems posed

by modern marketing developments. Since the last war, the total

production per year of potatoes has not increased much beyond

what it was in the 1880*s in spite of the four-fold increase in
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population. It is noticeable that output per acre has increased

as total acreages under potato cultivation have decreased. The

situation "... facing the Canadian potato grower is the progressive

decline in the demand of the product. . . .consumption per capita

has declined drastically and appears to be still declining. • • ."

"In a word, more and more Canadians are consuming fever and fewer
8

potatoes".

Accompanying the structural change, there are in the Maritime

Provinces fewer farms than ten years ago but generally farm sisea

are larger. In Progress and Prospects of Canadian Agriculture, the

writer asserts of Prince Edward Island that, "it is important to

note also that while the total number of farms declined 28$. . ."

by 1956, farms from 3 to 239 acres declined at a much faster rate

than this while farms from 24 to 1,119 acres showed a marked

increase in number by 1961. The Royal Commission on Canada's

Economic Prospects 3tates that almost 30$ of all occupied farmland

was in farms ranging in size from 180 to 1,600 acres, and that

over 90$ of these larger farms contained 200 to 400 acres each.'*
It is evident then that in Prince Edward Island specialized farming

accompanies farmland consolidation.(See Figures 23,24,25)

In summary, the three Maritime Provinces are aware of the short¬

age of improved farming land and the density of occupation. Some

of the fertile areas are undergoing cultivation changes as farms

are consolidated, fewer in number, larger in size. The overall
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effect will be to place agriculture in a stronger relationship

to the regional economy without actually altering the role of

deficit supplier to the local market.
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Farm Labour and ;Mechanization

Thirdly, farming in the Maritime Provinces is marked by a

gradual decrease in farm employment. The regional rate of decline

is one third of the national rate. It would appear that

non-agricultural employment opportunities are insufficient in

number and attractiveness to entice larger numbers from farming

occupations. Furthermore, the slow rate of movement from the farm,

compared with the national rate, illustrates not only the inability

of small farms to support economically the use of farm machinery

but also the dictates of farm structure and the topography restrict¬

ing the effective use of mechanization. (See Figures 26,27)

Table 2
Ratio of Tractors for Gensus Farms - 1961

Canada 5 * 4 Nova Scotia 1 : 1.77
Ontario 5*4 ®ew Brunswick 1 s 1.45

Prince Edward Island 1 : 1.28

SOUHCEi Calculated from Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Catalogues
96-530, 96-531, 96-53?, 96-533, 96-534, Agriculture, 1961,
Table 13 and Table 21.

The process of farm mechanization has affected those farms

which have adopted the larger size operation by increasing the value

of annual production per farm worker. Nova Scotia retains a large

proportion of small scale farms which are difficult to cultivate

by machinery, with the exception of some farms in Colchester,

Cumberland and Kings Counties. It is interesting to note in this

context that Nova Scotia has the lowest ratio of tractors for

census farms of the Maritimes while it is understandable that
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Prince Edward Island has the highest ratio of the region.

(See Figures 6,8,21,22)
Farm mec"anization has "benefited annual farm incomes in

areas of specialized farming "by developing greater crop yields

per acre. The potato crop, for example, a specialized cash crop

of New Brunswick and Prince "Edward Island, "bonofito from mechanized

farming. As fewer acres are devoted to potatoes, there is a need

for greater crop yields per acre. Machinery to apply fertilizer

in quantities and in the manner most effective to potato product¬

ion, cultivation and harvesting has done much to improve potato

farming. However, the utilization of farm machinery is ineffective

if the economies of scale are prevented from optimum application

through efficient techniques. Farm mechanization must be combined

with farm consolidation creating fewer and larger farms if farming

is to benefit.

Labour productivity is at its optimum where farm machinery,

labour and large areas under intensive cultivation are combined.

But the slow rate of labour movement from the farms, the predom¬

inance of small scale farms and the high proportion of seasonal

farmers in the farming labour force, militate against greater

agricultural productivity in the Maritime Provinces.

The reorganization of fertile soil areas into larger farm

units is an arduous process. It is from fertile, but scarce and
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scattered fanning -reas that the highest farm incomes are

attained. Generally, these areas have low farm abandonment

characteristics # Land consolidation oan achieve only modest outpat

increases from a restricted exchange of land ownership characteristic

of densely occupied fertile areas. In this respect, labour

movement away from the farms and progressive use of farm mach¬

inery will ccabins to effect moderate but necseary improvement

in annual farm outpvfe.
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Newfoundland

Of the total land area of Newfoundland, 38.6$ is composed

of non-productive land (i.e. urban land, road allowances, grass

and "bush land, waste land and barrens). 61.4$ of the total land area

is productive land of which 98.9$ is productive forested land.

Less than half of one percent of the net productive land is

registered as improved agricultural land. 0.15$ of the net product¬

ive land of the province is occupied agricultural land. Only

38 square miles are classified as improved.^ (See Figures 9» 10,11,12,14)
Location of Farms and Improved Land

The scarcity of improved land for agriculture is deter¬

mined by the physical construction of Newfoundland. The central

masses have been scoured by glacial action. For the most part,

these areas are barren with many lakes and bogs. The western side

of the island ol Newfoundland is mountainous with the high plat¬

eau rising over 2,000 feet. In some places, the Long Range Mount¬

ains are heavily dissected. The Central and Eastern plateaus are

less dissected but characteristically bleak and monotonously

flat at 800 to *,500 feet. Between the two masses are deep, lake-

filled basins (e.g. Beer Lake and Grand Lake). The eastern

region has been extensively drowned where ancient valleys now form

large bays divided by elongated peninsulas (e.g. Bonavista and

Avalon). Therefore, what land is available for agriculture is con¬

fined to basins, dissected valleys, river valleys and coastal

lowlands. Most of the land under cultivation is found at coastal
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locations. Almost all areas, confined by topographic "barriers,
Kv

are widely dispersed and isloated. (See Figures 13,18 )

The comprehensive scheme for land improvement, like the

Maritime Provinces, is the cost-sharing plan of the Newfoundland

and Federal Governments. Under A.R.D.A., several projects have been

approved in the research and rural development fields (e,g. commun¬

ities in Bonavista, Notre Dame Bay and Bonno Bay areas). Detailed

land use surveys and studies of settlements to ascertain the relat¬

ionship of people to the land have been approved. The results are

intended to form an essential part of the criteria for determin¬

ing the physical and economic growth potentials in the future
12

settlement, as well as the viability of the community.

It is firmly believed by both Federal and Provincial auth¬

orities that bogland reclamation is a sound means of land improve¬

ment. The Bogland Reclamation Program, launched in 1956, and

assisted by Federal financial aid, is practical proof of this

belief. With about five million acres of undeveloped bog on the

Island, only 1,048 acres by 1960 had been drained by Provincial

Government crews, of which 848 acres had been drained as

1 3
experimental or demonstration plots.
Table 1 14

Location of Bogland Reclamation Projects - 1960

Colinet (Avalon Peninsula) 600-700 acres; 400 are seeded.
St.Georges 150 acres; 25 ore seeded.
Winterland (Burin Peninsula) 58 acres; 58 are seeded.
Lethbridge (Bonavista Peninsula) 40 acres; 25 are seeded.
Bonavista-Grand Falls region 140 acres are drained.
Burin Peninsula 60 acres are drained.
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Setween 1949 and- 1960, 9»700 acres were cleared with public

financial assistance. This land is owned outright by farmers.

The bogland is Crown Land over which the Provincial Government

will issue long-term leases but no full title. Although farmers

in Newfoundland have been encouraged to incorporate reclaimed land

into their holdings, and even occupy farms wholly established on

recently reclaimed land, these mineral soils offer at best

marginal profitability and considerable hard labour. The result

has been a high proportion of land abandonment and evident

disinterest.

Farm Structure

It is Interesting to compare the structure of farms in

Newfoundland with the Maritime Provinces, While the total farms

in 1961 numbered less than half of 1951» the total number of

commercial farms increased. The greatest decline in farm numbers

occured between 1951 and 1956# Farms of 5 to 70 acres decreased

in large numbers, while farms of 200 to 300 acres increased by

two. Therefore, the overall decrease in farm numbers was not

matched by an increase in farms of larger size. It is evident,

however, that the general structure of farms is tending toward

larger acreages managed for commercial motives, (See Figures 23,24
25,

Cultivating the limited fertile areas with any success is

dictated by factors of climate and soil. Coastal ice, cold coastal

currents and cool air streams moving over the Gulf of St.Lawrence,

render the growing season short and suitable for a soft fruits

and vegetables emphasis. Plants with a high tolerence for a short
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growing season do well. Unfortunately, few commercial crops can

flourish in this habitat, which C.W. Thornthwaite has defined as

15
perhumid.

In the outports, agriculture is referred to sis "subsistence

back-yard" farming. The amount of farming depends largely on the

prosperity in the primary fishery and the price of food. With high

food prices, outport plots are idle and there is a concentration

on fishing to earn money to purchase food. After Confederation,

food tariffs and excise taxes were eliminated ultimately lowering

food prices. Pood prices have been further lowered by road develop¬

ment linking traditionally isolated outports to food retail

centres. With government welfare payments associated with low

fishery returns, conditions have combined to induce fishermen to

abandon use of their plots.

The tendency for outport farmers has been to cease plot

cultivation and depend upon fresh food supplies from domestic

sources and imports from the mainland. On the one hand, this has

meant a greater dependence upon, and added stimulus for, domestic

commercial farming. On the other hand, commercial farming has "been
16

adversely affected by cheaper food imports from the mainland.

In its comprehensive analysis, the Royal Commission on

Canada's Economic Prospects observed that "• • • there is a

particular need for the general farming pattern (of Newfoundland)

to conform to the specific character of the agricultural
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17
resources". Pur farming, poultry farming, vegetable and soft fruit

production are indicated, rather than dairy farming, beef cattle

or sheep production. (See Figure 20)
The emphasis on crop production has significant advantages

over livestock raising, particularly when associated with the

physical nature of Newfoundland. Construction of buildings for

stabling and feed storage for the long winter periods, the purchase

of livestock and the technical knowledge required for livestock

breeding and bovine care involve expenditures far beyond the capacity

of most Newfoundland farmers. Besides, vegetables and soft fruits

production are not only specially suited to the physical environ¬

ment, the seasonal nature of farm employment and low cost require¬

ments, but necessitate only a small degree of technical knowledge.

The disadvantages of this emphasis make it difficult to

utilize crop rotation systems and maintain soil fertility so

necessary on podzolic soils. However, in the fertile valleys

(e.g. Port-au-Port and Codroy) that support a small scale, mixed

livestock-vegetable-pasturage farming economy, agriculture has thrived

because of the complementary nature of farming. It seems that a

mixed farming program, balancing the number of livestock with

local ability to stable and feed economically through long winters,

and continuing intensive crop cultivation on the scarce but fertile

land, offers the most effective farming system.

Fur farming and poultry farming are facilitated by the climatic

conditions, the availability of fresh fish, and the prestige market
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for furs. Turnips, cabbages and potatoes grow well. Hoy and pasture

crops axe cultivated but have difficulty curing In the short growing

season.

Compared with the production-consumption statistics for the

Maritime Provinces, Newfoundland shows complete Inability to supply

consumption demands from domestic sources. Only in the production

of mutton and lamb do Newfoundland farmers supply 50$ of domestic

needs. (Newfoundland consumption demands are 19 times greater for

beef than for mutton and lamb.) The production of eggs has shown a

rapid rate of increase sine© 1949 from an output of about four

million to approximately thirty-six million, or 40$ of loeal consump¬

tion need®. Dairy faming is hampered not only by physical condit¬

ions but by a complete absence of a single creamery, cheese factory

or condensory. Sheep flourish in the Codroy Valley and Port-au-Port

Peninsula. Soft fruit production (i.e. blueberries, strawberries,

raspberries, gooseberries and partridgeberries) fluctuates with the

climatic conditions where frost and wind ar© ©specially hazardous.

Commercial fruit growing is almost absent in Newfoundland, Not so

much the soil and climate but human failing and a lack of farming

tradition, so evident in Kings County of Nova Scotia, account for
18

this absence.

Eighty-eight ,ercent of the farms of Newfoundland are

under 69 acres in sis©. 3y consolidating the holdings, as in Prince

Edward Island, farm efficiency becomes greater. But farm consolidat¬

ion in Newfoundland, unlike the Maritimes, is further hampered by the
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failure to establish satisfactory provision for securing and

transferring titles +o farm properties. The consolidation of

small holdings with diverse family ties^sa difficult, often an im¬

possibly undertaking and aggravated by the absence of an adequate
19

public register of lands. Much of the farmland is owned by

right of long possession only. To sell land, written ervidence

must be established. The legal process to establish title to

presoripted land is too expensive for small plot holders to

undertake. As a result, much of the land of this farm sise classif¬

ication (i.e. less than 69 acres) is left idle, or at best,

cultivated according to the success of outport fishing ventures

and the price of food. (See Figures 23,24,17)

The ratio of acres of improved land per capita cf the rural farm

population is well below a comparable figure for the Maritime

Provinces and 4?° of the national ratio. At a time when the total

population of farms is decreasing this data bears additional

statistical evid nee of the low status of farming in Newfoundland.

It illustrates that only a small proportion of the rural farm

population occupies improved land. It is significant to consider,

therefore, that farming of unimproved land by a large segment of the

farm population is a real factor. Viewed collectively, the role of

farming on the Island (farming in Labrador corresponds to the sise

and success of garden plots) is subsistent, unproductive and

generally undeveloped. (See Figures 15,16,1?)
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Primary Agriculture - footnotes

1 9-10 lizabeth IX, Chapter 30, pps.181 to 184, asserted to
22nd. June 1961i 2a - the undertaking jointly with the
government of the promise or any agency thereof of projects
for the raore efficient ues and economic development of
marginal and submarginal lands specified in the agreement)

or b - the payment to the province of cont¬
ributions in respect of the cost of such projects undertaken
by th© government of the province or any agency thereof)
page 182.

2 FTom correspondence with A.T. Davidson? Director, and
C.J. Bowie-Heed, executive Assistant to the Director of
A.K.D.A., Canada Department of Agriculture, Administration
Branch, Ottawa, January 16 and June 4, 1963.

3 Chapter 175> An Act Respecting the Reclamation and Development
of Marshlands in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince dward
Island, oitad as Maritime Marshland (short title) Rehabilit¬
ation Act, 1948, Revised Sta'-.utas of Canada. 1952, Volume III,
Chapter 112 to 20b, pps.2o33 'to 42? 3,' instituted by Federal
legislation, 1948.

4 4th. Session, 24th. Parliament, 1960-1961, The Senate of
Canada, .:- in, ;a of the Special Committee of the Senate

y 36 in y&n&da, Number 8, Ottawa^ 1961.

5 A.P.B.C. Newsletter, December 1962, Volume 6, lumber 10.

6 W.R* Shaw, "Prince award island - the story of its agricult¬
ure", Canadian Gec^.aphioai Journal. Volume LII, Number 5,
May 1956, pps• 17 and 17.

7 The main comrsrcial potato growing areas of New Brunswick:
Victoria County, West Carleton County, Grand Falls Moraine,
Kent Upland, New Denmark Upland, Wioklow Upland, California
Upland, williamaton Upland.

8 Tho joint committee is composed of the New Brunswick Potato
Producers Association, the New Brunswick Potato Shippers
Association and the New Brunswick Potato Processors
Association. It was formed under the revised Potato Industry
Act recommended by the Royal Commission on the Hew Brunswick
Potato Industry) A.P. .0. Newsletter. November-December 1963)
Report of the Tariff Board relative to the investigation
ordered by the Minister of Finance respecting th© Production,
Consumption, Marketing, Imports and ixporte of Potatoes,
1955# Reference No, 117) C.D. Raymond, ''Agricultural Land
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Use in the Upper Saint John River Valley, New Brunswick",
Geographical Bulletin, Volume 11 to 15, 195&-1960, pps.65
to St.

9 Royal Commission of Canada's Economic Prospects, Progress
and Prospecta of Canadian agriculture. January 195°»
page 10°; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue 96-532,
,:^riculw.,::^t 1961, Prince dwore Island, Table 1, page 1.

10 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue 5-533, Agriculture,
1961, Nova Scotia; Catalogue 96-534, Agriculture, 1961,
New Brunswick,Table 1, page 1»

11 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue 96-531, Agriculture,
1961, Newfoundland, Table 12? Statistical Review of the
Atlantic Provinces, Atlantic Provinces Economic Council -

Dominion "bureau of Statistics, Slay 1963, page 34•

12 From correspondence with U.J. Bowie-Reed, Executive Aeeistant
to the Director of A.R.D.A,, Canada Department of Agriculture,
Ottawa, June 4, 1963*

13 The financial Post, "No Thankr to Bogs, Islanders tell Joey",
beptember 7, 1963.

14 Dr. P. Copes, St.John's and Newfoundland - An x >noaio
Survey, The ISewfoundlandL Board of Trade, 1961, p *e 148.

15 C.W. Thornthwaite, "An Approach Toward a Rational Classific¬
ation of Climate", Geographical Review. Volume 38, Number 1,
January 1948, pps.55 to 94.

16 W.E. Greening, "Some Recent Changes in the Economy of New¬
foundland", Canadian Geographical -i ournal« Volume LV,
Number 4, October 1957, page 131? Dr. P. Copes, 3t.John's
and Newfoundland - An Economic Survey, The Newfoundland
Board o^ Trade, 1*56 1, pps.97 to 107,

17 Royal Commission on Canada's Economic respects, Progress
and Prospects of Canadian Agriculture, "The Atlantic
Region - Newfoundland", January 1957, page 135*

18 Dr. P. Copes, St.John's and Newfoundland - An Economic Survey,
The Newfoundland Board of Trade, 1951, pps.103 to 107?
A.P.E.C. Newsletter. December 1962, Volume 6, Number 10,
"Atlantic Provinces Consumption and Production Figures - 1961",
page 3,

19 Op.Cit., Dr. P. Copes, page 100.
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lampusaof-he;Atlanticprovinces,1961.
Canada

Prince Edward Island

HewBrunswickNovaScotiaNewfoundland
Improvedagriculturallandasa percentageofnetproductive land

12.61

59.96

5.75

5.79

0.00

Productiveforestedlandasa percentageofnetproductive land

80.66

32.27

92.29

88.69

98.91

Sub-total

93.2?

92.25

98.04

94.48

98.92

Forestwoodland,non-productive forest

6.73

7.75

1.96

5.52

1.08

Total

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

SOURCE*StatisticalReviewoftheAtlanticProvinces#1963»DominionBureauofStatisticsfor AtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,page11.



Figure 11
Page 28

occupied agricultural land as a percentage of the total
LAND AREAt 1961.

Canada 7 *6

Prince Edward Island 76.2

New Brunswick 16.7

Nova Scotia 21.3

Newfoundland 0.1

SOURCE! Calculated from the Statistical Review of the
Atlantic Provinces, 1?63» Dominion Bureau of
Statistics for Atlantic Provinces Economic
Council, page 11.

Figure 1^

improved agricultural land as a percentage of the total
LAND AREA, 1961.

Canada 4.4

Prince Edward Island 46.2

New Brunswick 5.3

Nova Scotia 4.8

Newfoundland 0.0

SOURCE! Ibid., page 11.



Figure 13
Page 29

OCCUPIED AGRICULTURAL LAND A3 A PERCENTAGE OF NET PRODUCTIVE LAMP,
1961.

Canada 21.83

Prince Edward Island 98.67

Hew Brunswick 18.07

Nova Scotia 25.53

Nev/foundland 0 .15

SCURCEl Calculated from the Statistical Review of the Atlantic
Provinces. 1963. Dominion Bureau of Statistics for
Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, page 11.

Figure 14

IMFROVED AGRICULTURAL L/ND AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET PRODUCTIVE LAND.

mi'

Canada 12.61

Prince Edward Island 59• 98

New Brunswick 5»57

Nova Scotia 5*53

Newfoondland 0.00

, *

SOURCEI Ibid.. page 11.
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IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL LAND AS A PERCENTAGE OF OCCUPIED
AGRICULTURAL LAID, 1961.

Canada 59.9
Prince Edward Island 60.2
New Brunswick 31.8
Nova Scotia 22.7
Newfoundland 33.9

•jOURCE: Calculated from the Statistical Review of the Atlantic
Provinces9 19&3, Dominion Bureau of Statistics for
Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, page 11.

Figure 16
IMPROVED LAND PER CAPITA OF THE RURAL FARM POPULATION, 1961.
(The figures are expressed as acres per person.)

Canada 49*4
Prince Edward Island 16.8
New Brunswick 11.8
ITova Scotia 8.8
Newfoundland 2.2

SOURCE! Calculated from the Statistical Review of the Atlantic
PROVETOES, 1963» Dominion Bureau of Statistics for
Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, pps. 11 and 19.

Figure 17
AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYED LABOURERS AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL
RURAL FARM POPULATION, 1961.

Canada

Maritime Provinces

Newfoundland

33.4

37.8

33.3

SOURCE! Calculated from the Statistical Review of the Atlantic
Provinces, 19^3* Dominion Bureau of Statistics for
Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, pps. 19 and 22.



THEF.THSTPROJECTSOFTHEAGRICULTURALREHABILITATIONAITLDEVELOPMENTADI.-NISJRATICN,1963. ProvinoeNumberofprojectsTotalcostFederalassistance PrinceEdwardIsland

4

5*36,200

5*18,100

NovaScotia

12

5*279,542

5*149,099

NewBrunswick

17

5*378,172

5*221,304

Newfoundland

26

5*346,688

5*233,634

SOURCFsTheFinancialPost,SecondSection,August17,1963,page11,
>T)HrJpjMi

CO



CROPS,LIVESTOCKANDPRODUCTSASAPERCENTAGE0?FARMCASHINCOME,
1^60.

Crops

Livestockandproducts

Canada

37 *1-vegetables

58,5-cattle,calvesand dairyproducts

MaritimeProvinces

29,8-potatoes

62,6-dairyproducts

PrinceEdwardIsland

46.9-potatoes

51.3-cattle,calvesand dairyproducts

NovaScotia

13.2-fruits

79*6-dairyproducts

NewBrunswick

28,7-potatoes

52,2-fruits

SOURCE*StatisticalReviewoftheAtlanticProvinces,1963,DominionBureauofStatistics, forAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,pps.35and36,
(0

l\)vo



VALUEOFAGRICULTURALPRODUCTSSOLD,196o1BYTOTALALLCENSUSFARMS,CANADAANDTHEATLANTICPROVINCES"(Thefiguresareexpressedindollars.) PlelcLcropsVegetables,PoultryLivestockDairyproductsOtherTotal fruits,andeggs greenhouse andnursery products

Canada824,150,130123,684,700195,905,950753,114,440402,944,56046,891,4302,346,591,230 Newfoundland712,940308,1001,409,510659,910951,830456,1904,498,480 PrinceEdward Island8,158,690447,1801,248,3608,044,7604,040,350321,13022,260,470
NovaScotia1,644,0204,733,3208,361,2608,055,8309,500,4802,759,86035,054,770 NewBrunswick9,863,1301,696,7403,793,1706,703,550,8,266,0701,854,76032,177,420

1June1,196OtoMay31,1961. SOURCE*DominionBureauofStatistics,Agriculture,1961,PrinceEdwardIsland,Catalogue96—532,Table31, NovaScotia,Catalogue96-533,Table31,NewBrunswick,Catalogue96-534,Table31,Newfoundland, Catalogue96-531,Table31,Canada,Catalogue96-530,Table31•
►u*1 CDC ojro ojo



Figure 21
Page 34

TOTAL FARM NET INCOME PER CAPITA OF RURAL FARM POPULATION, 1961.
(The figures are ezpressed in dollars.)

Canada ^495*80
Prince Edward Island 198.50
New Brunswick 216.20

Nova Scotia 255.95

SOURCE* Statistical Review of the Atlantic Provinces, 1963*
Dominion Bureau of Statistics for Atlantic Provinces
Economic Council, pps. 19 and 37.

Figure 22

INCOME - TOTAL FARM 1ST INCOME PER AGRICULTURAL WORKER IN
THE TAHITI!,IE PROVINCES. 1950 and 1960.'
(The figures are e:ppressed in dollars.)

Canada 1950 ^1,200
1960 1,915

The Maritime Provinces 1950 j* 750
1960 895

During this period in the Maritime Provinces, there were
15,000 fewer agricultural workers in 1960 than in 1950.
Farm net income was about 10';% in 1960 below the 1950 figure.
The trend in the Maritimes is symptomatic of the national
trend.

SOURCE* Statistical Review of the Atlantic Provincos, 19^3,
Dcmiiiion Bureau of Statistics for Atlantic Provinces
Economic Council, pps. 22 and 37*
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NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION CF FARMS ACCORDING TO FARLI SIZE, 1951 and 1961.

1315 ATLANTIC PROVINCES AND CMADA.

Darms
sizes ATLANTIC PROVINCES CANADA

aores 1951 1961 1951 1961
Under 3 155 580 2,258 4,620
>9 4,200 1,331 22,446 12,114
10-69 17,549 6,087 83,264 50,449

70-239 34,904 18,935 293,872 204,159
240-399 4,841 4,210 102,946 82,626
400-559
560-759

1,399
382

1,349
492

48,192
30,821

44,764
31,860

760-1,119 195 221 22,665 27,642
1,120-1,599 44 82 9,899 13,091

1,600 and over 30 54 6,728 9,578

TOTAL 63,709 33,391 623,091 480,903

SOURCE, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Agriculture, 1961, Table 1.
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NUMERICAL -'IS-^aiiCTICtT OF ACCORDING TO PAHM SISS. 1951 end 1961.

BY PROVINCE.

Fare PRINCE
size EDWARD ,

acres irstFCOmANI)
1951 1961

ISLAND
1951 1961

NOVA SCOTIA
1951 1961

HEW BRUNSWICK
1951 1961

TOTAL
1951 1961

Under 3 51 225 7 51 67 190 30 114 155 580
3-9 1,884 640 170 91 1,181 462 975 188 4,200 1,381
10-69 1,400 677 2,819 1,414 6,478 2,440 6,852 1,556 17,549 6,08?
70-129 169 111 4,214 2,845 6508 3,028 9,172 3,418 20,063 9,402

130-179 60 45 1,588 1,398 3,171 1,792 3,130 1,740 7,949 4,965
180-239 39 28 882 863 2,878 1,747 3,093 1,930 6,892 4,568
240-399 17 19 406 558 2,199 1,781 2,219 1,842 4,841 4,210

400-559 4 4 44 86 705 634 646 625 1,399 1,349

560-759 - 1 6 17 198 260 178 214 382 492

760-
1,119 2 1 - 9 92 112 101 99 195 221

1,120-
1,599 «w 1 2 20 48 23 32 44 82

1,600
and
over 1 1 18 24 12 18 30 54

TOTAL 3,626 1,752 10,137 7,335 23,515 12,518 26,431 11,786 63,709 33,391

SOURCE* Dominiem Bureau of Statistics, Arrlcnlture» 1961, Table 1.
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OO^ROIAL FARMS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL, CENSUS FARMS.

BY PROVINCE. 1961.

Newfoundland 26.2 $
Nova Scotia 39*4 $
Prince Edward Island 61#8 $
New Brunswick 43*4 i»

SOURCBs Calculated from Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Agriculture,

1961, fables 1 and 2.
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PERCH,TAGE NUMBER OF ALL FARI3 HEP05MHG TRACTORS,
19411 1951 and 1961. CAE , ' :.'U3 ATLANTIC I-ROVING ...
AND THE LEADING COMITIES.

mi mi 1?61
Canada 20.8 55.1 80.0

Ontario 19.3 61.4 48.4

Newfoundland
Division 1
Division 4
Division 7

na 3.3 22.9
17.5
31.6
27.8

Prince Edward Island
Qjueens
Prince
Kings

4.6 26.1 69.6
72.0
69.5
65.0

Nova Scotia
Kings
Colchester
Cumberland

4.0 17.2 48.6
6 3.7
65.3

61.4
New Brunswick

Carleton
Kings
Westmoreland

3.6 18.9 58.3
80.6
60.2
56.6

8GURCE1 Caloul&tsd from Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Agriculture* 1961, New Brunswick, Catalogue 96-534»
Tables 2,7,13,21, Nova Scotia, Catalogue 96-533,
'fables 2,7,13,21, Prince Edward Island, Catalogue
96-532, TaTbles2,7» 13,21, Newfoundland, Catalogue 96-
531, Tables 2,7,13,21, Ontario, Catalogue 96-536, Tables
2 and 7, Canada, Catalogue 96-530, Tables 2 and 7«



RURALANDURBANPOPULATIONOFTHEATLAMTICPROVINOSSANDCANADA,1941.1951and1961. 104119511961
Canadarural5,005,3295,191,7925,537,857 urban6,501,3268,817,63712,700,390

Newfoundland
rural

202,820

207,057

225,833

urban

118,999

154,359

232,020

Princej.dward
riiral

74,078

73,744

70,720

Island

urban

20,969

24,685

33,909

NovaScotia
rural

290,353

287,236

336,495

urban

287,609

355,348

400,512

NewBrunswick
rural

282,290

296,228

319,923

urban

175,111

219,469

278,013

Source*DominionBureauofstatistics,CensusofCanada.
OJfO

VO—J



Chapter 2

rlraary Pishing
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Primary Fishing

There are a number of geographical features of the Atlantic

Provinces which have determined the structure of the primary

fishery. The broad continental shelf of the Atlantic coast attracts

a high concentration of groundfish with a corresponding emphasis

on trawling, longlining and trapping. The Grand Banks, an area of

about 200,000 square miles of deep-sea grounds, is the most

important and extensive area of continental shelf under sustained

exploitation. In contrast to the submarine topography of the

Hew England coast, the "Banks" off Newfoundland and Nova Scotia-

Cape Breton Island are interrupted by comparatively fewer channels

and canyons. Southeast of Avalon Peninsula and Canso, the contin¬

ental shelf may extend as much as 200 miles offshore, but south¬

wards to Cape Cod (Massachusetts), the shelf becomes constricted

near Provincetown, forming a bottleneck and limiting effective

inter-oommunication of the Gulf fish with the Southern New England

group.^ There is, therefore, a larger sea area of continental shelf

conditions off the Atlantic Provinces possessing a high concent¬

ration of commercial ground fish than is available to the New England

and foreign fisheries. (See Figure 28)

The Atlantic Provinces' fishery is further defined by environ¬

mental factors. Unlike the New England fishery, which is composed of

groups of specialized fisheries, each heavily dependent on the abund¬

ance of a particular species, the Canadian industry engages in a

diversified fishery which is less affected by declines in abundance of a
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particular- species.

Seasons of abundance or scarcity are dictated by changes in

the submarine environment in which water temperature appears to

play an important role. For example, the best catches of cod are

made in water temperatures ranging from 32°F. to 40°F. The areas

of best cod catches, however, also correspond to coastal areas of

winter ice and low water temperatures. In Newfoundland, cod fish¬

ing is thus a summer endeavour. The coastal waters warm up in May

and June as the ice loosens and melts and as the land mass becomes

warmer. Not only are the cod attracted to the coastal environment

by v/armer water temperatures (i.e. within 30 miles of the coast of

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island) but the abundant schools

of capelin, moving into the beaches to spawn during the summer

months, provide a main source of food for the cod.

Water temperature thus affects the migratory behaviour of the

cod. But lobsters, unlike cod, fluctuate in numbers not by migrat¬

ion but by actual changes in their activity. Their body temperature

and metabolic activity vary with the temperature of the water

around them. As the Decapod Crustacea is found at less than 20

fathoms, conditions of coastal ice and low water temperatures

determine a low winter catch and low lobster activity. The egg lay¬

ing period is in July. With fourteen different lobster trapping

seasons, from July to October, during or shortly after

the moulting period, lobster catches attain their
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rnaximum during this period.2
In specific areas, the coastal geography of the Atlantic

Provinces has provided innumerable good harbours and shelter bays.

The indented coastlines of New Brunswick (from Saint John to

St .Andrews), of Nova Scotia's south shore (fi'om Yarmouth to Canso),

and of Newfoundland (from White Bay to Bonavista Bay and from

Pcrt-auz-Basques to Fortune Bay), have been the locations of many

fishing settlements (e.g. Black's Harbour, N.B., Mahone Bay, N.S.,

Safe Harbour and Burgeo, Newfoundland). The embayments of New

Brunswick (Baie de Chaleur and Miramichi Bay) and of Newfoundland

(the Avalon and Burin Peninsulas) have also provided good harbours

for fishing settlements and foreign fishing vessels seeking fresh

food and water, equipment and repairs, (See Figures 2,3,4)

With the first settlers of these coastal harbours and bays

little heed was paid to land accessibility and road communications.

In offect, the first settlements were temporary outposts for

fishermen soon returning to Britain, Scandinavia, France, Spain

and Portugal. "Unlike the fur trade, which came increasingly to

depend upon the participation of local colonists, the fisheries

were exploited by interests operating from a large number of

European bases from which the necessary labour' and supplies were

secured". Settlement of the mainland took place slowly. Even today,

the nature of the outports, many only accessible by sea and air,

and the attitudes detrimental to the fishing industry, reflect

the original occupation pattern of the coast bays and harbours
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and overseas control of the fisheries. (See Figures 2,3»4)

Although the geographical features remain essentially

unchanged, the process of resource exploitation must alter as

research determines more efficient techniques. It is in the Atlantic

Provinces that change is necessary and apparent and where alternative

technologies must he applied to render the industry more productive

and more efficient.

The Structure of the Fishing Industry

In the Atlantic Provinces, attitudes play a decisive role

in the structure of the fisheries. It has "been recently suggested

that, "Many of the problems facing the industry today, including

the use of antiquated methods and equipment, result from the attitudes

of those engaged in the industry".^ M.Q. Inris explains part of the

history, "The rapid destruction of the fur-hearing animals within

the region, and the absence of any approaches to the interior of the

continent, reduced the fur trade to a secondary interest of the

inhabitants. Both the Indians and the whites found it necessary to

depend very largely upon other means of livelihood. The raising of

cattle became the chief industry of the French colonists about the

Minas Basin. The Bank and Newfoundland fisheries developed as a

dominant interest of French and English trading-capitalist organizat¬

ion".5
S.D. Clark continues the historical explanation, "The lack

of economic opportunities, and the ease with which agricultural

operations could be carried on, destroyed any spirit of enterprise
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and made them (the Acadians) content with their drat existence".''

Although the Acadians composed a fraction of the total regional

population of French, English, German and Einpire Loyalists, they

were able to secure through isolation a degree of economic self-

sufficiency and thus avoid the immediate disaster of commercial

exploitation so rampant under British and French colonial control.

As with the Acadians, the isolated outports of today are

breeding places of inertia. For example, the inshore operations

controlled singly or in small partnerships, especially evident in

Newfoundland, are examples of industry retardation. Dr. Copes

recognized that opportunities offered are not grasped by fishermen

who lack the necessary initiative, knowledge and imagination.

Opportunities for improvement as a result are not encouraged by
7

isolation and the stagnant life of the small outports. Today,

many of the outport attitudes result in inter-area rivalries,

prolonged poverty, and suspicions of government workers and modern

techniques.

The exigencies of wartime demands for protein food,

technological developments in processing and marketing of fresh

and frozen fish, and the selective guidance of government assistance

(financial, informative and extension) have stimulated greater

catches and a marked growth in the number of modern fishing vessels.

As isolated settlements are abandoned or interconnected by land

communication, traditions weaken and attitudes become more closely
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associated with modern trends, industrialization and the obvious

necessity to improve the industry. The elimination of independent,

isolated, fishing outports and inertia is a slow process but strongly
9

in evidence in Atlantic Canada.

As a result of the abundance of fish around the coasts of

the Atlantic Provinces and the low capital input of the fishing

industry, necessitating small craft and obsolete fishing equipment,

the industry by tradition is inshore fishing. Inshore fishing has

been in the hands of individual fishermen, or small partnerships of

limited means, employing simple and inexpensive equipment. In recent

years, industrialisation of the fishery has succeeded in gradually

abolishing the old system of independent, small scale fishing.

The Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects recognized the

long term magnitude of the traditional structure of the industry;

". . . problems of maintaining a supply of capital are likely to go

hand in hand with the problem of encouraging fishermen to use capital
10

more effectively and in larger amounts".

In the large port areas of St.John's, Charlottetown, Halifax,

Mahone Bay, Clarke's Harbour, Shediac, Yarmouth and Freeport, where

vessel ownership and plant processing are being concentrated,

elimination of the traditional industry is apparent. It is in the

outports of Newfoundland, and the south shore of Nova Scotia and Cape

Breton Island that the least progress has been accomplished.

In Newfoundland, as an example, the problem of industry retardation

is being met by outport abandonment. The Department of Public
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Welfare ha3 placed a leading role through its Centralization
11

Programme.

By enlarging the port areas with added port facilities

(e.g. St.John's) and encouraging a movement away from isolated

outports, where communications are poor and opportunities for

employment are almost non-existent, the primary fishery of the

Atlantic Provinces is Being put on a more expansive and capital

intensive industrial Basis. Individual fishermen and small

partnerships are splitting up and Beginning to fish as crews on

larger vessels at the expense of companies. Such companies can

finance large-scale operations and provide more regular salaries

for their fishermen.

As this pattern emerges, fishing vessels from Atlantic Province

ports will Be able to exploit the inshore fisheries with greater

effectiveness. What is of added importance is larger vessels util¬

izing modern fishing equipment will exploit the deepsea fishery

?/hich has Been dominated upto now By foreign fishing vessels.

Some authorities foresee that changes in the traditional skills

and methods will replace a time-honoured way of life and might Be

met with considerable opposition. Nevertheless, the process of

change, so necessary to the ecomcmic stability of the fishery,

has Begun. Larger catches and improved equipment, associated with

comparatively stable employment and Better wages than in the past,
12 0 TT- S)

Bear evidence of success. (See Figure 315 f
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Since 1955» employment in primary fishing operations has

matched the gradual decline indicated nationally. Regionally, only

Prince Edward Island has shown a slight hut consistent increase

from 1955 to 1960. In the examples of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,

primary fishing employment has decreased substantially within the

past six years. In both provinces, industry rationalization and

non-fishing industrial activity has attracted a major portion of

those who left fishing. It is the fishing industry of Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick that has shown the greatest improvement and the

fastest rate of elimination of marginal fisheries.

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island, which employ the

largest and smallest number of primary fishermen respectively,

indicate specific industry contrasts to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

In both cases, primary employment has increased in six years.

Both provinces depend upon fishing for an important source of

provincial revenue. Newfoundland, on the one hand, has made little

progress in eliminating marginal fishing activities so that its

industry is occupied by a large proportion of inefficient,

self-employed fishermen.

In Prince Edward Island, fishing is a main source of revenue

and as a result the industry continues to attract numbers who are

unable to finance modern and efficient fishing methods, and who

lack the necessary skills to operate up-to-date equipment. Thus,

both provinces support industries which offer scant remuneration
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to the fishermen, relatively unskilled in modern fishing tech¬

niques. In "both provinces, the fishery is marked "by low capital

investment per capita employed, and large numbers of low income,

seasonally employed fishermen.

Considered in summary, the four Atlantic Provinces have each

increased their weight of fish and shellfish landings since 1955*

New Brunswick is the only province to show a consistent increase

in landings concomita1 t with a decrease in numbers employed.

This data shows that the industry of New Brunswick is not only

relatively less important as a source of revenue to the region's

economy, but more important, the province supports an industry op¬

erating on a smaller scale more efficiently than the other

three provinces.
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The Catch

The catch of the Atlantic Provinces is dominated "by species

of low unit value. Three of the top four species "by value (cod,

haddock and herring) constitute 68$ "by weight and 41$ "by value of

the total landings. (See Figures29»30 ). Without a doubt, the lob¬

ster catch provides the most valuable inshore fishery. The Eemarus

americanus is in continual danger of being over-fished. The danger

results from the short fishing seasons which entice fishermen to

fish as many traps as possible to maximise their catch. To elimin¬

ate the danger of over-exploitation, for example, the Quebec

Legislature adopted in 1956 a regulation limiting each boat to 300

traps. Periods of lobster abundance and scarcity are determined by
1 3

environmental conditions over which man has no control. Therefore,

to continue the high unit value and supply of lobsters, optimum

management procedures must be adopted with the full cooperation

of the fishermen.

Conservation and the Effects of Research

In the last ten years, the problems of the Atlantic Provinces'

fishery have come under research scrutiny from Federal and Provin¬

cial sources. In cooperation with the Provincial fisheries depart¬

ments, the Canada Department of Fisheries has established research

stations in each of the four provineco concentrating on fish biology

and industry technology.

Among the more outstanding biological research efforts of the

Department of Fisheries at St.Andrews, Few Brunswick, has been in

endemic diseases affecting oyster stocks. Abnormal mortalities
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in oysters were first recorded in Malpeque Bay (F.E.I,) in 1915*
V

By 1939 tks oyster beds of Prince Edward Island had been affected.
i

In 1947» information gathered indicated that the oysters of this
14

region suffered from a common complaint called "Malpeque disease".

Between 1948 and 1954» oysters raked from the West River (P.E.I.)

showed symptoms of a disease organism causing a condition termed

as "storage disease". It was first noticed in Montreal soon after

West River oysters had been placed in cold-air storage. The disease

spontaneously disappeared by the winter of 1953-1954* Prom 195°»

oysters collected from Cocag^e Bay and Buctouche Bay and in 1955»

oysters from Shippigan and Miramichi Bay were suffering from an

infectious disease and high oyster mortalities, symptoms which
15

suggested a recurrence of the West River disease.

Prom evidence compiled, R.R. Logie suggests, ". . . it is

tentatively concluded that Kent County oysters are now suffering

from a highly infectious, very deadly Malpeque disease of long-

term significance to the industry and that the oysters in the

Miramichi and Shippigan waters are suffering the lightly infectious

relatively mild West River disease. • .a serious problem only in
1 (5

cold-air storage and maybe of consequence for only a brief time".

The recovery of devasted stock by natural propagation of the resist¬

ant survivors to a stage supporting a commercial fishery takes

from 10 to 15 years. Thus, by prohibiting the transfer of oysters

either from United States sources, or from local disease-

resistant sources to the mainland, it is hoped to
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prevent the spread of the Malpeque disease. Research continues on

an emergency basis to establish remedial action. Rehabilitation
17of disease-depleted oyster beds is a chief concern.

Prom biological studies, certain management techniques have

been possible. For exrmple, studies of the salinity and temperature

environment of the lobster, their movements, growth and mortality

rates at various stages are basic to experiments in lobster manage¬

ment. As a high proportion of the whole stock of legal-sized animals

are trapped annually, it is esential to understand environmental

conditions advantageous to optimum lobster propagation and growth.

It is necessary, as well, to explain some of the changes in size

of annual catches. The main concern of the Department is to manage

the fishery to make the best continuing use of the lobster stocks
i d

that are prod.uced naturally.

A further example of management techniques based upon bio¬

logical research involves the anadromous Atlantic salmon (Salmo

salar). This species differs from the West Coast counterpart in that

it spawns following one or two years in salt water and may live to
19

spawn again. Pacific salmon spawn once and die.

The use of DDT by forest officials to eliminate spruce bud

worm in Few Brunswick concurrently removed the insect food source

of young fry and parr. As the more mature smolts migrate to sea

they encounter hazards of silting from logging operations and farming,

water pollution from mine effluents, from hydro-electric developments
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anci domestic sanitation. Stream disturbance in the last 10 to

15 years has resulted in high salmon mortality rates and low annual

catches. The Department of Fisheries, by coordinating biological

research with resource development, has endeavoured to provide safer

environmental conditions and improved habitat areas where the
, 20

salmon spawn.

Technological studies are the responsibility of research

stations and the fishermen. For example, preliminary experiments

with fishing gear call for more control of a vessel's operations

than is possible on commercial fishing craft which depend on concentrated

fishing for a profitable operation. On the one hand, the fishermen

must become more versatile in fishing skills coramensurate with

modern equipment demands, (e.g. use of purse seine as well as long-

lining). On the other hand, more efficient means of locating

schools of fish and improving methods of catching fish must be co¬

ordinated with improved human skills.

The overshadowing threat appears to be that more vessels

(Canadian and International), and more efficient methods of landing

and storing fish, are being applied to a gradually diminishing

quantity and size of fish. As the quantity and size diminish, methods

of locating and landing must attain greater efficiency. The

Department of Fisheries, through their provincial research stations,

have achieved success with nylon nets, differing mesh sizes and

techniques according to particular species of fish.
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For example, the increasing success of purse seining methods

in catching herring and other pelagic fish (which represent the

largest unused resources available to the Maritimes' fishermen)

is obvious. However, in a criticism of purse seining methods,

EE. Lounsbury comments that "• . .the magnitude of fluctuation in

landings is even greater than with (weir fishing). Hot to be

discounted is the fact that purse seining often cannot be relied

upon to provide acceptable fish at all times of the year. Hence

a major abandonment of weir fishing cannot be expected in the
21

immediate future".

fable 1
22

Average Annual Catch Per nit of Gear Operated
(Thousands of pounds.)

1957 1958 1959 1960

Weirs 253 95 276 259

Drag Seine 193 81 264 250

Purse Seins 482 606 1,004 2,453

A stimulus to technological improvements in the Atlantic

Provinces* fishery comes from tne foreign fishing fleets exploit¬

ing the Grand Banks and fishing grounds off Atlantic Canada. The

stimulus is evident in the ability of Russian and Japanese vessels

to carry out long range fishing from large "mother" vessels ana

successfully store fish over a long period. In contrast to the

inshore fishing of the Canadian fishery, Russian, Japanese, British,

French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian and Scandinavian vessels are

geared to long periods out of port thousands of miles from the
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home market# The Fisheries Research Board of Canada has carried

out analysis of fish handling and hold construction to eliminate

mechanical damage in the trawl, on deck and in the hold, On.

autolysis, bacterial growth and hoat breakdown. Use of metal sur¬

faces is replacing wood in holds and total refrigeration of the fish

holds has Increased storage periods improving the quality of the fish
21

product delivered at port#

'The size of individual vessels of "the Atlantic Provinces*

fishing fleet has increased slightly with the financial aid of

government subsidies encouraging construction of larger draggers

and trawlers. The Newfoundland Government gives financial assist¬

ance in acquisition of fishing boats by purchase and in repairs.

The Federal and Provincial Governments pay bounties on construction

of fishing vessels. There is a 40$ subsidy on the construction of
■f

wooden trawlers and draggers and a 50$ subsidy on the approved

cost for work on steel fishing trawlers. The Newfoundland Fisheries

Loan Board in the five years ending March 31st. 1959, contributed

^1.06 million of which ^544 thousand went for new vessel

construction.'"^
The chief problem in vessel construction is again the supply of

capital available and the propensity of fishermen to apply capital

effectively. In contrast, European fishing interests off Atlantic

Canada possess the necessary capital and business acumen to acquire

large scale capital equipment suited to modern techniques. In Newfound¬

land, for example, few large corporations have invested capital

into the fisheries but have invested generously in more

lucrative ventures (i.e. forestry and mining). The consequences
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are evident in the backward operations of the Atlantic inshore

fishery.

In the immediate future, to adopt a twelve mile off-shore

limit parallel to the Canadian coast, presents significant implicat¬

ions to the Atlantic fishery. The present Canadian scheme calls for

three miles of territorial water (unchanged), plus nine additional

miles for a fishing sone confined to Canadian fishermen and by

treaty and by historic rights to the United States, France, Spain,
25

Portugal, Norway, Denmark and Italy.

In the first instance, this scheme is an attempt at

conservation of fish under sustained exploitation. Within the

twelve mile limit, control of fishing would be under the surveillance

of a patrolling system, (at this time, such a system is non-existent),

and the fishermen themselves. Secondly, the twelve mile limit is an

attempt to exclude large and efficient fishing fleets from over-

exploiting a resource in constant need of conservation. For example,

the proposal to convert the port of St.Pierre into a storage and

repair centre for the fishing vessels of the European Economic

Community would offer not only a loss of income from repairs and

equipment sold from St.John's, but would inflict a greater demand

on the fish resources of the "Banks" than at present. In effect,

the twelve mile limit will protect a resource and an industry

important to the economy of the Atlantic Provinces.

Of equal significance to the Canadian fishery, the local

fleet and the French, Portuguese and American fleets have virtually a
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monopoly control of the inshore fishery over foreigners. At

present, Canadian deep-sea fishing vessels suffer a disability as

they are prohibited by Canadian law from fishing vfithin twelve

miles of the coast. Although this is a conservation measure,

foreign trawlers fish within twelve miles of the coast. The

lifting of this restriction is imminent.
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1 John P. Wise, "Cod Groups in the New England Area", Fishery
Bulletin9 Volume 63, Number 1, United States Department of
the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, 1963, Washington, ppa201 to 203} Atlas of Canada,
Map Nos. 8, 9 and 105 Map of the Americas, Scale 1 s 5,000,000,
"United States, Southern Canada and Newfoundland"« The American
Geographical Society, Sheet 1 E, 1948,
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Authority of the Minister of the Department of Fisheries of
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The Newfoundland Board of Trade, 1961, pps.90 to 91•
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total for Newfoundland, 126 vessels, from the Economics
Service, Department of Fisheries, from correspondence with
A. Proulx, Economic Intelligence Branch, Ottawa, November 7, 1963.

J.A. Crutchfield, "The Role of the Fisheries in the Canadian
Econaay", Resources for Tomorrow, Volume 2, pps.739 to 757.

10 Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects, The Commercial
Fisheries of Canada, prepared by the Department of Fisheries
and the Fisheries Research Board, September 1956* page 117.
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11 Department of Public Welfare, Centralization Programme,
administered "by the Social Assistance Division, commenced
January 1st, 1934» from correspondence with R.R. Roberts,
Director of Welfare, November 7, 1963*

12 Editorial, "The Future of Fishing", The Newfoundland Chambor
of Commerce, Newfoundland Board of Trade, August 1963,
Volume XXX, Numbered page 5? Dr. P. Coj>es, St ♦John's and
Newfoundland - An Economic Survey, 'he tfoun&land Board.
of Trade, 1961, page 915 Royal Commission on Canada's
Economic Prospects, The Commercial Fisheries of Canada,
page 46? from discussion with the Agent General of Atlantic
Provinces House, London, England.

13 D.G. Wilder, "Canada's Lobster Fishery", Canadian Geographical
Journal, Volume LV, Number 3, September 1957, ppa.38 to 107#

14 "Oyster Mortalities, Old and New, in the Maritimes", R.R. Logie,
reprinted from Pro.gress Re-ports of the Atlantic Coast Stations
of the Fisheries Research Board of 'anada, Issue 65« P"P3 ♦ 3 to
11, October 1956.

15 Ibid., pps.5 to 8.

16 Ibid., page 9*

17 R.R* Logie, "Recent Oyster Mortalities and a Method for
restoring the Fishery", General Series Circular 28, April 1957?
H.R. Found and R.R. Logie", "Rehabilitation of Disease-depleted
Oyster Fisheries", General Series Circular 29, April 1957s
R.R. Logie,"Epidemic Oyster Disease and Rehabilitation
Transfers in 1957"» General Series Circular 31, March 1958?
J.C. Medcof, "Useful Publications for Oyst&e Farmers of the
Maritimes", General Series Circular 32, October 1958?
R.E. Diinnan and J.C. Medcof, "Progress in Rehabilitating
Disease Affected Oyster Stocks", General Series Circular 34,
October 1961? R.R. Logie, R.E. Drinnan and E.B. Henderson,
"Rehabilitation of Disease-depleted Oyster Populations in
Eastern Canada", reprinted from the Proceedings of the Gulf
and Caribbean Fisheries Institute, 13th. Annual Session,
November 1960, pps.109 to 112.

18 Research information on Sea Scallops (Placopecten magellanicus)
may be found in - N, Bourne and A. Ilaclver, "Gulf of
St.Lawrence Scallop Explorations", 1961, Fisheries Board of
Canada, Biological Station, St.Andrews, New Brunswick?
Irish moss (Chondrus crispus) is used both as a stabiliser
and as a substitute for agar? Trade News, Canada Department
of Fisheries, January 1963.
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19 Pacific salmon - sockeye, nerka? pink, gorbuscha? coho,
kitsutch? chum, keta? spring salmon, tschawytscha.

20 F.H. hooding, "Canada's Atlantic Salmon", Canadian Geograph¬
ical Journal, Volume XLIX, Number 4» October 1954» pps,130 to
134? Fisheries Research Board of Canada, Annual Report,
1960~19'51, Biological Station, St .Andrews',' New Bninswick,
pps.47 to 90? Rood salmon rivers in Nova Scotia are
Margaree and St,Mary's, in New Brunswick, lliramichi and
Restigouche, in Newfoundland, Number and Terra Nova,
in Labrador, Eagle and Forteau; examples of salmon rivor
disturbances - DDT in the area of the Nashwaak River,
water pollution in the Tomogonops River and hydro-electric
power development on the Saint John River? to give a
resurgence to the Atlantic Salmon Fishery, Pacific salmon
eggs were first transplanted in the North Harbour River,
Newfoundland in the autumn of 1959 and again in 1962 with
scane success in developing fry - The Financial Post,
July 13, 1963.

21 F.E. Lounsbury, The Food and Processing Industries of tho
Atlantic Provinces, Atlantic Provinces Research Board for
Atlantic Prdvinces Economic Council, October 1960, page 82.

22 Fisheries Fesoarch Board of Canada, Annual Report, 1960-1961,
nxoicgical Station, St.Andrews, New Brunswick, page 60.

23 Federal Research Board of Canada, experimental Station,
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

24 Dr. P. Copes, St.John's and Newffflaaflland - An Economic
Survey, Newfoundland Board of Trade, 1961, pps.88 to 9°>
a partial list of subsidy agreements between the Canadian
Maritime Commission and the shipowners and shipbuilders,
as of October % 1962s

5.W.C. McKay and Sons Ltd. a drsgger, subsidized ^49,000
The Financial Post, December 15# 1962? from correspondence
with J.R. Mills, Director, Voluntary Planning (Economic),
Department of Finance and Economics, Halifax, Neva Scotia,
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October 8, 1963? Ship Construction Assistance Regulations
effective May 1961, Canadian Vessel Construction Assistance
Act made law in mid-1950'sj Angus cGugan* "Shipbuilding
in Canada"* Canadian Geographical Journal, Volume XLIX,
Number 1, July 1954* pps.2 to 17.

25 The Times, London* England* June 4, 1963? "New Statement
on Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone", Department of
'^-fcernal Affairs, Bulletin, No. 58/10.
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ACOMPARISONOFTHEWEIGHTAITSVALUEOFFISHLANDINGSjfflTHEATLANTICPROVINCES.1960. Percentagebyweight-lbs.
CciHaddockHerringLotster

Newfoundland

70.9

4.4

2.6

0.7

PrinceEdwardIsland
20.8

5.2

7.5

23.9

NovaScotia

23.4

14.5

16.7

4.9

NewBrunswick

14.2

1.6

58.7

5.1

PercentageByvalue-dollars. Newfoundland

65.8

3.7

1.5

8.9

PrinceEdwardIsland

%4

2.2

1.5

71.7

NovaScotia

13.7

10.9

4.1

32.5

NewBrunswick

10.1

2.1

22.6

43.5

PercentageByweight-IBs. AtlanticProvinces

42.9

17.8

7.4

4.7

PercentageByvalue-dollars. AtlanticProvinces

27.7

6.3

6.7

30.8

SOURCE«CalculatedfromTheStatisticalReviewofthetianticProvinces,1963,Dominion BureauofStatisticsforAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,pps.38and39*
h3w ®s
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VALUEOP
FISHLANDINGSPERTHOUSANDPOUNDSWEIGHTOF
FISH*1960.

(Thefiguresareexpressedindollars.) Species

Canada

Newfoundland
PrinceEdward
NovaScotia
NewBrunswick
Atlantic

Island

Provinces

Cod

27.58

25.32

27.50

34.49

28.63

27.38

Haddock

38.65

23.05

50.28

44.00

53.60

38.78

Herring

11.20

16.57

21.78

13.73

15.68

15.36

Lobster

349.80

311.60

315.10

383.50

336.20

351.89

Total Seafish

50.70

27.41

105.89

58.30

410.12

42.83

SOURCE*CalculatedfromThaStatisticalReviewoftheAtlanticProvinces,1963,Dominion BureauofStatisticsforAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,pps.38and39*
•tj« ®5
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WEIGHTOFFISHANDSHELLFISHLANDINGSPERMANEMPLOYEDINPRIMARYOPSRATICBS,1960. (Thefiguresareexpressedinthousandsofpoundsweight.) SpeciesLeadingProvinces Cod Haddock Herring Lobster

Newfoundland 22.21 NovaScotia 4.93 NewBrunswick 22.09 PrinceEdward Island 3.12

NovaScotia 1.84 Newfoundland 1.42 NovaScotia 5.59 NewBrunswick 1.93

AtlanticProvinces 13.44 AtlanticProvinces 2.33 AtlanticProvinces 5.62 Nova.Scotia 1.6?

AtlanticProvinces 1.18

SOURCESCalculatedfromTheStatisticalReviewoftheAtlanticProvinces,1963>dominion BureauofStatisticsforAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,pps.38and39.
$
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Primary forestry

The character of the productive forested land of the

Atlantic Provinces is "best described by maps and statistics

expressing physical and numerical distribution. (See Figures 32,33,
34,35)

The most expressive figure is that for the Atlantic Provinces

as a region. Over 95$ of the total productive land is productive

forested land. This figure illustrates the importance of the forest

resource to the region, nearly 60$ of which is covered in

productive forest. It is interesting to note that as a per¬

centage of the total productive forest land of the four prov¬

inces, Newfoundland-Labrador has 46.2$, New Brunswick 32.2$,

Nova Scotia 20.9$ and Prince Edward Island 0.7$. By contrast,

in terms of value of forest production in 1960, New Brunswick

accounted for 46.7$, Newfoundland 26.2$, Nova Scotia 24.3$,
2

and Prince Edward Island 2.9$. From these few figures, it is

evident that the industry of New Brunswick has reached a more

developed state of production than Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.

There are, however, structural differences in the industry

from province to province.

The history of cutover in the Atlantic Provinces is

apparent to the traveller when driving south by car along

Highway 11 in Eastern New Brunswick or in Nova Scotia on

Highway 2 and 9 of the Minas fininsula. The land was cleared

and settled Initially for agricultural purposes. The soil
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conditions and, in some cases, human inability dictated failur :

and subsequent farm abandonment. The plots of abandoned wooden

buildings and scrub covered fields bear evidence of hardships

and land only suited to forest cover. Prior to 1880, large

areas of forest at coastal locations were cut over as fuel for

steam shipping. Between 1840 and 1880, construction of wooden

vessels reached a peak. By the beginning of the Twentieth

Century, coastal and prominent river valleys, once areas of

productive forest, had been cleared of commercial timber.

Woodswork

Before 1920, the forestry industry was dominated by many

small logging operations, supplying local and export demand.

Today, the logging and sawmill sector of the industry is composed

of a large number of small, independently-owned mills. The function

of these numerous operations is to supply, by contract, timber,
3

pulpwood and waste wood to sawmills and the pulp companies.
Like the fishing industry, the numerous and small size

operations militate against efficiency and effective use of

capital as represented by the larger concerns. The high ratio of

privately owned occupied forest land to Provincial and Federal

Crown Land, particularly in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,

reflects the diversified management control of the timber resource.

This type of management is harmful to the industry. Conservation

and cutting practices of the scattered owners express their poor

bargaining power. They must accept the market price or leave the
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timber unsold. Stumpage provides funds upon which intensified

management depends. Low stumpage returns from private operations

imply low levels of management. "The situation denotes a concept

of forest liquidation without thought for the future. The higher

the operating costs, the lower the stumpage returns to the owner,

thus prejudicing management of private lands'1.^ Pepler sums up the

situation, "... the woodland sections of farms tend to have the

poorest management of all our forest lands. There is little doubt

that from national and provincial points of view there is in these
5

properties a neglected resource".

In recent years, attempts have been made to rationalize

logging operations through sustained yield management. Control and

regulation of forest operations vary with each province. Provincial

policies applied to forest exploitation have in the past depended

upon the accessibility of forests to the industry, the standard of

silvicultural knowledge available, capital investment in the industry,

and the enthusiasm with which the forestry industry and individuals

have endeavoured to combine exploitation and conservation of the

resource.

For example, the Small Tree Conservation Act of Nova

Scotia applies to operations of fifty thousand board feet measure

or more.^ Spruce, pine and hemlock of more than ten inches diameter

may not be cut without a licence to cut from the Provincial Minister

of Lands and Forests. In Nova Scotia, since 19349 nearly 600,000
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acres of cut and "burned over lands, plus areas of merchantable

timber, have been purchased by the Provincial Government for the

purpose of establishing about one third of woodland under Crown

control. Both policies are beneficial to effective forest manage¬

ment in Nova Scotia.

Historically, the farm woodlots of Prince Edward Island

have supplied much of the local demand for timber, fuelwood, and

fence posts. These privately owned forest holdings are under

Provincial Legislative control. Large scale export of pulpvrood,

for example, is restricted, effectively conserving the meagre timber

resources of the Island.

"To encourage better v.-oodlot management, the Canadian

Forestry Association and its autonomous provincial affiliates

sponsor the establishment of Tree Farms". In New Brunswick, tree

farming has been partly successful although only two percent

of the woodlot owners have accepted the minimum management

requirements. In Nova Scotia, Bowater's Mersey Paper Company,

for example, operates a tree farm of 17,500 acres in Queens

County. Universal adoption of tree farming in New Brunswick and

Nova Sootia would aim at provincial areas of high density

regenerated forest and optimum quality timber. "The highly

productive accessible land should be yielding, through
7

intensive measures, at least twice its natural productivity".

Failure in the past to adopt this kind of unified forest

management accounts to some extent for the need to spend more
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on road accessibility. The cost of transportation and the rate

of forest depletion are correspondingly high.

By agreement with the Provincial Government, the Anglo-

Newfoundland Development Company has the rights of licence renewal

(virtually perpetual tenure) on the original two thousand square

miles that they acquired. Both Anglo-Newfoundland and Bowater's

Newfoundland Pulp and Paper Mills Limited are exempted from raying

stumpage cn logging operations for ninety-nine years. In addition

to certain other qualifications, these two companies are in a

strong bargaining position.

In March 1961, the Newfoundland House of Assembly ratified

-An Act to Secure a Iloru j1 al and Loonomic Use of the Forest

Resources of Newfoundland and to Assure an Adequate Supply of

Wood for the Establishment of a Third Mil (at Come By Chance).

The Act strengthens the negotiating position of the Government in

relation to Anglo-Newfoundland and Bowater's Newfoundland over the

exchange of uncommitted Crown Land under productive forest in

central and western Newfoundland for timber concessions held in

eastern areas of the province by these two companies. In effect,

this will render a large area of Island timber under the direct

management control of Anglo-Newfoundland, Bowater's and the newly

formed (1962) Newfoundland Pulp and Chemical Company. The Act is

recognition by Provincial forest authorities of conservation require¬

ments for sustained yield management of the timber resources of
g

Newfoundland.



The nature of employment in logging operations, and in

saw and planing mills is largely seasonal. For the individual

and outport fishermen low incomes from their annual catch have

to "be supplemented. Seasonal employment as loggers and in the sawmills

becomes a necessity. However, the peak periods in fishing and logging

coincide in Newfoundland, Cape Breton Island and southeast Nova

Scotia (Guysbcrough County). Professor Copes remarks, "if woods-

work helps to reduce the seasonality of the fishermen's employment
q

it tends to exacerbate the seasonal unemployment of loggers".'

Underemployment of labour in both industries with low incomes,

the necessity to supplement incomes by dual annual employment,

the lack of capital investment available to a large number cf small

and independently owned mills, are just some of the problems

involved in low annual output and seasonal employment.

Greater logging efficiency is possible with better trained

professional loggers. One of the policy requirements adhered to

by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association is that efforts

toward greater stability of employment and maintenance of good

living conditions are essential to the economic advancement of the

industry. There is ample opportunity in the Atlantic Provinces

for adoption of this kind of policy.
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Pulp and Paper

In contrast to woodswork and sawmilling, pulp and paper is

both the most valuable and the most rapidly expanding sector of

the forest industry. In the 1920's, the introduction of pulp and

paper was the cause of an economic boom in parts of the Atlantic

Provinces. Now technological change and the utilization of waste

materials from primary forest production promises to provide another
10

basis for expansion in the Industry.

The employment structure in the pulp and paper sector is on

a permanent basis with some seasonal labour. For instance,

the New Brunswick International Paper Company, the largest single

Industrial employer in the province, employs three thousand perm¬

anent and seasonal employees in a mill that operates on a twelve

months basis. The small proportion of seasonally employed to total

employment in this mill is concerned in the woodswork sector of

the industry.

In the past, seasonal employment annually reached a summer peak

which corresponded with the efforts of the pulp and paper mills

to accumulate pulpwood reserves in preparation for the six months

freeze-up. With improved roads and a greater dependence upon year-

round trucking to replace stream driving of pulpwood, the need to

maintai --/inter inventories of pulpwood of the present magnitude

will be reduced (e.»g.Bathurst Power and Paper Co., and Bowater's

Newfoundland Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd.) Concurrently, the seasonal

labour requirements of pulp and paper mills will be reduced.
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It is expected that this trend will grow in the Atlantic Provinces

as forest access develops and improves, and as the industry is

stimilated "by a higher rate of capital investment.

The location of pulp and paper mills in Atlantic Canada has
water

depended on a fresh^site near to timber resources from freehold
and leasehold forest land. The fresh water site serves to facil¬

itate bark removal and to assemble pulpwood at the mill

(e.g. Praser Companies Ltd. at Edmundston on the upper Saint John

River adjacent to the Madawaska forest region). Converted to var¬

ious forms of processed pulp and paperboard, the products are moved

by road and rail to secondary industry markets for further proc¬

essing. This was the pattern of mill location upon which the older

mills continue to operate successfully (e.g. St.George Pulp and

Paper Company).

A number of mills have combined generation of hydro-electric

power with the function of assembling raw materials at fresh water

sites. In effect, these mills control a source of power chiefly

for the operation of the mill, but supply power to the regional

settlements (e.g. Anglo-l-Iewfoundland generates hydro-electricity

at Bishop's Palls and Grand Falls; Minas Basin Pulp and Paper

Company maintains power plants on the St.Croix River; Bathurst

Power and Paper Company owns and operates a hydro plant on the

Nipisiquit River; hydro-electric power is operated by, and

supplied to the St.vjeorge Pulp and Paper Co. from a plant at the

mouth of the L'agagandavic River adjacent to the pulp mill) •



Mill location on tidewater has advantages over fresh water

location in the Atlantic Provinces, essentially with a view to market
11

access. For instance, Nova Scotia Pulp Limited at Port Tupper

is located opposite Port Hawkesbury in the Strait of Canso.

Virtually the entire output of high grade bleached sulphite

(125,000 tons capacity per annum) is marketed in the United States.

Tidewater site is advantageous in terms of market and also as an

assembly point for road transport, and river and coastal movement

of pulpwood to the mill (e.g. Bird Gove, St.G^novilve, St.Anthony

and Hare Bay to Bowater's Newfoundland at Corner Brook).

Structure of the Pulp and Paper Industry

Considering the youth of the pulp and paper industry in

Atlantic Canada, the structure of the industry has altered consider¬

ably since 1920. The change has been most noticeable in the vert¬

ical and horizontal integration - from tree to printed package,

and from woodpulp through to paperboard.

Vertical integration has meant not only tighter control over

the supply of timber and pulpwood to the mill, but by controlling

woodswork operations a number of small operations are being

eliminated. Mill control of woods operations has meant a smaller

share of the pulpv/ood market for the independent operations with

limited capital. Mils are acquiring Crown Licences to log areas

of mature timber. This kind of competition between the small



operator and the larger mill is favourable to the industry as a

means of placing the forest resources under more effective

management. J.M. Smith and D.J. Forgie observe that "... the

purpose of vertical integration is either to assure sources of raw

material for manufacture or to maintain a stable and satisfactory
12level of operations through an assured market". As vertical

integration in the pulp and paper industry assumes a more definite

pattern, the forestry industry of Atlantic Canada will achieve

greater economies of production and resource supply.

The organization of the primary industry has been

determined by the control of the market. Traditionally, control

has depended upon British and American financial ownership.

The pulp and paper industry of the Atlantic Provinces is thus

characterized by two outstanding factors - production is deter¬

mined by a market controlled by holding companies and newspaper

publishers. Secondly, the industry is controlled by (non-Canadian)

foreign capital.

For instance, the Bowater Paper Corporation Limited,

a holding company with head offices in England, controls the

Bowater Corporation of North America Ltd. Subsidiaries

of Bowater North America Ltd. include Bowater's Newfoundland

Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd. and Bowater Mersey Paper Company

Limited (Nova Scotia). The former subsidiary markets two

thirds of its newsprint output to publishers in the United

States under fifteen year contracts from 1954. The latter
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company is controlled by Bowater's but The Washington Post retains

a 49$ interest (1962) and serves as the chief market for newsprint

export sales.

Financial control of the semi-manufacturing processes by-

newspapers and publishers has guaranteed an export market for the

products (e.g. Associated Newspapers Ltd. of London, England, in

April 1962, purchased a 51$ interest in Anglo-Newfoundland Develop¬

ment Co. and a 16$ common stock interest in Price Brothers).

This kind of market control is of long term benefit to the companies

concerned.

There are definite drawbacks in the short term. A strike in

the printing and publishing industry as the result of a wage3

dispute, has drastic repercussions upon the production of newsprint

and the economic well being of the Atlantic Provinces. For instance,

in Spring 1963, the newspaper strike in New York City and Cleveland,

Ohio, caused the Bowster mills to close down from March 24th. to

April 9th. Production in the New Brunswick International Paper Co.

was reduced to a four day week. Overall, the growth in production

of newsprint over 1963 was correspondingly slower than in 1962.

It is significant in the long run that the standard of literacy

in the South American states and in Africa will increase. Closer

to home, as circulation of newspapers and printed material enlarges,

so too will grow the demand for newsprint. Production of newsprint

will expand accordingly. Short run economic dist'irbances will be

eclipsed, to a large extent, by long term industrial expansion.
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Horizontal integration of pulp and paper manufacture,

on the other hand, has initiated cheaper intra-mill supply of semi-

processed pulp in the Atlantic Provinces. This type of integration

necessitated a diversification of product manufacture. On a small

scale in this region, certain mills have developed a degree of

product specialization (e.g. the horizontally integrated supply

pattern between Irving Pulp and Paper Ltd. and Kimberly-Clark,

Canada, both located at Lancaster, New Brunswickf and also the pattern

of intra-mill supply of the Eraser Companies Ltd. located at

Edmundston, Newcastle and Atholville, New Brunswick). It seems that

horizontal integration is beneficial to the structure of the pulp

and paper industry of Atlantic Canada where the timber resources are

plenteous and the opportunities in forest products processing are

available.

Historically, the pulp and paper industry of this region

has been of a primary nature. The vertically integrated structure

has emphasized tfte production of newsprint. In recent years, the

slight shift in structure, involving a greater degree of horizontal

integration than in the past na3 stimulated product diversification.

However slight this shift may appear, it is particularly evident

in the industry of New Brunswick and to less extent in Nova Scotia.

The major markets for Atlantic Provinces' pulp have been

in the United States particularly in the heavily populated and

industrialized areas of the northeast and midwest (i.e. New England,

New York, Pennsylvania and the Southeast Atlantic and Gulf ports).
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Traditionally, the major markets for newsprint in the United States

have "been under long term contracts with printing and publishing

companies. In combination with the vertical structure of the

industry, high tariff restrictions on American imports of paper

products other than newsprint have encouraged development

emphasis in pulp and newsprint rather than in paper manufacturing.

It seems that the United States will continue as the major market

for pulp and newsprint. It is for this reason that pulp and newsprint

will continue as the major forms of production in the Atlantic

Provinces.

Since 1n20, economies of production have been achieved by

new technological processes and the utilization of modern

machinery. For instance, Fraser Companies Ltd., Sdmundston, and

Nova Scotia Pulp Limited, Tort Tupper, both utilize waste sawmill

chips in their production of pulp and board. Utilization of waste

materials has not only reduced the high percent of wood wastage

associated with forestry, but has helped to minimize rising

production costs without reducing the quality of the product.

The mill at Port Tupper uses the revolutionary two stage process

for bleached sulphite pulp, developed by Stora of Sweden and new

to North American Mills. The adaptation of two such new technol¬

ogies has provided the industry with initiative to market some

speciality papers hitherto open to the more specialized and

capital intensive mills of Quebec, British Columbia and the

United States.
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There are, in summary, structural changes taking place bene¬

ficial to the economic well being of the forestry industry. These

changes are dependent upon a renewable resource located in a

region with a comparative advantage in productive forest land and

timber regeneration. There is a greater awareness within the region

of the resource as an important factor in the future of the indust¬

ry. Concentrated efforts are being made to apply sustained yield

measures. These measures will provide optimum resource conditions

for the industry. New Brunswick, Cape Breton Island, Newfoundland

and Labrador retain large reserves of mature and overmature timber.

Fortunately, some of these areas will be cut over at a time when

wise forest management policies are more widely adapted and scient¬

ific research findings will effect more efficient control of

insects, parasites and fire.

By 30 doing, the industry will continue to attract investment

capital and international attention. It is significant to note

that at the processing level, the industry of the Atlantic

Provinces operates at a high technological level. This state

accrues largely from the structure of ownership and the intense

competitiveness within the industry. The outlook for the industry

is promising.
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Primary forestry - Footnotes

1 Productive forested land includes virgin forest, mature and
overmature, young growth, cut-over and burned over land
which is restocking, (i.e. all land capable of producing useful
tree growth.)

2 Calculated from the Statistical Review of the Atlantic
Provinces, Atlantic Provinces Economic Council and
Dominion "Bureau of Statistics, 19&3, ppe.11 and 42.

3 For example, the recently operational Nova Scotia Pulp
Limited at Port Tupper purchases 220,000 cords of pulp
wood and 30,000 cords of waste chips from small sawmill
operations in eastern Nova Scotia and from Cape Breton
Island. One half of the Company's wood requirements are cut
under contract from 1.3 million acres of leased Crown Land.
The balance is purchased from woodlot operators.

4 R.S, Johnson and D. Holt, "Survey and Assessment of Forest
Management Practices on Private Lands", Resources for
Tomorrow Volume 2, pps.688 to 691.

5 W.A.E. Pepler, "Review and Assessment of Present Forest
Policies", Resources for Tomorrow, Volume 2, pps.669 to 682,

6 Small Tree Conservation Act, Nova Scotia, Chapter 266,
-.evised Statutes of Nova Scotia, VIII, Halifax.

7 D.V. Love, "Potentialities of the Forest Resource Base",
Resources for Tomorrow, Volume 2, pps.640 to 655? compare
with British Columbia Tree Farm Licences.

8 Br. P. Copes, St.John's and Newfoundland. - An Economic
Survey, Newfoundland Board of Trade, 1961, page S3;
Report of the Newfoundland Royal Commission on Forestry,
D.R. Thistle, M.B.E., f955» pps.44 to 50» 122 to 126;
The Toronto Globe and Mail, Overseas Edition, 1963;
Province of Newfoundland, Annual Report of the Department
of Mines, Agriculture and Resources for the Year Ended
31st. March 1963? The Rcyal Commission" on Forestry under
Professor Louis Scheult of the University of New Brunswick,
hich is examining the forestry industry of New Brunswick,

is not yet complete.

9 Br. P. Copes, St.John's end Newfoundland - An Economic
Survey, The Newfoundland Board of Traed, 1981, pps.81and 82
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Primary Forestry - Footnotes continued

10 Sources and Resources, Canadian Atlantic Provinces House,
"Forestry Products", 1st. April, 1962, pps. 14 and 15.

11 Of the sixteen pulp and paper mills of the Atlantic Provinces,
twelve are located on tidewater.

12 J.M. Smith and P.J. Porgie, "The Development of the Forest
Industries", Resources for Tomorrow. Volume 2, tdos.712 to
730.
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Figure 32
Page 81

SOURCE! Province of Newfoundland* Report of the Newfoundland Royal
Commission on Forestry« 195S» D.R. Thistle* M.B.E.* Map
Nos. 1 and 2; "Atlantic Provinces Resource Map"* Surveys
and Mapping Branch, Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys, 1962.

KEWFOUNPLANDt
Productive and non-productive It

encloses produotive forest land
over ten cords per acre,

encloses productive forest land-
6 to 10 cords per acre,

encloses non-productive forest -

poor forest, open forest, hogs and
marshes, barrens and bare rock;
under 6 cords per acre.



SOURCElProvinceofNewfoundland, RoyalCommissiononFores D.R.Thistle,MapWos.6 and7;"AtlanticProvinces ResourceRapw.Surveysand MappingBranch,DepartmentofMines andTechnicalSurveys,1962.
Scale;5!Tffl1±e3--»4-inch. SOUTHEASTLABRADORI

O

CZD

Productiveandnon-productiveland enclosesproductiveforestland-overtencordsperacre, enclosesproductiveforestland-6to10cordsperacre, enclosesnon-productiveforest-poorforest,openforest,bogsandmarshes,barrensandbarerock} Undflffi6{traderbobacuta
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FORESTEDLANDASA
PERCENTAGE
OFTHETOTALLANDAREA.1961.

Productive landasa) totalland
forested

I ofthe area

Total(productive) (non-productive)
forestedlandasa$ ofthetotallandarea

Productiveforested landasa$of netproductiveland"*

Canada

28.1

48.1

80.6

AtlanticProvinces
59.5

66.7

95.7

Newfound],and

52.7

61.2

98.9

PrinceEdward Island

24.8

24.9

32.2

NovaScotia

73.9

80.2

88.6

NewBrunswick
85.5

87.3

92.2

1Includesonlyoccupiedagriculturalland(lessforestwoodland)plusproductive forestedland.
SOURCE:CalculatedfromStatisticalReviewofthetlanticProvinces,1963,dominion BureauofStatisticsforAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,p.11.

>Tf CDH
3

CDLfJ U*-P*



Figure 35
Fage 84

PRODUCTIVE FORES'PED LAND AS A PERCI STAGE OF NSP PRODUCTIVE
LAPP, 19.>1,

Canada 80.66

Prince Edward Island 32.27

New Brunswick: 92.29

Nova Scotia 88.69

Newfoundland 98 . 91

SOURCE:: Calculated from the Statistical Review of the Atlantic
ProvinceSj 19^3, Dominion Bureau of Statistics for
Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, page 11.
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Primary Mining

The Atlantic Provinces are part of two distinctly separate

geological formations. New Brunswick, Prince Sdward Island, Nova

Scotia-Cape Breton Island and Newfoundland are tectonically northern

extensions of the Appalachian System. Labrador is a part of the

Canadian Shield. Mineral wealth in small quantities is widely

scattered in both areas. Minerals of commercial importance, in large

quantities, are located in four areas - Labrador, northern New

Brunswick, Newfoundland and Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. (See Figures 38,40,
41,42)

Quantities of fossil fuels are confined to the Maritimes

Basin. Bituminous coal, petroleum and natural gas occur in this

Basin measuring about 25,000 square miles and formed in the

Carboniferous Period. The area is underlain by sediments of Fennsyl-

vanian and Mississippian age. The greater part of the Basin lies

under the Gulf cf St.Lawrence. The largest land area of Carboniferous

rocks cover about 12,300 square miles of New Brunswick. The remaining

area is divided by uplifts, except Prince Edward Island where the

erosion surface is low and undulating, and the strata is youhger
1

than the formations recognized in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

(See Figure 36 )
The largest single item by value of production is coal,

all of which is derived from formations of Pennsylvanian age. The

greatest volume of coal is mined in Nova Scotia in the Pictou Group,
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found in Sydney, Inverness and Mabou of Cape Breton Island, and

Pictou County. The Pictou Group is known, in Cape Breton, as the

Morien Group and coal measures in Pictou County are known as the

Stellarton Group. The coal beds of Port Hood are of the Riverside

Group and those of the Springhill-Joggins field are from the

Cumberland Group.

In New Brunswick, the Minto Coal Basin of Queens and Sunbury

Counties is the only coal producing field of the province. In the

Minto and Chipman region, coal is strip mined and excavated chiefly

from the Grand Lake formation of Pennsylvanian age.

The Mississippian formation of the Basin is important

economically as it provides natural gas and some crude petroleum.

Sediments of pre-Carboniferous age were too greatly disturbed

by the Acadian revolution during the Middle Devonian Period to have

petroleum possibilities. Much of the Carboniferous formation of

New Brunswick is landlaid, that is, continental and non-marine,

and would not be expected to yield oil. The Stony Creek field

of New Brunswick has the only commercial production of gas and

oil in the Atlantic Provinces. Production stems from sandstones

interbedded with shales of the Albert formation which occupy an

area of 1,600 acres.

Much of the area of sedimentary rocks of Newfoundland may be

eliminated as a possible resevoir because of the impervious

nature of the rooks, the degree and extent of folding and faulting,
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and the proximity of large igneous bodies. Where there are thick

sequences of marine and continental sediments, as in western

Newfoundland (e.g. Parsons Pond and Port-au-Port - oil seepages),
2

conditions are favourable for oil accumulations.

There is a large area of the Maritimes Basin which because

of its complex structure yields, as yet, little information about

reserves for future fossil fuel exploitation. The coal fields have

been mired extensively and over a long period. Reserves are being

exhausted necessitating more expensive efforts to mine as large

quantities of coal as in the past from deeper and less accessible

seams. As oil and gas replace coal in the domestic and industrial

fuel markets, so exploration and development of petroleum and gas

occurarces will gain prominence. The Maritimes Basin, because of

its Carboniferous structure, offers a promising future for the

exploitation of fossil fuels.

Extended discussion is directed at the coal mining industry

because of its historical importance to the economy of the Maritime

Provinces. The industry is composed of small, individual mines,

which collectively contribute to the total value and volume of production.

Production of Coal

A little over 80$ of the coal production of the Atlantic

Provinces comes from Nova Scotia, of which almost 90% is mined in

Cape Breton County. Approximately 90^ of the Nova Scotia coal out¬

put is controlled by the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company Limited

aid Dominion Coal Company Limited, collectively referred to as
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the D.O.S.C.O. Companies. The remaining 10f0 of production is mined

by ten separate operators.

About 20^ of the coal production of the Atlantic Provinces

is mined from the Minto coal fields, of which in contrast to Nova

Scotia, half of the New Brunswick mines are strip operations.

In 1961, 82$ of coal mined from the Minto area was won by stripping

the overburden. 70^ of coal mined in New Brunswick is controlled

by Avon Coal Company Limited. The remaining 30f is produced by
3sixteen companies holding a mining lease or a licence from Crown.

The two characteristics of coal mining in the Atlantic

Provinces are, firstly, that over three-quarters of output is

controlled by four companies. The remainder is produced by twenty-

six operators. Secondly, coal production is concentrated in the

counties of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, and Queens and Sunbury,

New Brunswick. By value of production, Cape Breton County is the
important .

most/coal producing area of the Atlantic Provinces. (See Figures 511A ~ ~ " 38,39)
Coal Mining by County

From the four coal mining counties of Nova Scotia, output

has declined by 27, over the past nine years. Most noticeable has

been the decline in Cumberland. By 1962, only the Springhill Mine

vias operating (1962) - 44» 731 tons; Boss and Tabor, Spense, Spring-

hill Nos. 1, 2 and 4 had ceased operations by 1957* These mines have

been in operation over 85 years reaching a depth of 4,000 feet.

A severe "bump" caused closure by the Dominion Coal Company at

Springhill. Proposed operations for these mines include mining
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on another flank of the deposit on a reduced scale. Research is at

present underway to make industrial use of firedamp from which could

be extraoted methane gas. It is doubtful whether these mines will

again be operated on more than a small scale, because the dimished

reserves are difficult and dangerous to exploit.^ (See Figure 37)
For reasons of fire, seam exhaustion and economic burdens,

the formerly productive mines of Pictou County - Stellarton, West-

ville and Thorburn - depend upon medium sized production from

Linaoy (1,090 tons/a), Drummond Nos. 1 and 2 (67,426 tons/a),
Greenwood 2 and 2A (8,7^0 tons/a) and McBean (225*983 tons/a).
The high cost of mine operation in Pictou County has necessitated

a reduction in operation resulting in a production rate per man day

(t/md) below that for Nova Scotia (i.e. 2.27 tons per man day).*'
The County of Inverness supports the smallest output of

coal of the four counties. Coal deposits are located in detached

basins where seams dip deeply into the Gulf of St.Lawrence. In the

past, the chief source of output has been from the Inverness coal

basin. Of twelve mines operating between 1953 and 1957* only the

Cameron Mine is now in production (1962 - ?80 tons). In the other

basins, Chestico (at Port Hood - 1962 -19*477 tons) and Evans

(at St.Rose - 1962 - 31*940 tons) are the most productive mines

operating in the county. (See Figure 38)

The coal deposits of Cape Breton County occupy a narrow

coastal fringe thirty-five miles in width extending from Port

I orien to Kelly Mountain. Although seams offering large reserves
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extend, it is believed, many miles urder the Gulf of St .Lawrence

on an easy slope, the Rand Commission "believes that coal from the

Huh, Harbour and Phalen seams, with a minimum of 4>000 feet solid

cover over seam, is economically recoverable to a four miles, off¬

shore limit. The Phalen and Harbour seams (the uppermost seams)

within the shoreline are fully mined. Present operations advance

two to three and a half miles from the shore-line. One important

factor in the low rates of production per man shift (i.e. Dominion

Ho. 12 - 2.78 t/md, No. 16 - 2.01 t/md, Princess - 2.82 t/md, and

Tomson - 2.70 t/md) can be accounted for by the time factor spent

per shift travelling to and from the coal face." (See Figure 38)
Between 1953 and 1956, nineteen mines were in operation.

By 1962, ten mines were operating. The Tomson Mine, Dominion

Hos. 4 and 16, the Beaver line and the Florence Mine, which

together in 1960 had produced 1,190,637 tons, had closed by 1962.

An important factor determining these closures is the exhaustion

of reserves. For example, Dominion No. 4 has operated over 94 years

and produced a total of 37 million tons; Dominion No. 16 in 30 years

has produced 15i million tons; and the Florence Colliery of Sydney

Mines has produced 8J- million tons in 34 years. Within eight to ten

years Dominion No. 18 is expected to close. These mines are considered

to have reached the limit of economic usefulness, which the Rand

Commission defines as deterioration in quality, undulating seams,

thinness of seams, stone intrusions, variations in ash and combust¬

ibility, excessive bands of rock, the physical layout of the mine,
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7
"bad floors and roofs, costly ventilation and new slopes.

The four coal producing counties of Nova Scotia have

depended upon coal mining as a chief source of revenue, tine closures

have accounted for the reduction of revenue from coal mining hy

14«8$ between 1951 and 1961. In the same period, Nova Scotia output

has risen in value from 45$ to 57$ of "the national figure. Production

in Nova Scotia has declined physically and relatively more slowly

than national production "because of the importance of Federal

subsidies and assistance to maintaining production.

Forty-five percent of Nova Scotia coal is consumed within

the Atlantic Provinces and St.Pierre. Fifty-five percent of product¬

ion is distributed and heavily subsidized to Quebec and Ontario.

This 2,370*332 tons (1962) of coal is subject to severe competition

in the central Canadian markets with alternative fuels delivered to

consumers at lower cost (e.g. bituminous coal from Pennsylvania by

rail and lake freighter, and petroleum and natural gas by pipeline

from Alberta and Saskatchewan). The complete dieselization of the

C.N.R. and the C.P.R. (and ironically, the complete dieselization

of the Sydney and Louisburg Railway) by i960, wholly replaced rail¬

way consumption of Nova Scotia coal. With these considerations in

mind, the Rand Commission proclaimed that coal production in Nova

Scotia (i.e. Sydney) over an annual output of 3 million tons is
g

economically unfeasible.
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Strip mining in New Brunswick renders the coal industry

comparatively more highly productive per average man day than in

Nova Scotia. Coal mining in the Minto—Chipman fields has not "been

affected "by mine closures and employment is fairly stable in the

Industry. In 1961, 471 were employed in strip mines, 484 in 1962.

In 1961, 304 were employed in shaft mines, 372 in 1962. Nova

Scotia in 1962 employed 7^4 in surface production and 5>264

underground.9 (See Figure 39)
Unlike the Nova Scotia industry, 70,9?a of coal output of New

Brunswick is consumed within the Atlantic Provinces. The 28$ of

output marketed in the U.S.A., Quebec and Ontario, is subject to

severe competition with other fuels. Compared with the relatively

greater dependence of the Nova Scotia industry upon external markets,

it would appear that the Minto coal fields are not as severely affected

as those of Nova Scotia by the increasing use of alternative fuels in

those markets, "/here the Minto coal industry is affected at present

is in domestic use of oil. The conversion to oil by several pulp

and paper plants during the past several years has significantly

affected output of those companies supplying this industry.

A striking feature of the New Brunswick industry is that it

has shown a moderate rate of growth from 1952 to 1961 - an increase

of 19$. Market and employment conditions would suggest, therefore,

that production of coal will remain unchanged as long as reserves are

economically recoverable and the quality of the coal does not

deteriorate.^®



In 1961, 48.6$ of bituminous coal mined in the Atlantic

Provinces was marketed in Quebec and Ontario, of which 94»3$

originated in Nova Scotia. In the same year, 11 million tons of

high grade bituminous coal (or four and a half times the weight

of coal from Nova Scotia) was imported by twenty coal importers

and distributors in Quebec and Ontario from Pennsylvania. I.C. Rand

states that, "the price that would enable Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick coal to be sold competitively with U.S. coal, that is,

at the price of the latter at destination point, became the amount

on which the subvention was calculated notwithstanding the inferior

quality of the Canadian Product". Therefore, considering the unreal¬

istic status of coal production and marketing determined by heavy

annual subsidisation, the Rand Commission recommended that a

maximum annual output for each province should not be exceeded.

Application of subventions in the past has stimulated the

output of coal to unreasonable levels. A further effect'has been to

place coal unfairly in competition with cheaper fuels of higher

heat value per unit. Beyond a local problem, production of coal

has declined especially in the United States, the United Kingdom,

Prance and the German Federal Republic with growing importation of
11

petroleum by tanker and natural gas by pipeline.

The realistic appraisals from the Royal Commission Reports

of 1956 and 1960 of the Maritimes* coal industry have encouraged

producers to promote larger sales of coal than in the past in the
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natural market - the Atlantic Provinces. For example, the Rand

Commission has recommended a "social subsidy" on Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick coal for consumption in the Atlantic Provinces and
12

eastern Quebec Province. It is in this east coast market where

oil and gas must compete with coal. The four main mining companies

will be the main sufferers over the transition period of ten years

as they are the bulk suppliers of extra-regional markets. The twenty-

six independent companies will continue to meet local needs as long

as oil and natural gas are not available at substantially lower costs

than at present. The advantage of the independent producers over the

large companies is their small size and scattered location.

Production is justified by low overhead costs where operations do

not reach beyond uneconomic levels.

Domestically, the chief uses for bulk output of coal are

in traditional markets (e.g. iron and steel conversion and manufact¬

uring, and thermal electric generation). But even in these markets

coal will gradually decline in use. Efficiencies in energy product¬

ion are at present the focus of research. Less coal is being burnt

to generate greater heat value per unit. Nuclear energy will compete

one day on favourable market terms with coal, oil and gas. In coal

mining regions, where revenue from coal has declined, problems of indust¬

rial concentration have been exposed. The foreboding future of mine

closures, mine-community abandonment and unemployment is stimulus

enough for alternative regional industrial development and diver¬

sification. The ago of dependence upon the coal mines for employ¬

ment and revenue is past.



Production of Metallic Minerals

Major quantities of metallic minerals occur in six areas of

the Atlantic Provinces. The base metals of commercial importance

are found in Paleozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks mostly of

Ordovician age. In the Notre Dane Boy-3uchans region of Newfound¬

land these rocks have been out by intrusive formations. Northeast-

southwest major faulting (a char acteristic of the northeastern

corner of the Appalachian geological system) is directly connected

with the principal faults which split Newfoundland in parallel

slices. The base metal deposits, known so far, occur at or near

faults, folds and rock discontinuities. (See Figures 40,41,42
43,44,45)

Considerable interest at present is being directed to the

regions of Notre Name Bay-Buchans, and Bathurst, New Brunswick.

Although both regions have a history of small scale base metal

mining, large scale exploitation has been impossible because of the

scattered occurances of ores and the fluctuating low market

prices of base metals^ prohibitive to mining the small deposits.
In recent years, progressive exploration schemes have defined

large ore bodies. As a result, a number of projects are under

development. (See Figures 40,41)

The 3athurst-Newoastle region is undergoing large scale

geological exploration. The deposits of lead and copper are

numerous and occur in combination with extensive deposits of

zinc and silver ore. Brunswick Mining and Smelting Ltd.



(of the M.J. Boylen organization) has commenced a project to be

completed by 1966 involving the development of ore production,

the establishment of a smelter tc be built by East Coast Smelting

and Chemioal Co. to process the ores, and a chemical plant to

manufacture sulphuric acid. Consolidated Mining and Smelting,

and Heath Steels have combined interests at the Little River,

about 35 niiles north of Newcastle. Based upon the investment inter¬

ests of these companies and the reserves of base metal ores,

the Bathurst-Hewcast le region offers a bright future for base

metal development.''" (See Figure 40)
Northeast Newfoundland has witnessed increasing geological

interest since lead was first mined at Buchans in 1928. Today,

Advocate Mines Limited (under the management of Canadian Johns-

Manville Company Limited) is completing a project to mine 5»000

tons of asbestos a day, to store and ship the ore from Baie Verte.

The British Newfoundland Exploration Company operates a prospective

shaft on the "Whalesback" property through the Atlantic Coast

Copper Corporation. This company, which has been in production

since 1961, supplies ore to the mill for shipment of copper

concentrate to the smelter at Gaepe, Quebec. Consolidated Rambler

Mines Limited (one of the M.J. Eoylen group of companies) is

operating a gold-copper-silver-zinc property at "Rambler".

These three companies are continuing extensive geological

exploration of this district. (See Figure 41)



The American Smelting and Refining Company, the New

Jersey Zinc Exploration Company (Canada) Limited, and Rio Tinto

Canadian Exploration Limited have geological survey interests in

the region of Buchans. At present, ore at Buchans is mined from the

Rothermere and Oriental mine. The shaft at Lucky Strike functions

as an exit for underground ore to the mill from the two operating

mines.^

Large scale financial investment in these two districts

of New Brunswick and Newfoundland are based not wholly on speculation,

but upon evidence of major quantities of ores of good commercial

value. In the past twelve months, the market prices of base metals

have improved enabling property development to proceed without fear

of postponement. Present property development plans, the construction

of a concentrator and a smelter, improving market prices and favour¬

able geological conditions offer an optimistic future for the develop¬

ment of these two districts. The scale of operations is small and

primarily in the development and prospective stage.

The Labrador iron deposits occur in a thick section of

folded and faulted late Precarnbrian sediments that occupy an extensive

linear structure known as the Labrador Trough or La Posse du Labrador.

Rich quantities of mineable iron ores are located in the iron-

bearing sedimentary Sokoman iron formation. Although these

high grade ores (i.e. Knob Lake) are considered to be of a

secondary nature, the process of enrichment and removal of silica



is subject to argument. Outcrops of the iron-bearing system are

numerous and in many places the ore is covered by a thin layer of

soil and glacial debris (e.g. the iron ore deposit at Ruth Lake

No. 3)*^ (See Figure 42 )

The iron ore of Bell Island oocurs in strata forming an

integral part of a series consisting principally of shales and

sandstones of Lower Ordovician age. Unlike the ore deposits of

Labrador, the iron ore of Wabana is mined entirely from submarine
1

areas three miles from shore and 1,600 feet below the ocean floor.

Luring the summer of 1895» the mines of Bell Island were

being opened and preparations made for large shipments of ore.

Today, production comes from No. 3 mine only. Production from No. 6

ceased in 1959 and from No. 4 in 1961. With the mine closures, 1,300

men have been displaced in the four years preceding September 1963.

Production has gradually dropped. Output in 1955 amounted to 2,240,000

tons compared with 1,250,000 tons in 1961. Present production is

estimated to be about 550»°°0 tons below annual capacity. The high

phosphorous content of the ore restricts its export to certain

Suropean steel producing centres where it faces severe competition

from higher grade, imported ores. Thus, difficulties in mining,

a limited market, and more accessible ores in Labrador have contrib¬

uted to the decline of Wabana. (Sees The Atlas of Canada, 1957j

Map 72? and the Arriual Report, Department of Mines, Agriculture and

Resources, Newfoundland, page 120.)
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Between 1936 and 1949» the ore bodies of Knob Lake,
and Carol Leke-Wabush Lake were discovered. The Iron Ore Company

17
of Canada ' began construction of a 370 mile railway from Knob

Lake and Schefferville to Sept lies, in 1950. The Quebec, North

Shore and Labrador Railway was operating by 1954 and by direct-

shipping moved the crushed, natural ore, as much as 68% iron

content, from the mines to the port. (The standard of acceptance

was an ore grading 52/$ iron.) Of the four mines now being operated

in this area, the Ruth Lake Mine and the Wishart Mine are in

Labrador. (See figure 42)

By 1959» the processing of ores of low iron content

(from 201/. and A0% to 60% iron and higher), producing an ore of

mora desirable physical and chemical properties, was an effort

to meet demands at the blast furnace for high grade ores and to

reduce fuel requirements. The mining of the immense reserves of

low grade ores at Carol Lake and Wabush Lake, as a result of

beneficiating and pelletizing techniques, became economically

feasible. In 1959> the Iron Ore Company of Canada commenced

construction of the mining and beneficiating complex at Carol Lake.

The project was completed and in operation hy July 1962 with an

annual capacity of seven million long tons. The first major pellet

plant installation is located at the Carol Lake Mine with an annual

capacity of five and a half million long tens.
18

Wabush Mines on Wabush Lake is constructing a mine-

crusher processing plant complex with two railway lines, 37 and 22 miles
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long, to connect the project with the Q.N.3. and L. Railway.

Ore concentrates have to he moved to the port at Pointe Noire

where Wabush Mines is expected to complete construction of a

pelletizing project by 1965. (See Figure 42)

Both projects at Carol and Wabush Lakes bear evidence of

extensive research in preparing and marketing processed ores.

The impact has been unfavourable on the producers of direct-shipping

ores (i.e. Mesabi, Knob Lake and Wabana) which are considered by

present standards as medium grade. The Bank of Nova Scotia Monthly

Review observes that . . where there is a choice, a producer is

apt to emphasize the higher grade concentrates rather than the less
19

marketable direct-shipping ore". ' Despite efforts to upgrade direct-

shipping ore by screening, sizing and drying, the production of ore

from Knob Lake will decline as the processed ores of Carol and

Wabush meet the efforts of the steel industry to economize on the

converting processes.

The main market for Labrador ores will continue to be the

United States. Growing opportunities are expected in the Canadian

Market as the steel industry expands and the traditional source

of ore is replaced by Labrador. It is relevant to consider, as well,

that the growing capacity of the Canadian steel industry and the

establishment of a steel mill opposite Trois Rivibres, with an

annual productive capacity of 800,000 tons to 1,000,000 tons of

ingots, will strengthen the Canadian market for Labrador ores.



Western European marketing conditions are different from

those of North America. The West German steel industry, for example,

developed on low grade ores, usually high in phosphorous content

and blended with high grade ores imported from Sweden. A recent

trend in the European steel industry, has been to utilize imported,

high grade-low cost ores from Africa in steel plants located at

tidewater. The development of new sources of high grade ores in

this highly competitive market has hindered the development of

larger sales of ore from Canada. The prospect is further affected

by the current reliance of European steel producers on sintering

as the method of iron ore preparation. As a result, the processing

of Labrador ores, by concentrating and pelletizing, favours a

continuing dependence on the North American steel industry and a

limited market in the West European industry.

There are three factors which characterize the iron ore

industry of Labrador. The depletion of reserves and the decline

of high grade, direct-shipping ores from Mesabi made for an

alternative source of high grade ore necessary. The effect has been

to draw American financial investment into property development.

(Witness the ownership of the Iron Ore Company of Canada and

Wabush Iron Co. Ltd.) "Not only have mining operations on a very

large scale bsen required to support the high level of capital

expenditure, but these operations in turn have depended upon the

assuranoe of large, long-term market arrangements through the
20 There

participation of major iron ore consumers". is,then,
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a marked control over a major proportion of the iron ore industry

including enormous reserves by varying degrees of ownership (40%

of Wabush Iron Co. Ltd. is shared by STELCO and DOFASCO), or through

long term contracts. One further point to add concerning American

interest is that factors of political stability and industrial

proximity favour, at present, the development of Labrador ores

over American steel interests in Central and South America.

Thirdly, transportation has played a vital role in render¬

ing exploitation of Labrador ores physically possible. "II n'est pas

douteux", remarks Raymonde Caralp, " a I'heure ou naissent, du

Sahara aux regions arctiques, tant de projets de raise en valeur,

que le Q.E.S. & L. est un bel exemple de ce que les techniques

modernes peuvent apporter pour 1'exploitation des richesses de

regions delaissees jusqu'alors du fait des mauvaises conditions
21

physiques". What is more, the completion of the St.Lawrence Seaway

in 1957 has enhanced the competitive position of Labrador ores

delivered to the steel plants of Illinois-Ohio-Pennsylvania, and

Ontario-Quebec. By both modes of transport, where carrier capacity

has increased with larger lake vessels, and improved loading and

handling techniques, the upgraded quality of the ores has added

tc the low level of freight costs.

The impact of these developments has shown itself in the

rapid expansion of volume of production since 1953. Periods of fluct¬

uation correspond to the level of industrial activity in the

United States and Canada. In the future, world demand will
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be met with, abundant supplies and from new sources. The problem

of market abundance will reduce the rate of growth in production

of ore from Labrador. Concentrates of iron and the high grade

pellets find a market at premium prices. The outlook for Labrador
22

ores appears favourable.
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Production of Non-Metallic Minerals

23
Practically all of the non-metallic minerals""in the

Atlantic Provinces occur in formations of Mississippian age.

Considerable tonnages of gypsum, limestone, dolomite, sandstone,

salt and barytes are quarried or mined from large deposits of these

minerals in the Horton and V.lndsor Groups. Structural materials

in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are mined chiefly from formations

of Lower Devonian age. Prophyllite is quarried in Newfoundland
pyj

from rooks of Precambrian age. (See Figures44»45 )

Three non-metallic minerals of particular value to the

economy of the Atlantic Provinces are barytes, gypsum and rock salt.

The Magnet Cove Barium Corporation is the only producer of barite

in Nova Scotia. It is the largest operation of ite kind in Canada

acoounting for some 90$ of the total Canadian output. The main

market for use of barytes is the oil well drilling trade. Minor

amounts are used by the chemical and manufacturing industries.

With its chief markets in the United States, Canada and Trinidad,

the future of this mineral is favourable.

Seven companies in Nova Scotia and one in New Brunswick

mine gypsum. Only the Fundy Gypsum Co. Ltd. at Miller Creek and

Wentworth Creek, and National Gypsum (Canada) Ltd. at East Milford,

both in Nova Scotia, have an annual output greater than 1.6 million

tons. From loading facilities at Hantsport on the Avon Pdver, and

from Wright*s Cove on Bedford Basin, about 3jjr million tons of



gypsum are shipped to processing plants in the United States

(over half the total output of the Atlantic Provinces) -where

the Canadian product meets stiff competition with Mexico and

Jamaica. Domtar Construction Materials Ltd. with a quarry at

MacKay Settlement (Hants County) is the smallest and only

producer in Nova Scotia, processing its product within Canada.

As over 85^ of Canada*s gypsum is mined in the Atlantic Frovinces,

it would seem that opportunities for the establishment of a

processing plant, capable of handling at least half the annual

output, were good.

Salt is rained "by The Canadian Rock Salt Company Ltd. at

Pugwash, and "by Sifto Salt (i960) Ltd. at Nappan, Nova Scotia.

The salt mine at Kalagash is the only one of its kind in Canada

and for this reason offers a favourable future for development.

The salt mining industry has strong ties with the fish packing

industry in Eastern Canada and the United States. More recently,

increasing quantities of table and fine industrial salt are

being exported to new markets in Central America, the Caribbean

and New Zealand. The market for salt is assured.

Newfoundland Pluorspar Ltd. operates at St.Lawrence with

an output valued at 98fo of total Canadian production of fluorspar.

The company is a subsidiary of the Aluminium Co. of Canada. All the

fluorspar produced in this operation is used in the aluminium

plant at Arvida, Quebec. Connected so intimately with the manufact¬

ure of aluminium, in the face of an improving market for aluminium,
25

the future of fluorspar mining in Newfoundland is promising.
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The character of mining in the Atlantic Provinces is

undergoing important changes, the most obvious being the develop¬

ment of base metal exploitation in Newfoundland and New Brunswick.

In 1959, Newfoundland registered 100$ by value of base metal mining

in the four provinces. Today, the prospects of Bathurst would tend

to reduce this share. The gradual replacement of Wabana ore by the

rapidly developing, capital intensive mines of Labrador has been

a result of the changing demands of the iron and steel industry of

North America, New technologies of processing and the growing

necessity for economies of production to meet market competition

have stimulated interest in mineral rich, isolated regions.

The role to be served by geological survey in the location

of mineral ore bodies in the Atlantic Provinces may well render

this region a source of greater revenue than in the past to the

economy of Canada. The establishment of processing plants is

associated with large scale reserves of ore and equally large

intensities of capital which, in time, should direct the mining

industry to a manufacturing-processing capacity beyond the present

primary emphasis..Newfoundland and New Brunswick are developing

secondary processing plants as an important step in marketing ores

but the sources of mineral wealth in the region have yet to be

fully defined.
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Primary Mining - Footnotes

1 W.C. Gussow, "Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Structural
Geology of New Brunswick", Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists, Volume 37# Number 7»
July 1953# pps. 1713 to 18165 J.G.Gray and W.A. Roliff,
"Developments in Canada in 1947"# Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists# Volume 33, Number 1,
June 1949# pps. 1026 to 1028j Geological Mac of the Ilaritime
Provinces, Map 910 A, 1949# Department of Mines and Resources,
Geological Survey of Canada, Scale, 1 inch to 12 milesj
"Geology of Nova Scotia", Department of Mines, Halifax,
1953# pps. 20 to 22.

2 Ibid,, W.C. Gussow, pps, 1713 to 1816? "Eastern Canada",
Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
Volume 35# Number 2, pps, 475 to 485; W.A. Roliff, "Exploration
for Oil and Gas in Eastern Canada", Proceedings of the Geolog¬
ical Association of Canada, Volume 7# Number 1, May 1955#
pps, 77 to 611 W.A.' Bell, "Early Carboniferous Strata in
St,Georges Bay Area, Newfoundland", Geological Survey Bulletin,
Department of Mines and Resources, Canada, Number 10, 1948, ™

3 125th, Annual Report of the Department of Lands and Mines of
the Province of New Brunswick, for the Year Ended 31st, March,
1962, Fredericton^linnual Report on Mines, Province of
Nova Scotia, 1962, Halifax5 The Atlantic Provinces Statistical
Review,"Details of Mineral Production, 1959"# PPB« 46 and 47#
"Dominion Bureau of Statistics for Atlantic Provinces Economic
Council,

4 I,C. Rand, Q.C., Report of the Royal Commission on Coal,
August 1960, Queen's Printer and Controller Of Stationery,
Ottawa, pps, 3 to 5f from correspondence with D, Murray,
Director, Inspection Division, Department of Mines, Province
of Nova Scotia, Halifax, September 30, 1963,

5 Ibid,, I.C. Rand, Q.C., pps. 3 to 5# 21 to 22, 33 to 35?
Op,Cit., Annual Report on Mines, Nova Scotia, pps. 91# 94#
94 A.

6 I.C. Rand, Q.C., Report of the Royal Commission on Coal,
August I960, pps. 21 to 25? W.V, Sheppard, "Report to the
Royal Commission on Coal", Report of the Royal Commission
on Coal, Appendix N, pps, 117 to 127?

7 Ibid., I.C. Rand# Q.C., pps. 4 and 5? Op.Cit.. Annual Report
on Mines, Nova Scotia, pps.94 A end 91? Campbell,
"Mining in Nova Scotia", Canadian Geographical Journal,
Volume LIX, July 1959# Number 1, pps, 2 to 13.
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8 Ibid.j I.C. Rand, Q.C., pps. 36 to 39? Ibid.. Annual Report
on Mines, Nova Scotia, Table 9, page 92 A.

9 Production per man day - (the figures are expressed in tons)

125th. Annual Report. Department of Lands and Mines, New Bruns¬
wick, for the year ended 31st. March, 1962, Frederictoa,
pps. 80 to 85? from correspondence with J.C. Smith, Chief
Geologist, Mines Branch, Department of Lands and Mines,
Prederioton, New Brunswick, December 4, 1963? Ibid.. Annual
Report on Mines, Nova Scotia, Table 10, page 94*

10 The Rand Royal Commission on Coal has recommended production
of coal be restricted to between 850 thousand tons and
1.1 million tons per annum? Op.Cit.. I.C. Rand, Q.C.,
pps. 4» 35 to 36? see also, J.C0 Smith, "Mining Progress in
New Brunswick", Canadian Geographical Journal. Volume ItVI,
May 1958, pps. 1^4 to 175*

11 The Coke Bounty Act of 1930, the Coal Production Assistance
Aot of 1949» amended in 1959» the Atlantic Provinces Power
Development Act of 1958t the Stockpile Reduction Program,
and the Springhill Assistance Order? The Royal Commission on
Canada's Economic Prospects, "The Coal Industry of Canada".
June 1956? Ibid.. I.C. Rand, Q.C., pps. 40, 34» 15» ""

12 Ibid.. I.C. Rand, Q.C., pps. 51 to 54? regional opportunities
for use of coal are more optimistio - in a cement plant near
Truro consuming approximately 4>500 tons per annum, and in
the Heavy Water plant near Sydney, soon to begin construction?
from correspondence with D. Murray, Director, Inspection
Division, Department of Mines, Province of Nova Scotia,
Halifax, September 30, 1963.

13 The Financial Post. March 2, 1963? September 21, 1963? October
5, 1963? January 24, 1964? 'he Toronto Globe and Mail. Internat¬
ional Ed.'tion, Saturday, August 10, 1963.

14 • D.M. Baird, '-Base Metal Deposits of the Buchans-Notre Dame
Bay Area, Newfoundland", Proceedings of the Geological
/-sgoolati- n of Canada. Volume 8, Part 1, November 195^*
pps. 167 to 178? E.R.W, Neale, Ambiguous Intrusive Relation¬
ships of the Betts Cove-Tilt Cove Serpentine Belt, Newfound¬
land", Proceedings of th Geological Association of Canada.

Nova Scotia (1962)
New Brunswick (1962)

New Brunswick (1962)

2.81 - underground works
1.78 - underground works

5.28 - strip mining
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Volume 8, December 1957} pps. 95 "to 107.

15 J.L. Usher, "Brown 'Coal* in the Labrador Trough", Proceedings
of the geological Association of Canada, Volume 6, Part 2,
May 1954, pps. 99 to 101.

16 A.O. Haye3, "Wabana Iron Ore of Newfoundland", Canada, Department
of Mines, Geological Survey, Memoir 78, 1915} pps. 67 to 88?
Annual Report of the Department of Mines, Agriculture and
Resources, for the Year Ended 31st. March 1962, Newfoundland,
pps. 119 to 120.

17 Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines Ltd., Labrador Mining and
Exploration Company, .una Mining Company, ARMCO Steel Corp¬
oration, Republic Steel Corporation, Wheeling Steel Corporat¬
ion, Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company, and 3eth.Alehem Steel
Corporation, are associated as partners in the Iron Ore Company
of Canada.

18 Pickands Mather and Co., the Steel Company of Canada (STELCO),
Limited, Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company, Interlake Iron
Corporation, Inland Steel Company, Pittsburg Steel Company,
Dominion Foundries and Steel, Limited (DOFASCO), Finsider
of Italy, Mannesman A.G. and Hoe3ch A.G. of West Germany, are
associated in ownership cf Wabush Iron Co. Ltd.

19 Monthly Review, The Bank of Nova Scotia, "Spotlight on Iron Ore",
Toronto, April 1963.

20 Ibid., The Bank of Nova Scotia, page 2} contrast the sources of
ore to North American steel plants - "captive", with the sources
of ore used in the West German steel industry - "non-captive".

21 R. Caralp, "Le Chemijp de Fer du Labrador", Annales de G^ograph-
ie, LXVI annee, N°356, Juillet-Aout, 1957} page 367 -

translation, "There is no doubt at the time when so many
expensive projects were being initiated from the Sahara to the
Arctic regions, that the Quebec, North Shore and Labrador
Railway is a good example of what modern techniques can bring
about towards the exploitation of the wealth of regions neglected
until then because of bad physical conditions".

22 Annual Report of the Department of Mines. Agriculture and
Resouroes for the Year Ended 31st. March, 1962, Newfoundland;
Atlantic Provinces Statistical Review, Dominion Bureau of
Statistics for Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, page 49?
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Op.Cit.. The Bank of Nova Scotia? Commercial Lettert
The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, "The Atlantic
Provinces", Juns 1961? The Financial Post, March 2, 1963J
October 19» 1963*

23 Barytes, fluorspar, grindstone, gypsum, peat moss, quartz,
salt, silica, brlok, soapstone and talc.

24 Clay products, prophyllite, cement, lime, sand and gravel,
atone5 Geology of ova Scotia. Department of Mines, Halifax,
1953? Geological Map of the Maritime Provinces, Map 910 A,
1949? Geological Map of Newfoundland, Annals of the Association
of Petroleum Geologists, Volume 35» 1951* Part 1, Number 2,
page 482.

25 12[th» Annual Report of the Department of Lands and Mines of
the Province of New Brunswick for the Year Ended 31st. March
1962, Fredericton, pps. 80 to ^5? Annual Report of the Dep¬
artment of Mines. Agriculture and Resources for the Year Ended
31st. March, 1962. Newfoundland, pps. 119 and 120? Annual """"""
Report on Mines, 1962, Department of Mines, Halifax, Nova
Sootia, pps. 91 to 94? The Atlantic Provinces Statistical
Review. Dominion Bureau of Statistics for Atlantic Provinces
Economic Council, May 1963.
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PRODUCTIONOFBASEMETALSINTHEATLANTICPROVINCES.1959.1960and1961. Base metal

Year

Canada

Atlantic Provinces

Newfoundland
NewBrunswick
NovaScotia

Lead lbs.

1959 1960 1961

373,391,461*
44,913,5511

44,913,551* 48,043,926^ 48,744,500^
-

1,182,3003

Zinc lbs.

1959 1960 1961

792,015,223*
63,348,346*

mm

63,348,346! 68,415,856 7̂0,442,000^
-

689,1403

Silver oz.

1959 1960 1961

31,923,969*
mm

1,125,110*

1,125,110! 1,271,126;1,103,900*
*mm

.mm

114,7303

Gold oz.

1959 1960 1961

4,483,416*
13,411*

13,411* 13,515;15,4702

-

mm

Copper lbs.

1959 1960 1961

790,538,660129,978,282*
29,978,282* 27,726,518- 33,705,9002

mm

83,3783

1StatisticalReviewoftheAtlanticProvincesf1963,Dominion3ureauofStatistics forAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,p.46.
2AnnualReportoftheDepartmentofMines,AgricultureandResourcesfortheyear ended31st.March1962,Newfoundland,p.118.

3AnnualReportonMines.1962,NovaScotia,p.86.

CD



pnoaicpicirdpmmoa:.a!tdkc^.^allicintheAtlanticroomers,1959.i960and1961, Metal

YearCanada

Atlantic Provinces

NewfoundlandNewBrunswick
NovaScotiaPrince

Edward Island

IronOre

1959

24,488,325

tons#

1960 1961

-

Baxite

1959

238,9671

ton

1960

-

1961

601

grindstone
1959

ton

1960 1961

5,878,6301

Gypsum

1959

ton

1960

-

1961

184,0491

PeatMoss
1959

ton

1960

-

1961

_

dalt

t959

3,289,9761

ton

1960

-

1961

—

Soapstone
1959

39,173

andtalc

1960

-

ton

1961

-

6»105»S196,105,819! 7,611,365;7,853,973

215,8251 601 5,172,381 27,492 120,2251 14,44]?

1

,1

37,720l 34,346^ 37,50<r 14,44* 20,22? 24,42?

6°! 1°; 10198,250' 85,330 2̂5,285' 32,68s4

215,825; 128,985:5 171,335" 5,036,411! 4,357,315,- 3,991,2933- 2,207; 5,000|4,6l6j 120,2251 163,76$ 235,88$

1statisticalReviewoftheAtlanticrrovinoes#1963,-/OiainionBureauofStatisticsfor AtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil,page46.
2...AnnualReportoftheDepartmentofMines,AgricultureandResourcesfortheYearEnded 31st#March1962,Newfoundland,page118#

3Annual.aporton.lines,DepartmentofMines,Halifax,NovaScotia,1963# 4129th#AnnualRetortoftheDeportmentofLandsandMinesfortheYearEnded31st#March 1962,ftredericton,HewBrunswick,1962#
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Continuedi PSOmCTlQBOFI£0MPRC.u^-IJCB-fc^ALLICiIHlIuILSXT-:iL.^..'LAiITICrmill&Jo,1V59.1960ant1961, Met&l

YearCanada

Atlantic Provinces

NewfoundlandHewBrunswick
levaScotiaTrine®

Edward Island

Coal ton Ilatural«a® Crude petroleum tol*

195910,626,72215»395f2l61 1960- 1CJ61-- 1959417,334,5271117,5021 1960- 1961-- 1959184,778,49714.4791 1960- 1961-

1,003,3871 887,9034, 117,502
1

96.3184 14,479 12.0244

4,391,8291- 4,567,394?- 4,301,2218-

Ceaent ton Line ton Sandand Gravel ton Ston© ton

19596,284,4861242,046' 1960- 1961-- 19591,685,725118,23V 1960- 1961-• .- 1959-185,123,74623,196,310' 1960~ 1961- 195946,439,53515,565,0351 1960- 1961-

•1

1

71,253, 93,160;85,000* 4,825,724! 3,912,5333̂,702.826z 352,2311 380,843* 357,8102

170,7931 170,9534 1823V 13,8204 5,093,4961 5,014,2344 2,119,1361 2,957,8864

8,032,1221 700,523?741,38o3 1,393,6681
5,244,9681 1,700,000111

5?

o

1,2,3,and4SeeFigure44
Pag©119



CHAPTER 5

The Manufacturing Industries of the Atlantic Provinces.
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The Manufacturing Industries of the Atlantic Provinces

The aim of this section is to concentrate attention on the

growth of secondary manufacturing industry in the Atlantic Provinces.

It is necessary to examine "by comparing developments in "both primary

and secondary manufacturing industries, in terms of gross and net

value of manufacturing, to obtain regional perspective of present

industrial growth. The state of the economy of a region can be

measured by the ratio of secondary manufacturing to all manufacturing

activity. A highly developed economy will record a high percentage

of secondary processing. A developing economy# desiring expansion

of secondary manufacturing industries, will show a tendency for

secondary processing industries to assume an increasing proportion

of total manufacturing activity. (See Figure 60)

The first part will establish the initial growth pattern of

manufacturing in the Maritime Provinces from earliest settlement to

1948, analysing in the later years, the outstanding economic deter¬

minants and their effects upon manufacturing industries. By comparing

the industrial development of central Canada with that of Nova Scotia

and. New Brunswick, regional manufacturing growth assumes a real

magnitude for the early years of industrial formation.

The second part examines the state of secondary manufact¬

uring in the Atlantic Provinces from 1949 to 1958. The emphasis is

directed at contemporary determinants of regional industrial develop¬

ment. The Atlantic Provinces is a region where primary and secondary

industrial production plays a substantial role in the total regional
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economy. However, it is a minor role compared with that of the

total manufacturing economy of Canada. This part examines, there¬

fore, the efforts of the region to expand the secondary processing

industries.

In 1949» the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reclassified

presentation of statistical data of manufacturing industries.

Up to that time, some processes of primary manufacturing were, and

some still remain, included with data for secondary manufacturing.

Prior to 1949 approximately, secondary manufacturing in Prince

Edward Island was considered at too low a level to publish separate

and significant statistics. Furthermore, it was in March 1949 that

Newfoundland elected to join Confederation. Like Prince Edward Island

secondary manufacturing in Newfoundland held low status in the total

manufacturing economy depending on imported foodstuffs, commodities

and capital equipment. For these three reasons, it is not possible

to present statistical data of secondary manufacturing for Prince

Edward Island and Newfoundland before 1949•

Between 1687 and 1867, manufacturing in the Atlantic Provinces

corresponded to the efforts of the settlers to utilise effectively
1

the natural resources readily available to them. From the soil,

the forests and the coastal waters emerged the raw materials,

animals and vegetable products, timber and fish. The settlers were

concerned with converting the animals and vegetables into consumable

food and the timber for domestic purposes and wooden vessels. Fishing was
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no more t.han a source of local food prepared by smoking and sun-

drying. With the e:xeption of shipbuilding, there was only a

limited amount of secondary manufacturing in the region. Manu¬

factured caamodities, which could not be produced by local crafts,

were imported by, and exchanged with, visiting ships for products

of farming, of the forest and the sea. Trade prospered between

Great Britain, the United States eastern seaboard and the West Indies.

In 186?, the Maritime Provinces underwent an economic re¬

orientation to meet the initial industrial needs of the newly created

dominion. Upto that time, Atlantic Canada, as its name suggests,

had developed without economic association with Canada. Hie

inducement of the Intercolonial Railway generated a belief in the

Maritimes in industrialization. Secondary manufacturing, character¬

ised by many small and fragmented enterprises, would surely benefit

from access to new markets in central Canada. The combination of

time, a concentration of population and economic centralisation,

encouraged by a national tariff policy in 1879, favoured industrial¬

ization in central Canada. Goods historically produced on the east

coast could be mass-manufactured in Ontario and delivered at lower

cost than they could be manufactured in Mew Brunswick and Nova

Scotia.

The first effect of interprovince caxaunication was to detract

from manufacturing development in the Maritime©. %" competing with

national companies in the larger market, manufacturing industries
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in the Maritimes diversified while enterprises, with the exception

of the iron and steel industry, remained fragmented and small scale.

During this period, there was little change in the structure of

industrial manufacturing.

The demand in Canada for interprovince communication and

the growth in railways from 1882 stimulated the production and fab¬

rication of steel in the Atlantic Provinces. Coldbrook, Saint John

and Halifax were the first to develop industries utilising iron and

steel to meet the demands of the railways. By 1890, iron and steel

firms opened in Dartmouth, Moncton, New Glasgow and Trenton. It was

not until the late 1890's that the bituminous coal deposits of Cape

Breton were combined with the movement of iron ores of high phosporous

content from Wabana (Bell Island) to a new steel making plant at

Sydney.

The iron and steel, and the transportation equipment

industry of the Maritime Provinces survived competition as a result

of protective Federal policies and geographic isolation. Small scale

enterprises, processing sugar, food products and speciality goods

(i.e. stoves, candy and footwear) prospered because of their favour¬

able location to utilize regional and imported industrial materials.

Especially successful were the sugar refineries at Saint John and

Halifax, and the cotton factories at Halifax, Harysville, Milltown,

Moncton and Windsor.

It was during this period from 1880 to 1914, that many small

firms ceased operations. Employment in manufacturing industries

rose tc a peak about 1890, only to decline again in Nova Scotia,
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from 34*9^5 to 19*940, and. in New Brunswick from 26,675 to 17*742.

The fall was closely connected with the inability of many small

companies to compete in a national framework. As firms ceased to
2

operate* employment opportunities became scarce.

A pattern of industrial location was emerging in the

Maritime Provinces which influenced the decline in manufacturing

employment. Industrial centres were developing on concentrations of

population at ports (e.g. Lancaster-Saint John and Dartmouth-Halifax),

near resources of fuel and raw materials (e.g. New Glasgow and North

Sydney), and near road and rail transport facilities (e.g. Truro and

Moncton). By 1914* capital equipment tended to replace traditionally

labour intensive manufacturing industries (e.g. textiles). In effect,

the many scattered, small manufacturing establishments faced competit¬

ion from larger, mechanically equipped firms in local industrial

centres and in central Canada. Small firms unable to relocate in

industrialising zones were eliminated by competition with firms

reestablished and adjusting to larger economies of scale.

The national pattern of industrial concentration was focused

on central Canada as a region best suited to serve east and west

Canada. Other factors of location favoured central Canada over the

Maritimes. For example, industrial development in Ohio, Pennsylvania

and Michigan, by geographical juxtaposition, offered advantages for

manufacturing production and industrial concentration in

Ontario. The net result for manufacturing in Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick was a small increase in output in absolute terms but
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a decrease in terms relative to the total Canadian output,

development of secondary manufacturing cn a dynamic and permanent

scale, characteristic of central Canada, eluded the Maritime Pro¬

vinces during this period.

The effect of the First World War was to accentuate the trend

of industrial concentration. Output of the iron and steel,

transportation equipment, and food manufacturing industries, vras

stimulated, temporarily by the exigencies of war demands. In

particular, the shipbuilding industry benefited from increased

government orders and expanded repair facilities. By 1920, the

boom had collapsed. The war had created a stimulus to industrial

production with consumption demands in excess of peacetime require¬

ments. But in turn, the war had necessitated the development of

new industries. In the Maritimes, the pulp and paper industry

flourished. In untario and Quebec, production of automobiles, and

pulp and paper thrived in new areas of industrial location. The

development of hydro electric power gained prominence offering added

incentive to industrial development. Capital equipment and

electrical machinery industries grew in optimum market conditions.

In effect, the war exposed the Canadian economy to the oppor¬

tunities available in exaggerated market conditions. Central

Canada offered advantages of population concentration, accumulating

capital, manufacturing skills and transport access. Rapid industrial

progress was made in Ontario and Quebec between 1914 atid 1930 while

relative activity in the Maritimes weakened. This trend was not a



stagnant inability to react to economic stimulation but more an

absence of scope for dynamic industrial growth.

Between 1930 and 1933» gross value of total manufacturing declined

50$ in Canada and 40/ in the Maritime Provinces. During the Depression

years, gross value of secondary manufacturing fell to its lowest in

1932/1933. The drop in New Brunswick from $29.5 million to /23.1
million was less precipitous than in Nova Scotia from /61.0 million

to $34.8 million. Secondary industries in Nova Scotia were more gravely

affected by the Depression than those of New Brunswick. In Nova Scotia,

the ratio (expressed as a percentage) of net value to gross value of

secondary manufacturing dropped from 45.9 to 44.4, while the ratio for

New Brunswick increased from 44»9 to 49.4. (See Figures 47»48,49)
In Nova Scotia, in the transportation equipment industry, gross

value of secondary manufacturing in 1939 remained 44/ below the 1930

level. Accounting for the activity of the iron and steel, and trans¬

portation equipment industries, F.E.Lounsbury states, "The demand

for the output of these two industries was a general reflection of

the prevailing levels of public and private investment at the depth

of the depression".^ By 1939> the iron and steel industry had recovered

to 24.6/ over the 1930 level. However, the transportation equipment

industry continued to lag. (See Figure 48)

The gross value of secondary manufacturing in Nova Scotia of the

foods and beverages industry in 1939 was over 80/ of the 1930 figure.
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By 1939» physical production had surpassed the 1930 level hut the

industry was marketing products in the Maritimes in inelastic demand

conditions.

For the period 1930 to 1939» the manufacturing industries of

the Maritimes were hampered hy depressed national and international

economic conditions. Capital was scarce. Railway construction and

expansion lagged. Fluctuation in food prices was met with little

increase in purchasing activity in spite of the annual increase of

population.

3y contrast, the wood and paper products industry of New

Brunswick increased in employment capacity hy 71accompanied hy an

increase of 108$ in gross value of secondary manufacturing from

1930 to 1939* In the Nova Scotia industry, the increase was less

spectacular. Over the same period, gross value of production

increased 4*5$» while employment dropped hy 12.1$.

The Second World War gave the economy of the Maritime Provinces

a period of temporary manufacturing prosperity, industrial expansion

and diversification. In Nova Scotia, the iron and steel, and the

transportation equipment industries responded to the demand for

armaments, ship repairs, and government orders for ships, with

increased output and employment opportunities. During the war and

early post war period, in order to maximize steel output, the Domin¬

ion Steel and Coal Corporation (and Algoma Steel Corporation of Sault
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Ste.Marie), operating excess primary capacity, shipped ingots,

billets, and slabs to Hamilton (Ontario), operating excess finishing

capacity. Two important plant additions were established, A new

plant at Amherst, Nova Scotia, produces transportation equipment.

Steel fabrication at Sydney expanded with the growing steel capacity

at Trenton and Sydney, Rolling mill facilities, additional open

hearth and a blast furnace began operation concentrating on lighter

steel alloys. In Ne\¥ Brunswick, many small engineering establish¬

ments reopened (e.g. Ocean Steel Products Limited at Saint John,

and another at Sackville). Some new plants commenced operations

under subcontract to larger firms, thus increasing the capacity and

employment in small foundries and maohine shops.

Between 1945 and. 1948, three factors were emerging. First,

the post-war recovery in manufacturing activity was considerably

shorter than the post-1918 recovery. Secondly, manufacturing

industries in Nova Scotia expanded output with a declining labour

force. Thirdly^ primary industries in the Maritime Provinces increased

gross value of total production at a faster rate than the secondary

sector involving substantial increases in employment.

Between 1939 and 1945» the ratio of net to gross value of

secondary manufacturing declined in both provinces. In Nova Scotia,

the ratio fell from 44«7 to 39»9» while in New Brunswick, the ratio

moved from 42.6 to 38.8. Primary manufacturing in both provinces expanded

at a faster rate than secondary. The ratio of employment in secondary
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manufacturing to total employment was marginally lower over the

period in both provinces. While the population of the Maritimes

increased "by 1.6$ per annum, and unemployment averaged 6% to 8$

per annum, expansion in the primary sector was accompanied by increased

labour requirements. This expansion reflected the restoration of

export markets for primary materials in the early post-war period.

The regional structure of secondary manufacturing wit¬

nessed a few changes, particularly in the iron and steel, and textiles

and textile products industries. By contrast, structural changes

were obvious in Ontario and Quebec with the location of new indust¬

ries, electronics, chemicals and aircraft industries. The First .

World War accentuated the locational advantages of central Canada

for manufacturing industries. The Second World War stimulated former

excess capacity in an area where comparative advantages intensified

providing permanent incentives for growth. (See Figures 47»48,49)

Industries in the Maritimes reacted to the industrial

stimulus of war and the effects of economic depression in much the

same way as similar industries throughout Canada. But by 1948, there

was an apparent absence of "growth industries" looating in the region.

The comparative advantages of plant establishment in central Canada

far exceeded the few benefits of east coast location. (See Figure66;
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In the decade 1949 "to 1958> secondary manufacturing production

in the Atlantic Provinces continued to lag "behind that of the rest

of Canada. During this period, gross value of production in

Canada increased 81$ and in the Atlantic Provinces "by 59$» Net value

increased 83$ and 76$ respectively. Employment in secondary

manufacturing in Canada increased "by 8.8$, while that of the Atlantic

Provinces declined hy 3.8$. <See 50,51,56,57,60)
Over the same decade, the growth of primary manufacturing output

in Atlantic Canada was considerably below that for the rest of

Canada. Gross and net value of production increased in Canada by

70$ and 84$, while that of the Atlantic Provinces increased by

40$ and 37$. In Canada, employment in primary manufacturing

increased by 14.8$ but declined by 4.8$ in the Atlantic Provinces.

In neither secondary nor in primary processing was growth

spectacular between 1949 and 1958 in the Atlantic Provinces.

Employment in both sectors declined. Industry showed an ability

to achieve improved productivity, while newly located industries

failed to provide the number of jobs necessary to off-balance fewer

employment opportunities and a growing labour force.

Secondary manufacturing industries are concentrated in Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick. In terms of gross and net value of

secondary manufacturing these two provinces recorded 89$ and 88$

in 1958. Although both figures are 2$ below the 1949 figure, there

has been no significant change over the past decade. Of total

employment in secondary manufacturing industries, 88$ is found in
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Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. This is a decrease of slightly less

than 3$ in ten years. (See Figure 58)
Increases in gross and net value of secondary manufacturing

in Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland have not been spectacular

over the past ten years. At 10$ and 12$ in 1958, this was a 1$ and

a 5$ rise from 1949* These production increases were achieved from

small base figures which accounts partially for the relatively large

percentage growth. The largest change has been in employment in

secondary processing industries with a 10$ and 12$ increase. Overall

production in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick has increased in absolute

terms but relatively at the expense of industrial expansion in

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island. (See Figure 59)

On the balance of 1958, any fluctuation in output and employ¬

ment in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick will register the dominant

economic trend for the Atlantic Provinces. By examining briefly,

manufacturing industries for each province, the regional trend

becomes meaningful.

The Manufacturing Industries, by Province, since 194?

It is in Nova Scotia that secondary manufacturing industries

have attained the highest developed form of the region. The iron and

steel, and transportation equipment industries, amongst the most

technically developed, contain segments highly sensitive to changes

in market demand, particularly primary iron and steel. Between 1952

and 1955, employment in both industries dropped from 13»141 to 10,804

with a corresponding drop in gross value of production from
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^109>989 thousand to $99>272 thousand. Together these industries

accounted for 59$ of total secondary manufacturing employment and

for 50$ of total gross value. The prosperity of secondary manufact¬

uring in Nova Scotia is largely reflective of these two industries.

The iron and steel industry of Nova Scotia is dominated by

three primary iron and steel establishments which account for approx¬

imately two thirds of yearly gross value. There are 57 firms prod¬

ucing fabricated steel and iron goods. The primary sector is a major

producer of rails, billets, bars and rods, structurals, plate and

skelp (i.e. Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation at Sydney), with

finishing plants in Ontario and Quebec, and engineering firms in the

Maritimes.^ For example, DOSCO's status as a steel producer rests

not only with the operations of its extractive subsidiaries (includ¬

ing Wabana Mines) and its primary productive capacity, but equally

with its manufacturing subsidiaries (e.g. the Eastern Car Company

at Trenton, and Halifax Shipyards in Nova Scotia, and Truscan Steel,

Montreal, Etobicoke Works, and at Contrecoeur, near Montreal).

In the light of below oapacity consumption of local production,

a larger portion of annual output is directed to extra-regional

markets than has been done in the past. For example, a growing segment

of output is directed at filling national and export contracts,

(i.e. Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways for steel rails

and insulated box cars, and Mexican State Railways for steel cars.)"'



The efforts of DOSCQ to find markets and to consolidate

rail car operations at Trenton (i.e. Scotia Rolling Stock Co. Ltd.)

reflect the pressure of increasing competition with the industry of

Ontario (i.e. the Steel Company of Canada, Dominion Foundries and

Steel Company, and Algoma Steel Corporation). To market iron and

steel products in Ontario and Quebec has necessitated the operation

of subsidiary foundries and mills nearer to the main market. The

decline of one market factor - either local, national or internat¬

ional - will have grave consequences to the output of, and employ¬

ment in, the industry. However, production cannot depend always

upon export contracts to bolster full utilization of productive cap¬

acity. It does appear that DOSCO's status as a steel manufacturer

will continue to be strengthened by the operations of its extractive

and manufacturing subsidiaries.

The transportation equipment industry is diversified.

In 1958, there were a few firms involved in aircraft assembly and parts

manufacturing, and thirty-nine firms in boat building, with a gross

value of .9 million. The seventeen firms in shipbuilding and the

shops producing railway rolling stock dominated gross value of prod¬

uction and employment in the industry, (in 1963, a car assembly plant

in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, added further diversification to this

industry - A/B Volvo of Sweden.)0 (See Figure 52)
In contrast to Nova Scotia, the iron and steel, and trans¬

portation equipment industries of New Erunsvdck accounted for 24/&

of gross value of secondary manufacturing and yvp of total secondary
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manufacturing employment. There are no primary iron and steel mills

in this province. The industry is composed of fourteen machine shops

(e.g. Northern Machine Works Limited of Bathurst), seven firms prod¬

ucing sheet metal products, and three establishments manufacturing

heating and cooking apparatus (e.g. Enamel and Keating Products Ltd,

in Sackville), which is the most important component of the industry

in terms of selling value and employment. (Ss© Figure 53)
Like the Nova Scotia industry, transportation equipment prod¬

uction is dominated by railway rolling stock and shipbuilding, but in

terms of output and employment, only half the size. There is no air¬

craft industry , assembly or parts production. Because of the differ¬

ent structure, these two industries in New Brunswick are less variable

in output and employment than, in Nova Scotia.

During this period, 1949 to 1958, the iron and steel, and

transportation industries of Newfoundland have expanded in terms of

gross value of secondary output, from 1.6$ to 7»1$> and from 0.7$

to 4.4$. Employment, in this term, has increased by three and seven

times the 1949 figure. In fact, the labour-intensive transportation

equipment industry of Newfoundland no?/ employs 9*5$ of all ?/orkers in

in secondary manufacturing. Growth in this industrial sector is largely

a result of the establishment of one firm in 1957 producing railway

rolling stock. (See Figure 54>66)

The non-metallic mineral products industry in the Atlantic

Provinces has shown remarkable growth in terms of gross value of output.
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(This is an industry where the materials generally require low value

secondary processing - compare the ratios of net to gross value of

secondary manufacturing in the Atlantic Provinces of non-metallic

mineral products, 61.6, and wood and paper products, 44*8.) The growth

of this industry reflects the demand of export markets for gypsum,

barite, salt and peat moss, and the regional demand for construction

materials. (See Figure 57)

It is interesting to note, at this point, that the total

value of all construction contracts awarded in the Atlantic Provinces

in 1956 was 4*7$ of the Canadian total and 8.1$ by 1958* The value of

industrial and engineering contracts av/arded in 1956 was 5*6$ and 2.4$

of the Canadian total, rising to 15*7$ and 9»7$ "by 1958# The spect¬

acular growth is representative of a small number of large scale,

capital intensive, construction projects in each province.

A topical example:-

Table 1

A Regional Breakdown of Construction Projects

after Ten Months, 1962/1963
(The figures are expressed in millions of dollars.)

1962 1063 Percentage
Change

Residential 44.1 35.5 - 19.4$
Business 57.4 70.1 + 22.2$
Industrial 13.6 50.3 + 270.9$
Engineering 32.4 66.7 + 105.9$

January to October, 1963,
TOTAL 147.5 222.7 ♦ 51.0$

SOURCE: APBC Newsletter, January 1964* Volume 8, Number 1.



The long term growth of this industry is assured when one considers

some of the construction projects envisaged - a heavy water plant,

Hamilton River hydro development, transport connection across North-

umberland Strait, Passamaquoddy tidal power, Saint John River hydro

development, harbour development, industrial and road construction,

business and residential construction.

Of common importance to the economy is the foods and bever¬

ages industry, first in terms of gross value in Newfoundland, Prince

Edward Island and New Brunswick, and second to the iron and steel,

and transportation equipment industries of Nova Scotia. Between 1949

and 195let and gross value increased by 8C>£ and 44*6$. The growth

of net value of production was double that of gross value. Substantial

expansion had taken place at the "value added by manufacture" stage.

This trend is further clarified by comparing the ratios of net to

gross value of the decade, 33«7 to 41*8« The primary stages of food

and beverage preparation have received emphasis, expanding at a faster

rate than the increase in selling value. Combined with a 4#3$ rise in

employment opportunities in the industry (a figure whioh ignores

seasonal fluctuation), it would seem that not only is the value of

production increasing, but productivity at the primary level has

improved in this traditionally labour-intensive industry. (See Figure
52,53)

In 1949, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick accounted for 82.8$

and 82.3$ of gross and net value of production and 82.3/® of employment

in the foods and beverages industry. By 1958* Newfoundland and
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Prince Edward Island had expanded secondary processing facilities

reducing the relative position to 78.4$» 11*9% and 79*2$. Despite

the little growth in the processing sector of the industry,

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island remain important markets for

the foods and beverages processing industries of the Mainland. (See
Figure 54»55)

The foods and beverages industry of the Atlantic Provinces

is characterized by four variables. This industry is traditionally

labour intensive with a seasonal amplitude of employment in its

primary sector (i.e. fish processing, and fruit and vegetable

preparation). During 1949 to 1958, improved productivity and product

quality resulted from greater use of new techniques in handling and

processing. The result has been to diminish employment opportunities

in the industry. For example, techniques in preparation and storage

of food are becoming more dependent upon quick freezing (fruit and

vegetable preparations; slaughtering and meat processing; fish
7

processing and storage) as an alternative to canning and curing.

Secondly, the Atlantic Provinces do not supply the food

requirements necessary to fulfil consumption demands. The region must

import food to be processed and marketed locally or reshlpped.

In the latter case, the Maritime Provinces process food products

(e.g. dairy products) to be marketed in Newfoundland, where certain

food processing facilities are absent. Moreover, there is a limited

amount of purchasing made inside the New 3runswick international

border from adjoining towns of Maine when food prices offer advant¬

ageous sales (e.g. fresh meat - St.Stephen and Calais).
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Thirdly, the Atlantic Provinces process an amount of food

in excess of local consumption requirements. For instance, as a result

of historical and locational advantage in relation to the Caribbean

resource, sugar refining, to meet local demands, expanded at Halifax

and Saint John. However, the slow growth in regional, per capita

consumption of sugar has combined with increasing competition from

centrally established refineries to militate against more than modest

growth in relation to the faster growth in national, per capita

consumption. The tendency in this industry has been to consolidate

production at the Saint John sugar refinery (i.e. Acadia-Atlantic

Sugar Refineries Limited) and to develop markets over a wider area in

eastern Canada.

Another important example is processed fish. The fish

processing industry (i.e. processing, packing and handling) accounted

for 80$ by value and 90$ of employment in the industry (i.e. cutting,

freezing, drying, salting, smoking, pickling and canning).

Table 2
Distribution of the Fish Processing Industry, 1997

Nova Scotia 52$ by value 44$ of employment
New Brunswick 22$ by value 24$ of employment
Newfoundland 21$ by value 27$ of employment
Prince Edward Island 5$ by value 5$ of employment

TOTALS 100$ 100$

SOURCES F.E. Lounsbury,'' The Fish Processing Industry", Atlantic
Provinces Economic Council, October 1960, Section VIII, page 69.
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In 1952, this industry registered 76.6$ of the total Canadian fish

processing establishments and 70*6$ of the total average number of

employees. By 1960, there was little change "but when measured as a

percentage of the total value of fishery products and "by-products,
Q

output rose from 46.3$ in 1958 to 63.6$ in 1960 of the Canadian total.

Between 1949 1958, the fish processing industry has

consolidated operations at fewer locations than in the past, elimin¬

ating, where possible, those individual processing establishments

which are operating to the economic detriment of the industry. Through

consolidation, capital intensification and mechanization is possible
9and essential for greater efficiencies of production and marketing.

The future of the fish processing industry is dependent upon

a number of interconnected determinants, some of which have been

discussed in the section on primary industry. Due to the relative

importance of the export demand for processed fish, development in

processing capacity, packaging and better quality products will depend

largely upon a more relaxed tariff structure in the United States

market. Furthermore, increasing Canadian per capita consumption of

fish and gradually changing demands from the Caribbean and South

American countries will accompany improved personal incomes. Competition

with the industries of New England and European countries in tradit¬

ional markets, and the adoption of improved processing technologies, will

add to the incentive for development and improvement of the fish
10

processing industry.

The fourth variable is the annual regional growth of



population and the corresponding level of income. The Atlantic

Provinces record an annual rate of population growth of 1.6$ to 1.8$

and an annual rate of increase of personable disposable income of

5.2$. (cf. Canada - 2.6 percent and 4.7 percent respectively; persons

in the Atlantic Provinces retain a larger share (93.9$) of personal

income as personal disposable income than do Canadians generally
11(91.4$)). Both factors determine the rate of growth and the level

of demand of the local market for foods and beverages. The low rate

of population expansion restricts industrial productive capacity to

a proportionate rate of growth. The rising level of income should

necessitate a gradually greater demand for higher quality goods.

Exports to regions of relatively high population growth and of

relatively high per capita income will bolster the output capacity

of the industry.

Despite to apparent prosperity of the leading manufacturing

industries of the Atlantic Provinces, one sector of manufacturing

has declined while another has shown little of the dynamism of its

counterpart in central Canada, firstly, the textiles, and clothing

and knitted goods industries regionally have declined, while nation¬

ally they have increased only moderately. In the Atlantic Provinces,

gross and net value of manufacturing declined 33.8/" and 29.2$ while

that of Canada increased 29.0$ and 19.3$. Stoployment dropped

in both industries by 46.4$ and 11.8$. While productivity
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appearecl to have improved in Canada generally resulting in fewer

employment opportunities, decreases in employment in Atlantic Canada

may have experienced'some productivity improvement, but the

industry weakened in relative and absolute terms. (See Figure 51)
In terms of gross and net value of manufacturing of textiles,

clothing and knitted goods, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick controlled

88.6$ and 89.8$ of regional production in 1958* This is below the

1949 figure by 4$ and 3*9$» Over this decade, employment opportunit¬

ies increased 1.3$ to 90. % of total employment in the industry.

These figures suggest little development of either industry in

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island during this period. What expan¬

sion has taken place has done so with a reduced labour input in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. (See Figures 52,53,54,55)

After reaching a peak between 1949 and 1958, gross and net

value of the textiles, and clothing and knitted goods industries of

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick declined from 5.1JS and 5.7^ to 3.6$

and 3.8$ of total regional secondary manufacturing. Employment

halved from 12.3$ to 6.8$. In Nova Scotia, in terms of gross and net

value of output, both industries remained little changed in ten years.

Textiles, while reaching a peak in gross value of output in 1951,

registered a slight decline overall, while clothing and knitted

goods showed an increase. In both industries, employment declined

indicating no gain in productive capacity but improvement in per capita

production.
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It was in Sew Brunswick where the gravest declines in the

industry occured. Gross and net value of production of the textile

industry declined hy 76.0$ and 75*3$. The clothing and knitted goods

industry, less than a quarter the size of the textile industry,

declined 54*4$ and 44*9$* linployment dropped hy 75*9$ and 39.3$

respectively between 1949 and. 1958• The decline has not been sudden

and seems to be part of a pattern whereby the two industries of

JSSova Scotia gradually assume a major portion of regional production.

If this is the case, then the decline is a belated reaction to over¬

capacity created in the late war and post war years.

In the other sector of manufacturing, three industries in

Canada have shown dynamic growth characteristics between 1949 and 1958.

In the same period, this growth pattern has not been matched in the

Atlantic Provinces. The state to which these industries have develop¬

ed in this region is in proportion to the local demands of industry

and domestic consumption, (e.g. chlorine end caustic soda to service

production of pulp and paper, domestic fuel consumption of petroleum

and natural gas, and development of hydro and thermal power,

transmission facilities and consumer goods.) (See Figure 66)
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In summation, a large sequent of the secondary industries

of the Atlantic Provinces exists to supply the local need and as

such they are small and relatively inefficient with a high labour

input factor. It is this type of industry which differs from that

in Canada (i.e. the manufacturing sector is dominated by the foods

processing and beverages industry in the Atlantic Provinces and by

the iron and steel industry in Canada). Economies of scale are

difficult to achieve as there is no large compact market in this

region. In the future, manufacturing expansion will be controlled

by the size and growth of the regional population, the level of

personal disposable income, and urban growth. The industries most

likely to prosper are in foods and beverages products.

The extra-regional markets demand raw and semi-processed

materials in bulk. The export of finished manufactured goods is

restricted by the tariff structure of, and the high cost of trans¬

portation to, a particular market. Exports are encouraged in their

unfinished state for further processing and marketing elsewhere.

The result is to inhibit the development of secondary processing in

the Atlantic Provinces to a low level of manufacturing. Some amelior¬

ation will result from a general relaxation of restrictive tariffs.

The industries most likely to develop are the iron and steel industry,

fish processing and the wood and paper products industries.

One thing is certain, the history of industrialization in

the Atlantic Provinces is not one of dynamic growth but cf modest
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expansion. "It is unlikely", comments a Commercial Letter, "that

a more diversified secondary industry will establish itself rapidly
12

in the Atlantic region although some progress is being made".

There were two outstanding features emerging from the decade

1949 to 1958. Firstly, gains in net and gross value of secondary

manufacturing relative to the total regional economic activity were

made to diminishing labour requirements. Secondly, secondary manufact¬

uring development was not providing the necessary stimulus for

improved economic activity. Based upon these two characteristics,

the governments of the Atlantic Provinces have commenced a program

to generate dynamic industrial growth.

wa.jor Regional Efforts for Industrial Growth

In the Atlantic Provinces, a major change from tradition

in industrial development is the treatment of provincial economic

problems in a regional perspective rather than solely with the best

interests of a province foremost. The Blakeny Reports of 1951»

officially titled, "Industrial Development in the Maritime (Atlantic)

Provinces", presented concrete proposals for cooperative action

among business, industry and government in these provinces. In Sept¬

ember 1953, delegates from the four provinces were appointed to the

first meeting of the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council (APEC).

From that first meeting, APEC's objective to ". • • encourage sound

enterprise and promote orderly economic development and growth in
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ful n
the Atlantic Region" has attained meaning expression.

The Council sponsors conferences, trade missions and exhibits

to examine and display industry sectors seeking ways of alleviating

economic problems and improving marketing conditions. In February

1959» t>y Council agreement, the Atlantic Provinces Research Board,

(A.F.R.B.) was formed . . to coordinate an extensive program of

research into matters affecting the basic economy of the four

Atlantic Provinces". The need for basic knowledge about the region

is the initial step in building an awareness necessary for regional

industrial expansion. Since 1959» research studies, such as

"The economy of the Atlantic Provinces, 1940 to 1998" by A.C. Parks,

"Financing Industrial Development in the Atlantic Provinces" by

F.E. Lounsbury, "Economic Development and the Atlantic Provinces" by

A.K. Cairncross, "Secondary Manufacturing in the Atlantic Provinces"

and "The Food and Fish Processing Industries of the Atlantic Provinces",

both by F.E. Lounsbury, and others have been completed. In combin¬

ation with the efforts of A.P.R.B., APEC maintains a separate research

program. Quarterly economic reviews, the publication of pamphlets on

current economic topics, and the APEC Newsletter (ten editions a year)

add to the broad range of basic information.

By analysing the many problems of the economy, a large library

of economic studies has been accumulated. APEC's chief role as a

coordinating agency, with non-political, non-partisan motives,

is to stimulate action based upon the information collected. Local

and extra-regional attention is drawn to resource development,



manufacturing production, and industrial opportunities through

APEC channels. ^ APEC makes a great contribution to a regional

framework for economic growth. A number of agencies have flourished

under its leadership.

Power supply at inexpensive rates is an essential element

in industrial growth and location. The generation and transmission

of electricity throughout the Maritime Provinces has progressed from

a regional priority to interprovincial connection. In 1960, the three

major electric systems of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick interconnected

The integration of these three systems is an attempt to refine and

consolidate existing facilities while offering improved economies

of generation, transmission and supply to Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick. Interconnection of the grid with Cape Breton Island and
15Prince Edward Island is under plan.

Electricity in Nova Scotia is generated by the Power

Commission which covers about 80$ of the province, and the Nova Scotia

Light and Power Company with the largest generating capacity in the

Province. The thermal plants generate 72.5$ total generating

capacity of Nova Scotia at Tufts Cove (Halifax), Trenton and Maccan.

The remainder is generated by hydro at Sissiboo, Weymouth Palls and

Big Palls. On Cape Breton Island, the Seaboard Power Company at Sydney

a subsidiary of DOSCO, distributes electric power throughout the

island, in particular, to the Cape Breton Coal Mines and the Sydney

steel mill. This utility operates entirely from thermal generation

based upon Cape Breton coal. (See Figure 46 )
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Plans far further development of generating capacity centre

upon thermal power. Combined with the annual rise of 8% in

provincial requirements plus additional power for the heavy water

plant of Deuterium of Canda, Ltd., at Glace Bay, and for the

interprovincial grid, there is strong incentive for further generating
16

capacity in Nova Scotia.

There is a structural contrast in utility ownership and the

type of power generation between Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

In 1961, 57% of capacity in New Brunswick was thermally generated.

In Nova Scotia 59% was generated by private utilities, 32% by public

utilities and 9% in industrial plants. In New Brunswick, 5%

was generated by private utilities, 68% by public utilities, and

27% in industrial plants. In New Brunswick, the publically owned

Power Commission, established by the Electric Power Act of 1921,

supplies all New Brunswick except for a few municipalities. (Dalhousie,

Bathurst, Brunswick Mines, Newcastle, Saint John, Grand Falls, and

iitmundston.). The interporvincial power grid has encouraged the

Power Commission to complete plans for an intra-province power

grid.^ (See Figure 46 )

At present, thermal and deisel paver is generated at Chatham,

Grand lake and Saint John, Shippigan, Gampobelloe Island and Grand

Manan Island. Hydro power schemes have focused upon developing

potential capacity on the Saint John River. Plants operate at

Beechwood, Tobique and Grand Falls. In recent years, the Saint

John River has undergone extensive development analysis by the
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engineering companies in an effort to develop inexpensive power

for New Brunswick and Maine. Development at Cross Rock offers

advantages on the Saint John River to both state and province that

may be compared favourably with the advantages of developing the

Columbia River in British Columbia and Washington. Furthermore,

the controversial consideration of tidal power in Passamaquoddy Bay

and the Minus Basin adds to the prognostication that the systems of

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia may well be integrated with the New
18

England power grid in the long run.

In contrast to the Maritime Provinces, 80$ of capacity in

Newfoundland is hydro generated. The structure of utility ownership

adds further comparison; 73$ is privately operated, 3$ is publically

operated, and 24$ is generated by industrial plants. The Newfoundland

Light and Power Company (St.John's) i3 the principal supplier with

operations divided into the eastern division at St.John's, the central

division at Gander and Grand Falls, and the western division at

Corner Brook. Power is purchased in the western division from the

Bowater Power Company at Deer Lake. Power is purchased from the

Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company in the central division, which

generates power at Bishops Falls and Grand Falls for industrial use

19
and regional domestic consumption.

Electric power in Newfoundland-Labrador is not integrated

in a provincial grid system. What power has been developed is
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associated with the proximity of urban settlement and of industrial

demand (e.g. Botwood-Gander and Corner Brook). The connection of an

intraprovince grid system will depend largely upon the growth of

settlements along the present line of road communication. Moreover,

deficit generating capacity in one division may well be supplied from

surplus generating capacity in an adjoining division where economies

of transmission permit.

The development of hydro sites in the near future vail

correspond to demand for block and inexpensive power (e.g. costing less

than 6 mills per k.w.h.; at Sandy Brook by the Newfoundland Light and

Power Company in the central division; at Baie d*Espoir for transmission

to the central and eastern divisions; and at Hamilton Palls in Labrador,

for the concentrators and beneficiating plants, to be developed under

supervision of the British Newfoundland Corporation which was founded

in 1953 to promote the industrial and economic development of Newfound¬

land and Labrador).^0 On the periphery of the Ontario-Quebec industrial

zone, some of the major hydro sites have been developed (e.g. aux Out-

ardes and Manicougan Hivers). However, the demand for electric power

grows with the industrial and urban expansion. It is, therefore, becoming

more economically feasible to develop and move electric power at isol¬

ated sites, offering considerable blocks of power to markets at some

distance. For these reasons, hydro sites in Labrador and Newfoundland

will be developed.

A second agency, Industrial Estates Limited, Halifax, was

established by legistation of the Province of Nova Scotia in 1957
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to promote the development and diversification of secondary industry

in the province. Operations of this Crown Corporation are aimed at

two objectives - to assist in the expansion of industries already

located in the province, and to assist in the establishment of new

industries. In general, Industrial Estates vail finance the purchase

of land and construction of a plant thereon to the specifications of

the client, who may lease the package over a period of years at a

rental rate based on a percentage of the total project costs.

Financial assistance may be given towards the purchase of equipment.

Financing terms are negotiable and subject to the approval of the
21

Board of Directors.

Since 1957» Industrial Estates Limited has assisted thirty-

four clients. This unprecedented and pleasing rate with which new

industry has been coming to Nova Scotia in recent years, "... should

reassure Nova Scotians that the world has confidence in this Province

and should help to improve Nova Scotia's "image" abroad and lessen
2?

the picture many Canadians have of this province as depressed".

The short history of Industrial Estates is one of accumulated

successes. A similar scheme of "industrial parks" is tinder study by

the Industrial Development and Town Planning Commission of

Saint John, New Brunswick.

There are, in the Atlantic Provinces, three other provincial

agencies playing valuable roles in arousing initiative and offering

assistance to industrial enterprises. The first of these are the

Industrial Loan Boards which have offered major encouragement to
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new industry sinoo the war. The function of these Boards is either

to make or guarantee loans to specific industrial projects. In effect,

new firms or Branch plants have "been established, which in Nova

Scotia, .fcr example, accounted for 40$ of total employment "between

1946 and 1995.23
Secondly, there are in each of the Atlantic Provinces

agencies with "self help" objectives. The following are outstanding

examples. In Nova Scotia, the Department of Finance and Economics,

Halifax, initiates a program of voluntary economic planning as defined

by the Voluntary Planning Act of 1963. In Hew Brunswick, the Saint

John Port and Industrial Development Commission was established by

Provincial legislation to promote and develop +he interests of the

harbour and industrial hinterland. The area constitutes the industrial

heart of New Brunswick, employing 40,000, or approximately 42$ of the

labour force.2^"
In Prince Edward Island, the Department of Industry was

established in 1963 to attract industry to the Island. During its

first year in operation, four new plants had located on the Island
25

involving new construction employing nearly 3»000. In Newfoundland,

the Social Assistance Act, 1954* established the Centralization

Programme to move families (following unanimous resolution) from

outports to prospering settlements. The places which are abandoned are

small towns or villages where communications are poor or which are

located on islands and opportunities for employment are almost non¬

existent. By vacating outports, a segment of subsistence
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2^

contribute to a rise in the standard of living in the province.

The efforts of the Atlantic Provinces to attract new industry

include many expedients employed elsewhere oxcept tax incentives,

(In Newfoundland, tax concessions have been authorized by legislation

through etumpage exemption and virtually perpetual tenure of timber

licence to Anglo—Ne ;foundland development Company and Bowater's

Newfoundland Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd.) In his report to APEC,

A,K, Cairncross considers tax incentives based upon discrimination

in favour of particular provinces as possible, some incentives more

read*ly applicable than others, "whatever concessions were proposed

- whether accelerated depreciation allowances, investment allowances,

capital grants, exemption from taxation for a limited period or of a

specified element In profits - it would be necessary to decide whether
27

to extend them to all forms or concentrate them on definite groups".

The provincial governments would be responsible for the specific applic¬

ation of regional tax incentives while the federal government would

decide on full or partial reimbursement out of a federal grant. It is

interesting to note that by the Federal Budget of June 1963, newly

available tax incentives for designated areas of slower growth will be

levied through the Area i>evelop:aent Agency of the Federal Lepartrasnt

of Industry,''^
There is increasing evidence of Federal and Provincial coop¬

eration with the federal agency accepting the onus of financial assistance
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Mining and Agriculture operate on a Provincial "basis analysing
29

regional problems through research and experiment. The Atlantic

Development Board, established by federal legislation in December

1962, is an attempt to accelerate regional development with the

provision of federal funds for the expansion of public and private

investment in the region.

The Atlantic Development Board has allocated grants of

$20 million for the construction of a $110 million hydro project at

Mactaquac on the Saint John River; $20 million has been allocated to

the Newfoundland Power Commission for the development of the hydro

potential at Baie d'Espoir, a $60 million project; ^5400 thousand has

been granted for construction of a water line and sewerage system to

service a fish processing plant at Canso, estimated total cost of

$3 million; a $700 thousand grant has been issued to install a

municipal water supply to permit the establishment of two food process¬

ing plants at Georgetown, Prince Edward Island.^ Operating, at first,

under administrative difficulties, the Board will benefit in future

decisions from coordination with APEC.

The Industrial Development Bank was established in 1944.

From 1955 to 1959t $20.6 million was loaned by the Bank to New Bruns¬

wick, 36.3$» Nova Scotia, 28.0$, Prince Edward Island, 28.0$ and

Newfoundland, 7»7$» A.K. Cairncross makes a number of critical obser¬

vations. Since the government loan boards withdrew, consciously or uncon¬

sciously, from competition with the Development Bank, it is
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questionable whether or not the loan hoards should exist independ¬

ently hut rather associate themselves with the main lending institut¬

ions of the region. Reconstitution of the loan boards to associate

with hanks, insurance companies and trust companies, would serve a

useful purpose as a competitor of the Bank. It would permit a closer

acquaintance of local investment requirements and greater flexibility

in investment assistance. The economist submits that the Industrial

Development Bank might accept equity participation more frequently

in firms which it assists."'

The Maritime Freight Rates Act was established in July 1927

whereby the government of Canada pays a definite percentage of each

shipper's transport cost within and out of a designated region.

The Act was legislated as an instrument of national policy to assist

certain shippers in peripheral regions of Canada by bearing a portion

of their rail transport costs. Although the Act was never intended

as a vehicle for railway assistance, rail services within and out of

the Maritime Provinces have expanded while the de\relopment of other

carrier services has been discouraged. (See Figure 61)
The objectives of the Act of 1927 do not meet the transport

needs of 19&4* V/here there is a need to develop the lowest cost

transportation possible, subventions payable under the Act have

rendered rail freight competitive with road services at unrealistic

costs. In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, truck

transportation has developed to the point where the withdrawl of the

subvention on intra-Maritimes rail shipments, in general, will bring
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32
rail rates to a level which would encourage trucking.

Moreover, industries soundly "based upon local raw materials,

lower labour costs, and other real economic advantages have prospered,

. but those dependent mainly on a transport subsidy have either

not prospered or have not ever come into existence because of it".

To reconstitute the Maritime Freight Rates Act to eliminate the

general income differentials between the Atlantic Coast region and

other parts of Canada would be a contradiction of the 1927 objectives

and beyond the undertakings given at Confederation. "Parliament

must remain the sole judge of whether and to what extent the Act

continues to achieve its historic purpose".^
Two advantages to the Karitimes remain under the Act.

Shippers in the "select territory" (Hew Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, plus Quebec east of Levis and

Diamond Junction to the Quebec boundary and south of the St.Lawrenoe

River) may claim a 20$ reduction of railway freight rates on certain

"preferred movements" within their "select territory" from Federal

Government assistance. ("Preferred movements" : 1. local traffic,

all rail, 2. Moncton to Montreal via Levis - reduction applies on

Moncton - L^vis, 3« export traffic by rail and sea - last port of

call, 4. rail-and-lake, rail-lake-and-rail as of 2. ) Secondly,

railway ferries are treated as an integral part of rail traffic.

Freight originating in the Maritime Provinces destined by

rail-ferry-rail for Newfoundland and freight movement within
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Newfoundland is monopolised by rail as competing services of trans¬

portation are net yet developed adequately. Therefore, reconstitution

of the Act as it applies to Newfoundland traffic must be considered

separately from the Maritime Provinces.^

The Peed Freight Assistance Act was established by legislation

and amended in October 1941# In the War years, the objectives of the

Act were to make available large quantities of Prairie feed grains

to livestock farmers in vhe east in order to keep down their costs

of meat and poultry production while bolstering production to meet

wartime demands. Expenditures were met from the Federal Appropriat¬

ions Fund. At present, the objective of the Act is to equalise the

cost of Prairie feed grains in other areas throughout Canada. For the

Atlantic Provinces, the Act assists on freight charges east of the

Montreal none. The regulations of the Act provide that the feed grain

must move over land by rail and over routes in Canada for the

total distance. (See Figures 63,64,65)

As freight rates have increased and as other forms of

transportation have developed, the subsidy has tended to favour' a

particular service rather than to benefit the livestock farmers.

But in spite of the subsidy, it is becoming progressively evident

that livestock farming in Canada is fending to concentrate in the

Prairie Provinces. However, the effect of the subsidy has been to

encourage the continued movement of raw materials. This state has

resulted from two factors. (See Figure 62)
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Firstly, under the application of Feed Freight Assistance,

it is cheaper to ship grain to the Maritime Provinces than it is to

haul the livestock products from the Prairies to the consuming areas

of Atlantic Canada. The comparative advantage in livestock raising

and feed grain production has shifted as a result of improved farm

productivity (i.e. mechanization of farms, a lower labour input

factor, and the successful application of technological improvements).

Secondly, it is becoming increasingly more feasible to raise,

fatten, and slaughter cattle, to ship and market the prepared meat in

eastern consuming areas, than it is to haul the feed grains for

livestock feeding in eastern Canada. Since farmers in the Atlantic

Provinces have not increased the percentage of locally produced protein

in local consumption under this Act, "it would have been more favourable,

under current rates, to ship the livestock products from the Prairies

to the consuming areas concerned, in the absence of the feed freight
"^5

subsidy".

The Royal Commission on Transportation recommended Federal

examination of the Act with a view to a more effective application

to benefit Canadian agriculture. It is essential to achieve low cost,

competitive transport through freight assistance not higher than the

least cost carrier. In effect, restrictive practices in favour of

rail and water services should be terminated under present day trans-

portation developments rather that under those of 1927•

An effective way of placing other transportation services in

competition with rail and water carriage is to develop an improved
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system of roads and highways throughout each province. In the past,

the development of roads has "been achieved through forest and mineral

exploitation. In isolated, coastal settlements, particularly Newfound¬

land and Labrador, coastal steamers operate at an annual deficit of

^3 million. A combination of outport abandonment and i proved land

communication services will reduce the expenditure on, and the isolat-
37

ion of, settlements.

The population of the Atlantic Provinces is small and widely

dispersed within the region. 3y the process of urbanization and

centralization, transport facilities will assume a more permanent

status. Road accessibility based upon resoixrce exploitation is essential

but largely temporary and dependent upon an exhaustible material.

As regions of industrial importance develop in the Atlantic Provinces,

so transportation facilities will broaden. The need for land transport

communication will progressively receive more serious consideration.

It is apparent from the report of the Royal Commission on

Transportation (1961) that transportation services in the llaritime

Provinces and Newfoundland, other than rail and water, have developed

slowly under physical and policy restrictions. The report states

categorically that, "It is our unanimous conclusion that no amount of

flexibility and adaptability on the part of labour and management,

and no amount of technical innovation and new capital investment can be

effective in providing rail services as a rational part of the total
38

transportation industry so long as public policy is inequitable".
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Newfoundland is connected to the Mainland chiefly through

the rail-ferry-rail system owned and operated "by the Canadian

National Railways. The service is dominated by the weight of cargo

destined for Island consumption; in 1962, 53^ of the total weight of cargo

transported to and from the Island in coastwise shipping was unloaded

at Newfoundland ports. The two characteristics of this service are,

therefore, its deficit operation and a disproportionate use of

39
capacity.

Two variables, acting interdependently, should reduce the

deficit operations of the service. The port function of St.John's,

with absolute increases, accounts for a relatively lower percentage

of the total incoming cargo at the expense of greater port activity

in Corner Brook, Botwood, Lewisporte and Port am: Basques. If this

trend is permanent, then it is positive to consider that the present;

scale of road construction on the Avalon Peninsula, in northeast

Newfoundland, and in western Newfoundland, will receive stimulus

from increasing port activity. The function of St.John's, Corner

Brook, Botwood, Lewisporte and Port aux Basques, as wholesale

distribution points serving their immediate hinterlands, will generate

added impetus to the need for roads. (See Figures67»68)

The effect of fewer stopping points on the circuitous rail

route from Port aux Basques to St.John's may effect greater economies

of operation. However, the size of Ne\vfoundland and the fragmented

distribution of population militate against a wide scale, provincial
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scheme for road construction. The task, too burdensome for the

provincial exchequer, would require substantial Federal assistance.^

In a decade favourable to industrial expansion, employ¬

ment opportunities in secondary manufacturing industries have not

improved. Unemployment in the Atlantic Provinces has risen steadily

to double the rate (5$ for the Atlantic Provinces) considered suff¬

icient to cover seasonal and frictional unemployment. It is estim¬

ated that the labour force will rise from 30$ in 1960 to between

30$ and 31*5$ of the population in 1980. The need for employment

opportunities is imperative for economic growth.^
The creation of industrial capital is envisaged by the

Federal and Provincial Governments as a means of creating additional

employment opportunities. A precondition involves an awareness by

the people of the Atlantic Provinces of the potential for improve¬

ment in their way of living. A second precondition necessitates an

attitude sufficiently propitious to attract Federal Government

assistance and industrial capital in the form of Canadian and

international investment. A third precondition calls for labour

mobility based upon a steadily expanding industrial base.

Especially important is the incentive for employment in stable,

highly remunerative vocations replacing a seasonal and subsistence

way of life. University, technical and vocational institutions

must be readily accessible and available in areas of capital
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accumulation. A fourth, prerequisite is the need to increase the

efficiency of primary and secondary industries and to expand the

markets for these industries while promoting capital formation.

The Atlantic Provinces show a determined trend towards

creating the requisites. Since 1954? industrial capital has grown

at an encouraging rate in an atmosphere conducive to industrial

grov/th. The scale of growth, in relation to Ontario and Quebec,

is small, hut nevertheless promising in the attempt to meet sin

economic problem with expansionist measures.
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R.Rs Roberts, Director of Welfare, Hoverber 7# 1963}
The Financial Post, July 6, 1963} a current problem lies in the
"conflict between provincial efforts to vacate outports under
the Centraliza ion Programme and Federal expenditure to provide
coastal boat, road and railway services to these outports}
The Financial Post, March 21, 1964,

27 A.iC. Cairncross, Spondaic Development and the Atlantic
Provinces, Chapter VIII, "Possible Lines of Action", pps. 28
to 33, Sections 153 to 162; APEC Pamphlet. "Incentives for
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Manufacturing Industries", Volume 1, Number 2, January 19o20

28 The tax incentives include exemption from income taxes, write¬
off of the cost of new machinery and equipment, and write-off
of the cost of new buildings. Designated as slower growth
areas - Corner Brook, Newfoundland; New Glasgow, 3ydney, Sydney
Mines, Amherst, i pringhill, Inverness and Liverpool, Nova
Scotia? Campbellton, Minto, St.Stephen, Sussex and Woodstock,
New Brunswick? APEC Newsletter, August 1963, Volume 7»Number 6?
and February 19^4, Volume 8, Number 2.

29 Refer to relevant passages in Primary Industries, Chapters
1, 2, 3 and 4.

30 The Financial Post, April 20, 1963? August 24, 1963? APEC
Newsletter, March 1964, Volume 8, Number 3? and July 19^3,
Volume 7, Number 5? Refer to figure 18, Page 31 ?
The Financial Post, March 14, 1964.

31 A.K. Cairncross, Economic Development and the Atlantic Provinces,
Chapter VIII, "Possible Lines of Action", pps. 29 to 31,
Sections 135 to 143*

32 The Royal Commission on Transportation, December 1961, Queen's
Printer and Controller of Stationery, Ottawa, Cat.No. Z 1-
1959/3-2, Volume II, Chapter 3, pps. 202 to 203.

33 The Royal Commission on Transportation, "Reservations and
Observations", Herbert Anscorab, Volume II, pps. 286 to 289?
The Royal Commission on Transportation, Volume II, Chapter 8,
Page 211.

34 Ibid., Chapter 8, pps. 239 and 240.

35 W.H. Drummond, "Supply Outlook and the Canadian Agricultural
Production in 1930", Resources for Tomorrow, 1961, Volume 1,
Section 1, pps. 37 to 47? Op.Cit.. Chapter 8, pps. 236 to 245,
and pps. 245 to 247? APSC Newsletter, December 1962, Volume 6,
Number 10? The Financial Post, November 20, 1963.

36 The Royal Commission on Transportation, Volume II, Chapter 8,
pps. 245 to 247.

37 Ibid., Chapter 9, page 272.

38 Ibid., Chapter 10, page 283.
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39 Coastwise Shipping* Catalogue 54-204, Dominion .bureau of
Statistics, Part III, 1962.

40 The current scher.es are - the completion of the Trans Canada
Highway; the Federal Government pays 90$ and the Province 10$
of construction performed after April 1, 19^3; Roads to
Resources operates on a share cost "basis of 50 - 50; there is
a Provincial per capita grant of $2.50; the Federal Municipal
Loan Fund.

41 APBC Pamphlet. Employment Requirements in the Atlantic Provinces,
Volume 1, Humher 5» July 1963.
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Scalej 1 inch * 100 miles.
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NOVA SCCTIA AMD NSW BRUNSWICK - IITIJRCONNECTBD

UTILITIES SERVING BOTH PROVINCES.

/ixlsting transmission lines
---- Transmission lines under construction

• • • • Nova Scotia Light and Power Co.Ltd.
* * * * Nova Scotia Power Commission

SOURCEt The Power Committee of the Atlantic Provinces

Economic Council; Atlantic Provinces Resources Tap,
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, 1962.
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Figure 47
Page ^9

DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY liAI-IUFACTURDIG, NOVA SCCfTIA AND
NEW BRUNSWICK, 1930* 1939 and 1*943.

ITOVA SCOTIA

Secondary manufacturing
Gross value (x10 dollars)
Net value (x10J dollars)
anployment

All manufacturing
Gross value (x10 dollars)
Net value (x103 dollars)
Employment

61,029
28,042
11,631

81,429
36,978
19,940

jm

60,144
26,833
11,334

83,140
35,886
17,627

158,639
63,334
19,242

246,112
95,774
30,348

NEW BRUNSWICK

Secondary manufacturing
Gross value (x105 dollars)
Net value (x103 dollars)
Employment

29,511
13,489
7,759

33,647
14,353
7,248

107,103
41,604
12,039

All manufacturing
Gross value (xlO3 dollar©)
Net value (x103 dollars)
Employment

atasMKMit'Kassai

60,170
26,317
17,742

66,058
27,041
14,501

234,580
91,404
24,325

SOURCEt The Manufacturing Industries of the Maritime Provincest
1*930-1946;' The -kuxufaoturliy Industries of Canada,by Provinces,
Section II, 1947-1951? Bominion Bureau of Statistics,



DIJVSLOPHENTOFSELECTEDSECONDARYMANUF.ICTURINGINDUSTRIES,NOVASCOTIAANDNEWBRUNSWICK,1930*1939and1948.(ThefiguresforGrossandNetvalueareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) NOVASCOTIA193019391948 Gross

Net

Employment
Gross

Net

mployment
Gross

Net

Employment

Ironandsteelproducts
15,813

8,819

3,113

19,717

10,258

3210

41,353

18,358

6,503

Transportationequipment
7,655

3,334

1,579

4,276

1,345

959

32,474

12,951

3,677

Non-metallicmineralproducts
12,310

3,403

1,267

12,585

4,050

1,097

38,032

9,552

1,592

Foodsandbeverages
13,306

5,738

2,021

11,506

4,573

1,973

18,582

8,567

2,419

Textiles,textileproducts andclothing

4,105

2,081

1,363

5,433

2,748

1,951

13,703

6,093

2,486

Printing,publishingand alliedindustries

2,551

2,023

866

2,403

1,867

922

5,289

3,897

1,260

Woodandpaperproducts
2,160

1,085

956

2,258

1,034

840

5,120

2,162

895

NEWBRUNSWICK FoodsandBeverages
13,984

4,376

1,638

16,091

5,438

1,961

53,610

13,170

2,779

Ironandsteelproducts
5,330

3,172

1,981

6,459

3,321

1,891

19,881

11,090

3,560

Teetiles,textileproducts andclothing

3,492

1,452

1,870

4,550

2,148

1,559

13.302

6,978

2,242

Woodandpaperproducts
980

507

304

2,037

694

517

7,164

2,678

1,097

Printing,publishingand alliedindustries

1,738

1,406

532

1,494

1,146

556

3,207

2,312

762

Non-metallicmineralproducts
655

543

314

1,096

721

244

3,192

1,690

447

AnimalProducts

1,188

595

414

639

339

212

2,067

825

339

SOURCE,Gee-Figure473J2Page169<§<5
©

—100o



Figure 49
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SECONDARY MANUFACTURING AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL MANUFACTURING,
'llOVA SCOTIA AND NEW BPiJNS NICKr~1930. l"939" and 1948,

NOVA SCOTIA 1930 1939 1946

Gross value 74.9 72.3 64.4
Net value 75.8 74.7 66.1
Employment 58.3 64.3 63.4

NEW BRUNSWICK

Gross value 49.0 50.9 45.6
Net value 51.2 53.0 45.5
Employment 43.7 49.9 49.4

SOURCEs See - Figure 47
Page 169



Gross

1949
Net

EmploymentGross
J25L Net

."inployment

Poodsandbeverages Ironandsteelproducts Transportationequipment Printing,publishingand Alliedproducts
?/oodandpaperproducts Non-metallicmineralproducts Clothingandknittedgoods Textiles Chemicalsandalliedproducts Miscellaneousindustries Productsofpetroleumand Coal Electricalapparatus andsupplies

1,005,992 t,419,146 1,063,211 377,908 507,294 218,758 727,499 636,824 424,536 156,363 533,731 486,286

460,913 760,934 466,529 250,163 232,309 129,004 352,741 285,641 214,523 94,600 117,819 269,342

77,348 163,622 104,750 61,834 65,397 25,596 117,572 77,773 30,912 26,401 14,552 55,916

1,620,614 2,705,683 2,075,908 762,103 907,395 499,541 921,386 738,691 845,416 393,573

840,82286,291 1,364,093179,440 883,507125,976 509,065 415,414 285,122 439,032 322,533 458,416 220,598

72,221 71,731 35,059 108,676 63,472 38,069 36,002

1,466,409515,47317,427 1,015,419523,82774,944

SOURCE;SeeFigure47 Page169



DEVELOPMENTOFSELECTEDSBCONPATlfMANUFACTURINGINDUSTRIES,THEATLANTICPROVINCES,1949and1958.(ThefiguresforGrossandNetvaluesareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) 1949

1958

Gross

Net

Employment
Gross

Net

Employment

Foodsandbeveragesa
86,217

29,041

6,771

124,643

52,278

7,044

Ironandsteelproducts
58,269

27,643

8,111

94,425

43,904

7,539

Transportationequipment
37,995

19,072

6,026

58,671

30.925

6,659

Printing,publishing andalliedindustries
12,540

9,062

2,670

22,149

16,075

2,944

Y.'oodandpaperproducts
10,669

3,848

1,762

19,225c
8,611c
1,919c

Non-metallicmineral products

7,553

4,545

1,145

17,411a
10,732a
1,428

Clothingandknittedgoods
10,433

4,651

2,243

9,8880

4,583c
1,543c

Textiles

17,032

7,829

2,475

9,098

4,628

946

Chemicalsandallied products

4,303

2,418

338

6,412

3,408

331

Miscellaneousindustries
10,124

5,309

1,358

104,640

38,526

2,243

Miscellaneousindustriesincludetchaccoandtobaccoproducts,productsofpetroleumand coal,electricalapparatusandsupplies,non-ferrousmetalproducts.
a

b

Includescertainaspetcsofprimarymanufacturingvdiichcouldnotbeseparated. Certaincategoriesareincludedundermiscellaneousindustries.
SOURCEISee-PIpure17 PaSe

•xi
©c

©
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DEVELOPMENTOFSELECTEDSBGOITDAYMANUFACTURINGINDUSTRIES.NOVASCOTIA,1949and1958.(ThefiguresforGrossandNetvaluesareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.; 1949

1958

Gross

Net

Employment
Gross

Net

Employment

Ironandsteelproducts
48,453

22,304

6.575

77,670

35,161

5,927

Transportationequipment
26,667

12,846

3,698

39,683

21,955

4,488

Foodsandbeverages
19,782

9,486

2,557

31,263

15,295

2,616

Printing,publishing andalliedindustries
6,399

4,503

1,329

11,315

8,148

1,412

Woodandpaperproducts
5,089

1,886

847

9,202

4,211

943

Clothingandknittedgoods
8,078

3596

1,551

8,792

3,961

1,217

Non-metallicmineral products

3,414

2,213

605

6,315

4,275

565

Textiles

5,509

2,396

667

4,943

2,723

457

Miscellaneousindustries
227

152

88

93,836

32,672

1,139

1Miscellaneousindustriesincludeelectricalapparatusandsupplies,productsofpetroleum andcoal(from1953)»non-ferrousmineralproducts(from1957)»leatherproducts(from1958).
SOURCE*See-Figure47 Page169



OFSELECTEDSECONDARYMANUFACTURINGINDUSTRIES,NEWBRUNSWICK,1949and1958
(ThefiguresforGrossandNetvaluesareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) 1949

1958

Gross

Net

Employment
Gross

Net

Employment

Foodsandbeverages

51,701

14,414

3,016

66,259

25,334

2,946

Transportationequipment
11,199

6,169

2,281

17,408

7,979

1,860

Ironandsteelproducts
9,086

4,934

1,341

14,029

7,219

1,288

Non-metallicmineral products

3,564

2,022

433

7,259a

4,388a

558a

Woodandpaperproducts
4,899

1,597

576

8,228

3,334

689

Printing,publishing andalliedindustries
3,93b

2,868

781

6,723

4,790

927

Textiles

10,643

5,119

1,709

2,545

1,272

412

Leatherproducts

1,916

871

320

2,482

1,420

368

Miscellaneousindustries
5,293

3,717

891

6,492

4,200

768

1Miscellaneousindustriesincludeproductsofpetroleumandcoal,electricalapparatusand supplies(from1958)»non-ferrousmetalproducts,
aIncludescertainaspectsofprimarymanufacturingwhichcouldnotheseparated, SOURCEiSee-Figure47 Page169

TfM
a
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PSVgjOpmOFSELECTED3UCCNMRYMAIUFACTURINGINDUSTRIES.PRINCEEDWARDISLAND,1949and1958.(ThefiguresforGrossandNetvaluesareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) 1949

1958

Gross

Net

Bnployment

Gross

Net

Employment

Foodsandbeveragesa
4,959

1,071

269

9,182

2,014

332

Textiles

b

b

b

1,610

633

77

Printing,publishing andalliedindustries
531

397

161

973

723

182

Ironandsteelproducts
438

216

118

215

97'

30

Eon-metallicmineral products

b

b

b

129

92

16

Miscellaneousindustriesa
3,141

816

146

2,163

728

77

1Miscellaneousindustriesincludetextiles(upto1950),norwnetallicmineralproducts (upto1953)»transportationequipment(from1953)»leatherproducts(upto1955)* tobaccoendtobaccoproducts,clothingandknittedgoods(upto1950).
aIncludescertainaspectsofprimarymanufacturingwhichcouldnotbeseparated. bIncludedundermiscellaneousindustries.̂„

p3

SOURCE:See-Figure47®%Page169®
-»VJl -^1•£». o\



j.:JVEL0PK5TTOFSELECTEDSLGOIIDARYII&TUTACTURINGINj)USTRIEJ»NSWK>UEDLM1),1949and1958.(ThefiguresforGrossandNetvaluesareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) 1949

1958

Gross

Net

Ihrploynent
Gross

bet

mployment

Foodsandbeveragesa
9,775

4,070

929

17,939

9,635

1,150

Non-metallicmineral products

537

310

107

3,708a

1,977a

289&

Printing,publishing andalliedindustries
1,674

1,294

399

3,138

2,414

423

Ironandsteelproducts
292

189

77

2,511

1,427

294

Woodandpaperproducts
558

303

293

1,632

959

245

Transportationequipment
123

54

41

1,580

991

311

miscellaneousindustries
1,463

624

233

2,149

926

259

1miscellaneousindustriesincludeproductsofpetroleumandcoal,electricalapparatusand supplies(from1955)»textiles(from1957)»tobaccoandtobaccoproducts(upto1953)» leatherproducts(upto1953),rubberproducts(only1954),clothingandknittedgoods (only1953).
aIncludescertainaapectsofprimarymanufacturingshichcouldnotbeseparated. SOURCE*See-Figure47 Page169
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Figure 56
Page 1?8

DEVilLQPiSNT OF PRIMARY AND S ;C01:JARY MAM3FACTURHTG INDUSTRIES.
CANADA, 1949 and 19551

1949 1958

Secondary
Gross (x103 dollarsJ
Net (x1o3 dollars)
Employment

Primary
Gross (x103 dollars)
Net (x1C)3 dollars)
Employment

All Manufacturing
Gross (x103 dollars)
Net (x103 dollars)
Employment

8,387,132
3,993,208
913,716

4,092,461 ]
1,337,358 1
257,491

12,479,593

1

1

5,330,566 1
1,171,207

15,208,411
7,326,182
994,063

6,954,775
2,466,324
295,539

22,163,186
9,792,506
1,289,602

1 Exclusive of fish processing in Newfoundland.

SOURCE: The Manufacturing Industries of Canada, by Provinoe,
Section II, 1947-19515 The Manufacturing Industries
of Canada, Section B, Atlantic Provinces, 1952-19585
The Manufacturing Industries of Canada, Section A,
Summary for Canada, 1958? Dominion Bureau of
Statistics#



Figure 57
Page 179

BSVELQEMEKT OF PRIMARY to I) SECONDARY MAHUFAGTURING INDUSTRIES.
THE ATLANTIC PROVINCES. 1949 and 1958.

M

Secondary
Gross value (x10 ^dollars)
Net value (x10 8dollars)
■Jnployraent

Primary
Gross value (x10 dollars)
Net value (x10 8dollars)
Employment

All Manufacturing
Gross value (x10 ^dollars)
Net value (x10 ^dollars)
Employment

J252.

294,587 469,433
122,494 215,255
34,347 33,028

284,276 398,385
115,276 157,724
29,380 27,962

578,863 867,818
237,770 372,979
63,727 60,990

1 Exclusive of fish processing in Newfoundland.

SOURCES See Figure 56
Page ^78



Figure 53
Page 180

DEVELOPMEd'ST OF PRIMARY AMD SECONDARY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES,
NOVA SCOTIA AND NEW BRUNSWICK, 1949 and 1958. """
NOVA SCOTIA

Secondary
Gross value (x1Q3 dollars)
Net value (x103 dollars;
Employment

Primary
Gross value (x103 dollars)
Net value (x103 dollars)
Employment

All Manufacturing
Gross value (x103 dollars
Net value (x103 dollars
Employment

1949 /1958

164,308 286,978
69,549 130,403
19,270 18,992

83,284 124,951
32,745 46,595
10,041 10,018

247,592 411,929
102,294 176,998
29,311 29,010

HEW BRUNSWICK

Secondary
Gross value (x:103 dollars)
Net value (x103 dollars)
employment

Pr?mary
Gross value (x103 dollars)
Net value (x10^ dollars)
Employment

All .manufacturing
Gross value (x103 dollars)
Net Value (x103 dollars)
Employment

103,610 132,405
42,437 60,609
11,643 10,005

127,896 179,617
48,750 70,059
11,803 10,739

231,506 312,022
91,187 130,668
23,446 20,744

SOURCE* See - Figure 56
Page 178



Figure 59
Page 1'31

DEVELOPMENT OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES,
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AND NEWFOUNDLAND» 1949 and 195^1 ~~
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 1949 1958

Secondary
Gross Value (xic£ dollars) 9*198 14*435
Net value (x103 dollars) 2,565 4*394
Employment 748 758

Primary
Gross value (x1()3 dollars) 8,925 12,453
Net value (x1CP dollars) 1,773 2,873
Employment 1,001 878

All Manufacturing
Gross value Tx10^ dollars) 18,123 26,888
Net value (x1CH dollars) 4*338 7*267
Employment 1*747 1*632

NEWFOUNDLAND

Secondary
Gross value (x1o| dollars)
Net value (x10^ dollars)
Employment

Primary
Gross value (xlO^ dollars)
Net value (xlO^ dollars)
Employment

All Manufacturing
Gross value Tx10^ dollars)
Net value (x10^ dollars)
Employment

17,471
7,943
2,688

35,615
19,849
3,275

64,171 ]
32,007 1
6,535

81,364
38,196
6,329

81,642 ]
39,950 1
9,223

116,979
58,045
9,604

1 Exclusive of fish processing,

SOURCEt See - Figure 56
Page 178



Figure 60
182

.Page

ALL INDUSTRIES - MANUFACTURE?G- t

NET VALUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS VALUE OF PRODUCTION

1949 1958

Newfoundland^ 45.5 54.9

Prince Edward Island 27.9 30.4

Nova Scotia 42.3 45.4

New Brunswick 41.0 45.7

Canada 47.6 48.1

Atlantic Provinces 41.6 46.9

1 Exclusive of fish processing.

SOURCE! Calculated from Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
The Manufacturing Industries of Canada, by Provinces,
Section II, 1947-1951? The Manufacturing Industries of
Canada. Section B, Atlantic Provinces, 1952-1958?
The Manufacturing Industries of Canada, Section A,
Summary for Canada, 1958*



FEDBMLSUBSIDIESAPPLICABLETOTHEKEBFOTOIJUHI)OPgUTItBSOFTHECANADIANNATIONALRAILWAYS.1955/1956-1959/19^0:" (Thefiguresareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) Year

MaritimeFreight RatesAct

GulfWater Services1

CoastalService
Total

1955/1956

1,495

3,404

2,118

7,017

1956/1957

1,563

4,308

2,501

8,372

1957/1958

1,574

5,978

2,741

10,293

1958/1959

1,433

5,771

2,991

10,195

1959/1960

1,470

5,800

3,708

10,978

1ServioesbetweenNorthSydneyandNewfoundlandports. SOURCE*RoyalCommissiononTransportation.1961,Table9*8,page178.
<D
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TEXTRELEVANTTODATAPSRTETHITTOTHESTUDYOFFEEDFREIGHTM TheMaritimes
"IntheLiaritimeProvincestherehaslone"beenadeficiencyinthequantityof

animalproteinfoods,otherthanseafoods,producedrelativetothequantityconsumed.Butitis evidentfromthedevelopmentsthereduringthetwodecadessincefeedfreightassistancebegan thatthisconditionhasnotbeenremedied.TableX(below)showsthatwhilehumanpopulationof theMaritimeshasincreasedbymorethan25$from1941to1960,grain-consuminganimalunits (ameasureofmeatproduction)havefallenbymorethan16$.Atthesametime,theacreageof feedgraincropshasfallenbyalmost32$,indicatingincreasingdependenceonwesternfeed grainsandthebenefitsofthesubsidy.Ontheotherhand,theMaritimepoultryindustryhas thrivedunderthefeedgrainassistancepolicy". DATAPERTINENTTOTHESTUDYOFFEEDFREIGHTASSISTANCETOTHEMARITIMEPROVINCESI1941.1950and1960, YearPopulationG.C.A.U."'
FarmOutput

c102x103
Cattle-HogsSheep calves thousandhead

Acreage

MilkMggsPoultryinfeed meat,grsins^
x10°x10"x10°x10^ lbs.doz.lbs.acres

Western feed received x10^ tons

Freight subsidy x10 dollars

19411,130806208277120 19501,24676117831784 19601,42667314627781
1,04016.910.847237 1,05321.613.5426244 1,06335.719.8326

289 2,670

hJ*
is

SOURCE«RoyalCommissiononTransportation.VolumeII,December1961,Ottawa-text,p.253,data,p.254«
1Grain-consumingAnimalUnits. 2Oats,barleyandmixedgrains.

©
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Figure 63
Page 185

X'UIMJ riu-ixunx

Province

r Uil X -11XJ X -CjxXxk. ULMJJiJU

Volume

jibui iixcvuvsii9 1 yu i •

Assistance Paid
tons dollars

Ontario 1,043,604 4,228,269
Quebec 992,693 7,900,151

New Brunswick 85,528 146,310
Nova Scotia 147,604 2,132,463
Prince Edward Island 28,364 433,866
Newfoundland 19,510 503,805

British Columbia 223,665 1,842,374

SOURCE* Royal Commission on Transportation, 1961, Table VII,
page, 236.



Figure 64
Page 186

TEXT TO COMPARISCgr OF SHIPPING CHARGES CEf FEED GRAIN.
LIVESTOCK. MEAT MB EGGS.

"• • • when freight charges for moving 100 pounds
of live cattle from Moose Jaw to Montreal are $>,20, for
moving 51 pounds of beef carcass (equivalent to 100 pounds
live) are $1.80, and for moving 500 pounds of feed (enough to
produce 100 pounds gain in live cattle) are $>.25 without
feed freight assistance but only $1.00 with the subsidy,
then evidently the subsidy tends to make it preferable to
transport the feed rather than the beef or the livestock".

SOURCE: Royal Commission on Transportation, 1961, page 241.



COMPAFISQNOFSHIPPINGGHARGSS(HFEEDGRAIN,LIVESTOCK.MEATANDEGGS.1 AreaandPeed,withoutHogs,Cattle,MeatLivePeed,with routingassistance-liveliveEquivalentassistance- for100lhs.for100lbs gainlivegainlive (The"figures"areexpressedindollarsper100lbs,liveequivalent*)
Yorkton-Truro (feed,viaLake-

Hogs4.38

2.41

2.45

1.28

headandProscott)
Cattle5*48

2.41

2.10

1.60

MooseJaw-Llontreal (feed,lakefrom
Hogs1.80

2.20

2.10

0.80

PortWilliam)

Cattle2.25

2.20

1.80

1.00

Yorkton-Stratford
Hogs1.65

2.10

1.75

0.65

(feedviaGoderica)
Cattle1.95

2.10

1.55

0.70

Calgary-Vancouvef
Hogs2.65

1.25

1.15

1.00

Cattle3.30

1.25

0.95

1.25

Eggs*Eggs Calgary-Vancouver (30doz.)1.000.870.35 1Thedatausedinthecalculationsfortheabovetablewerethoseapplicableinearly1960. Thefeedgainandotherconversionratesforlivestockandpoultryandtheapplicable freightrat#,usedinthesecalculationsareasfollowst- Conversionrates- 400lbs.feedgrainrequiredtoproduce100lbs.gaininlivehogŝ̂ 500lbs.feedgrainrequiredtoproduce100lbs.gaininlivecattlejg150lbs.feedgrainrequiredtoproduce30doz.eggs®§62.5lbs.porkcarQassisequivalentto100lbs.live* 51lbs.beefcarcassisequivalentto100lbs.livecattle.oovn
SOURCE*RoyalCommissiononTransportation,19^1,TableIX,page215«



RELATIVEDEVELOPMENTOF'GROWTHINDUSTRIES'.CANADAANDTHEATLANTICPROVINCES.1949and1958.(Index!1949-100.)

GrossValueNetValueEmployment
CanadaAtlanticCanadaAtlanticCanadaAtlantic ProvincesProvincesProvinces

Chemicalsandallied products-1958

199*1

149*0

213.6

140.9

123.2

97.9

Electricalapparatus andsupplies-1958
208.8

b

194.5

b

134.0

b

Productsofpetroleum andcoal-1958

274*7

b

437*5

b

119.8

b

Miscellaneousindustries -1958

221.8

290.6

94.2

BYCOMPARISONt PoodsandBeverages-1958161.1144*8182.4180.0111.6
104.0

Transportationequipment
-1958 .195*2154*4189.4162.1120.3110.5

003

bIncludedinmiscellaneousindustries.©
©

SOURCE!TablesXXVIIandXXIX,"SecondaryManufacturinginCanadaandtheAtlanticProvinces,-»o\ RateofgrowthofGrossValue,NetValue,andEmployment,1949"to1958",AppendixP,§^ F.E.Lounsbury."SecondaryManufacturingintheAtlanticProvinces",P.125,September 1981,AtlanticProvincesResearchBoardforAtlanticProvincesEconomicCouncil.



CARGOESLOADEDANDUNLOADEDATCANADIANPORTSINCOASTWISESHIPPING.BYPORT,1957and1962,NEWFOOUDLAin)LEADINGPORTS.
"argoesloadedCargoesunloadedTotal

Botwood

851

55,803

56,654

CornerBrook

35,707

331,748

367,455

Levasporte

25,326

74,607

99,933

PortauxBasques

29,896

173,101

202,997

St.John1s

65,964

460,773

526,737

TotalNewfoundland1,483,0671,607,3732,590,940 1962 3otwood

210

71,678

71,888

CornerBrook

67,809

698,850

766,659

Levsisporte

14,647

85,750

100,397

PortauxBasques

34,061

309,567

343,628

St.John's

65,254

462,018

527,272

TotalNewfoundland1,885,1342,132,3994,017,533 —1————■——
SOURCE:DominicaBureauofStatistics,Catalogue54—204,ShippingReport,1957and1962,Partps" Table11.®£
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CARGOESLOADEDATCASPIANPORTSFURTOREICEICOUNTRIESAimCARGOESUITLOAJIIATCANADIANPORTSFROU NOREIGNCOUNTRIES,BYPORT,19^7and1962,UEWFQUNPLANDLCADDIGPORTS*" miCargoesloadedCargoesunloadedTotal Botwcod

308,401

74,578

382,279

CornerBrook

287,950

155,232

443,190

Lewisporte

4,934

80,041

84,975

PortauxBasques

34,384

1,105

35,489

St.John's

104,254

179,354

283,608

TotalNewfoundland3,413,002751,7354,165,537 1,. Botwood

313,133

93,350

406,483

CornerBrook

359,966

139,036

499,002

Lewisporte

1,530

26,053

27,633

PortauxBasques

7,032

142

7,174

St.John's

66,115

287,830

353,945

TotalNewfoundland2,041,068698,3512,739,419 SOURCE:DominionBureauofStatistics,Catalogue54-203,ChimingReport,1957and1962,!g* PartII,Table6.ft
—»a\



Chapter 6

The Atlantic Provinces - Aspects of Extern 1 Economies
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The Atlantic Provinces - Aspects of External Economies

This discussion of trade has been divided into three

sections - interprovincial trade, trade with the United States of

America, and trade with Western Europe. Data for this kind of

division are not readily available. The statistics selected repres¬

ent weights of cargo moved by waterborne vessel and by rail between

the Atlantic Provinces, Canada and the United States. The information

has been gleaned from a number of reputable sources, and may

overlap.^
There is a singular lack of data for trade between

V/estern Europe and Atlantic Canada either in terms of value or

weight of waterborne cargo. The following discussion is confined

to Atlantic Provinces' exports to the European Economic Community

(E.E.C.) and the European Free Trade Association (E.F.T.A.).

Statistical material is expressed as a percentage of total regional

export trade. By comparing the textual material with the statistical

information appended, the relative position of the Atlantic Provinces

and Canada in trade with the E.E.C. and E.P.T.A. becomes more clear

but for only those commodities in trade with the Atlantic Provinces.

The discussion is incomplete in the absence of comprehensive

import-export trade information for the region.

All the figures used are representative of a pattern of

trade over five years, 1957 to 1961, but do not express precisely

the export or import direction of any one commodity, or group of

commodities. The data is intended to indicate roughly the relative
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importance of the various export markets for regional products for

a region heavily dependent upon export trade. It is further intended

to suggest the relative importance of these markets in trade with

the Atlantic Provinces.

Interprovincial Trade

In 1957» the Atlantic Provinces registered 12.8^ of the

total tonnage of cargo loaded and unloaded at Canadian ports in

interprovincial (coastwise) shipping trade, rising to 14.1$ in 1962.

In 1961, 12.3% of railway revenue freight originating and terminat¬

ing at stations in Canada was loaded and unloaded in these four

provinces. During this period, the Atlantic Provinces increased

relatively and absolutely the weight of cargo and freight handled

in interprovincial trade. (See Figures 70»71)

This region is a net exporter by weight of materials in

coastwise shipping. Of the total Canadian cargo moved in coastwise

shipping, 5«7$ was unloaded and 7*1$ loaded in 1957» rising to

6,0% and 8.1$ respectively in 1962. By weight of total Canadian

railway revenue freight, 6,3,% was unloaded and 6% loaded in 1961.

The increase in coastwise shipping represents a marginal increase

in cargoes unloaded but a relatively large increase in cargoes

loaded over a five year period. In contrast, more railway revenue

freight, by weight, was imported into the region than was exported.
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The major materials loaded at ports and originating at

railway stations in the Atlantic Provinces for coastwise shipping

are hulk materials, primary goods destined for intra-regional supply

and the industrial markets along the north shore of the St.Lawrence

River, Lake Ontario and Lake Erie (e.g. cement, lumber and timber,

potatoes, bituminous coal and pulpwood). Les3 than one quarter of

the weight of cargoes and railway freight moved from this region

are composed of products of agriculture, manufactures, and

miscellaneous manufactured commodities (e.g. sugar, fuel oil and

gasoline, automobiles and chassis).

Approximately one third of the weight of cargoes unloaded

at ports and terminating at stations in the Atlantic Provinoes from

interprovinoial trade are composed of food products and miscellan¬

eous manufactured commodities (e.g. gasoline and fuel oil, general

.cargo, fresh meat, rails and track, automobiles and chassis, potatoes

and fresh vegetables). On the other hand, three quarters of the weight

of cargoes unloaded at ports destined for consumption in, and

transshipment from, the Atlantic Provinces are involved in intra-

regional shipping. The main cargoes in movement are of materials

locally unavailable but essential to settlement and outport exist¬

ence (e.g. fuel oil and gasoline, pulpwood, crude molasses, wheat,

cement, iron ore and concentrates, and limestone).

Coastwise shij>ping, in summary, presents an interesting

pattern. The cargoes of greatest importance to the Atlantic Provinces,
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entering regional ports, are consumer goods of higher value hut less

hulk in weight than their primary counterparts. The four provinces

are deficit food producers and lack the commodity manufacturing

industries to fulfil local demands. It is for the manufactured

commodities of central Canada that raw materials must he exchanged.

By weight these materials occupy the hulk of cargoes moved in

coastwise shipping. The region is, therefore, a net importer of

domestic consumer commodities and a net exporter of industrial raw

materials.2
Two factors are likely to have long term significance to

coastwise shipping and railway freight movement of goods to and from

the Atlantic Provinces. Several natural harriers to waterhorne

navigation have heen penetrated in the last decade. The St.Lawrence

Seaway is expected to reduce shipping costs over the distance from

the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Provinces hy lessening the number

of rail-ship-rail transshipment points on freight and cargo.

The Seaway has placed waterhorne shipping in closer competition

with railway freight movement in areas, -which prior to the completion

of the canal-river system, were economically accessible only to
3rail from Atlantic Canada.

The icebreaking fleet, operating from Sydney, Nova Scotia,

is a recent innovation of the Federal Government to open navigation

channels in the Gulf of St.Lawrence and in the river between

Montreal and the Gulf for coastwise and international shipping.

The significance of winter shipping access to St.Lawrence ports and
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Montreal hag not yet been fully evaluated.^ To meet the threat

posed by winter navigation on the St.Lawrence, the ice-free ports

of the Atlantic Provinces must consider ways of improving and expand¬

ing loading and unloading, docking, repair and refurbishing facil¬

ities. The Federal Department of Public Works has played, in recent

years, an important role in developing and modernising facilities

in a number of ports, (e.g. St.John's and Lewisporte.) The future of

port activity in the region is essential to the economic well-being
5

of each province.

The second factor of significance to both railway freight

and interprovincial shipping will be the reconstitxition of freight

rates under the llarltimes Freight Rates Act and the Feed Freight

Assistance Act. It may be expected that amended rates of subsidy,

as applied to shippers using rail transport, will render this service

more competitive with road transport and shipping. As road commun¬

ications in the region improve, so railway services must adopt ways

of competing more favourably with intra-province truck transport

without the discriminatory assistance of subsidisation as at present

administered.^

Trade with the United States of America

in 1957, 5-8/3 of the shipping weight of United States

exports of domestic and foreign merchandise -to Canadian trade areas

was unloaded in ports of the Atlantic Provinces. By 1961, the weight

had risen to 12.95® reflecting a relative and absolute increase.



Over the same period, 1.6$ of railway revenue freight received at

Canadian stations from United States rail connections was unloaded

in the Atlantic Provinces (i.e. Hew Brunswick) declining to 1.0$

in 1961. The relative and absolute decline was characteristic of the

pattern of Canadian-United States rail freight traffic during these

five years. (See Figures 72,73 )

This region is a net exporter of materials to the United

States primarily by waterborne vessel. In 1957, 59*4$ of the shipping

weight by vessel of United States general imports of merchandise

from Canadian trade areas originated in the Atlantic Provinces,

declining to 53»2/& by 1961. By contrast, in 1957, only 2.3$ of total

Canadian railway revenue freight delivered to United States rail

connections came from Atlantic Canada and Newfoundland, falling to

1.4$ in 1961. The total Canadian weight of export shipments by vessel

and rail to the United States declined in relative and absolute

terms during this period.

There are three coastal districts with which the Atlantic

Provinces carry on 99of their import trade from, and 92.8$ of

their export trade with, the United States. In terms of import trade,

58.3$ of shipping weight originates from the Great Lakes Coast

districts, 28.2^ from the Gulf Coast districts, and 13.1$ from the

North Atlantic Coast districts. To take the example of the Great

Lakes Coast districts, exports pass through the ports of Toledo

(Ohio), Detroit (Michigan), Chicago (Illinois), Duluth (Minnesota),

and Sodus Point (New York ) to Atlantic Canada.7 (5ee figure 69 )



The main materials by weight in movement to Atlantic

Canada include bituminous coal and lignite, coke, including petrol¬

eum coke, iron and steel scrap, and low value shipments# Some of the

materials shipped to Atlantic Canada by vessel are for transship¬

ment to overseas markets and include corn, wheat, barley, rye and

inedible soyabeans.

In terms of export trade \vith the United States, the

North Atlantic Coast districts import 58.4ike Great Lakes Coast

districts, 30.8$, and the Gulf Coast districts, 3»6$. The main ports

of entry in the Great Lakes Coast districts, for example, are

Ashtabula and Cleveland (Ohio), Detroit (Kiohigan), and Buffalo and

Waddington (New York). Through these ports, gateways to a highly

industrialized region, pass primary products in bulk, particlarly

iron ores and concentrates, standard newsprint paper, pulpwood, and
0

pig iron including sponge iron.

The volume of weight delivered to, and received from,

United States rail connections represents only 2.0$ of the total rail

traffic of the Atlantic Provinces. Products of agriculture, manufact¬

ures and miscellaneous manufactured commodities comprise a major

portion of rail carload freight imported into the Atlantic Provinces

for local distribution and transshipment. On the other hand, ferrous

and non-ferrous minerals, and wood products form the bulk of revenue

freight exported from the region to United States rail connections.

Certain characteristics of the Atlantic Provinces' trade

with the United States are evident from the foregoing discussion.

Firstly, regional export and import trade with the United States
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is moved mainly by waterborne vessels* Secondly, the total Atlantic

Provinces import trade by vessel from the United States has increased,

while the total export trade by vessel has declined from 1957 to 1961.

Thirdly, import and export trade with the Great Lakes area of the

United States has increased substantially. There has been an increase

in import trade with the North Atlantic and Gulf Coast districts.

However, the weight of export trade by vessel to the North Atlantic

area has declined by 33*8and by 30.8^ to the Gulf Coast area,

while there has been an increase to the Great Lakes area of 45»3$«

Fourthly, Atlantic Canada carries on over three quarters

of its trade by waterborne shipping in the United States with the

North Atlantio Coast and Great Lakes districts. Fifthly, although

export trade to the Great Lakes area increased relatively and

absolutely between 1957 and 1961, the increase was not large enough

to offset the decline in trade with the North Atlantic and Gulf

Coast districts. The Great Lakes Coast districts of the United

States, especially Lakes Ontario, Erie and Michigan., constitute a

highly industrialized region demanding large quantities of primary

materials while the Atlantic Provinces lack the resources for food

and commodity manufacturing industries. This pattern accounts for

the exchange of large quantities of unprocessed materials between

the two regions. The movement of bulk weights of raw materials is

encouraged by the availability of the Seaway facilities. Labrador

iron ores and concentrates are supplanting Lake Superior iron ores

in the steel works of Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York.



The increase in ore movement from Labrador via Sept lies has

accounted for a large portion of the increase in traffic between

these two regions from 1957 to 1961.^

Trade with Western Europe

The total value of exports from the Atlantic Provinces

in 1961 was approximately 5*8$ of the Oanadian total. Of this

value, about 52$ was exported to the United States, 22$ to the

European Free Trade Association, and 6$ to the European Economic

Community. The total value of exports from Canada in 1961 was

$6,347*8 million. Of this value, 49*1$ was exported to the United

States, 16.9$ to E.F.T.A., and 7*7$ "to the E.E.C. (See Figures 69»74)

This comparison gives rise to some interesting conclusions.

The Atlantic Provinces are slightly more dependent upon the United

States market than Canada is as a whole. E.F.T.A. constitutes the

major export market in Europe for the region, with about 20$

going to Great Britain compared to about 16$ from Canada. While

80$ of the region's exports are destined for these three markets,

27$ of Canada's exports go to Latin America, Japan and Commonwealth

countries. About three quarters of the exports from the region are

in traffic to Northern and Western Hemisphere countries bordering

the Atlantic Ocean. Of this group of countries, the United States

constitutes the largest international export market for the region.

Although highly industrialized, these countries are relatively defic¬

ient in industrial raw material resources. It is this fact which
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accounts for the present character of the region1s international

trade. (See Figure 69,75.76,77,78,79)

Wood and paper products form 56$ of total regional

exports.^ The United States accounts for 53$, E.F.T.A. for 24$,

and the E.E.C. for 3$» in more specific terms, 48$ and 24$ of the

newsprint exports, and 78$ and 13$ of the woodpulp exports, moved

to the United States and Great Britain respectively. The lumber

exports were composed of approximately 90$ softwood and 10$ hardwood.

The United States imported 83$ of the hardwood exports while Great

Britain imported from 60;. to 67$ of the softwood lumber exports.

The Atlantic Provinces shipped 38$ of its pulpwood exports to the

E.E.C., 35$ to the United States, and 25$ to E.F.T.A.

Secondly, metallic and non-metallic minerals make up about

11$ of the Atlantic Provinces' exports in the proportions indicated

in Table 1 on the following page.

Two thirds of the exports from the Atlantic Provinces to

the E.E.C., E.F.T.A., and the U.S.A. were composed of wood and paper

products, and minerals in a primary form. In all three markets,

the tariff structure encourages imports in a raw material and/or
semi-manufactured state with duty-free entry. The tariff rates in

general are not a barrier to Canadian exports of most wood and

metallic raw materials. When the full Common External Tariff of the

E.E.C. comes Into effect by 1967, the tendency to favour unprocessed

forms will be continued. For example, the free entry of logs, includ-



Table1

IbcportsofMetallicand!ion-metallieMineralsfromtheAtlanticProvinces,1961,11

byCompositionandbyRegion (Thefiguresareexpressedasapercentageoftotalexports.) MetallicandIronLeadSilverZincCopperCoalNon- non-metallicoresoresoresoresoresmetallic minerals.andandandandandminerals, cones.cones.cones.cones.cones.
Composition

ofexports

100

39

10

3

10

13

U.S.A.

32

-

2

43

10

30

E.E.C.

46

71

98

57

58

11

E.F.T.A.

22

28

4M

32

59

GreatBritain

28

23

6

TOTALS100$99$100$100$100$100$97$95$
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ing pulpwood, pitprops, timber, planks and board, and dissolving

pulp, are bound by agreement against tariff increase, while pulp
12

entres under annual duty-free quotas within 1,935,000 metric tons.

In contrast to the structure of the European Economic

Community, the Convention for a Free Trade Association does not

provide for the adoption of a common external tariff against

imports from non-member countries. The s°ven countries, members of

the Association, retain their own domestic tariffs against imports

originating outside the area. The implementation of the Convention

necessitates the extension of duty-free treatment on imports of the

Association of industrial goods (and certain agricultural and fish¬

eries products). Under the Convention, products of Canada, where

specifically defined, are subject to regular rates of duty.

Great Britain is Canada's oldest and largest trading

associate in Europe. It is within the framework of Commonwealth

association that the present day trade between the two countries is

carried on under the Convention of the Free Trade Association.

The present form of the British Customs Tariff was established

under the Import Duties Act of 1958 and follows the Brussels

nomenclature. This Act repealed the Import Duties Act of 1932,

the Ottawa Agreements Act of 1932, the Safeguarding of Industries

Act, 1921, and a number of other sections of various financial acts.

A wide range of Canadian imports entre the British market under

Commonwealth Preferential Tariffs. Products are admitted duty-free
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or may be liable to a preferential rate of duty, subject to the
1 A

definition of the Preference Regulations.

Most of the member states of the Free Trade Association

are traditionally low tariff countries. Under Article 4 and Annexe

3 of the Convention (the Process Rules), certain raw materials,

of limited quantity in the resource base, are regarded as produced

within the Association and entre duty-free (i.e. copper, lead, zinc)

or at low tariff rates. The Pree Trade Association, like the

European Economic Community, encourages the importation of minerals

in their primary state and should continue to provide an important

market for the Atlantic Provinces' exports of raw materials.^
With the extension of duty-free admission by the United

Kingdom and other states of E.F.T.A., Canadian suppliers are on an

equal entry basis in the U.K. market with Scandinavian and other

countries of the group. Moreover, in direct competition with Sweden,

Norway, Finland and Austria in European markets in wood and wood

products of similar type and quality, the E.E.C. and S.F.T.A. offer

highly lucrative markets for the Atlantic Provinces* wood and wood
15

products. In spite of the bright outlook for broader European

economic integration enveloping E.F.T.A. countries and E.E.C.

members, the market promises expansion and scope as a result of

growing per capita wealth which has been increasing very rapidly

since these groups came into existence.
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Bxports of fish and fish products account for perhaps

25$ of all the Atlantic Provinces' exports, three quarters of

which are marketed in the United States of America. About two thirds

of all fisheries exports are composed of whole, dressed and filleted

fish, :ish blocks and sticks, and fresh and frozen fish (crust¬

aceans and molluscs), 98$ of which are exported to the United

States. About 2$ of the export value of all fish and fish products

from the region are marketed as frozen whole or dressed fish, about

one third of which go to the British market. Salted and dried fish

make up 20$ of all fisheries exports from the Atlantic Provinces,

The U.S.A. imports 17$» Italy and Portugal, 13$, while the Caribbean

market imports a major quantity. The remaining 12$ of the fisheries

products are marketed as salted, pickled and canned fish and canned

shell fish in the U.S.A., the Caribbean and the United Kingdom.

Great Britain is, therefore, the largest European market for the

region's fish and fish products, which are, therefore, competing

in a market with a group of states with long established traditions

in fishing and fish products.

Agricultural products account for 2.5$ of the region's

total experts.^ 25$ of the potato exports and the entire blueberry

export go to the United States. The United Kingdom imports 50$ of the

canned apples and apple juice exports, and 66$ (compared with 22$

for the rest of Western Europe), of the exports of fresh apples.



Approximately 27$ of the exports from the Atlantic

Provinces to the E.E.C., E.F.T.A. and the U.S.A. are composed of

food products having undergone some form of preparation. The Europ¬

ean Free Trade Association constitutes the major market for the Atlant¬

ic Provinces with the United Kingdom as the leading consumer.

The U.K. purchases canned fish, frozen salmon, halibut and lobster

meat, as well as frozen blocks and fillets of groundfish to fill

gaps in the British catch. For many of these products, the demand

is firm but the price is less attractive than in the United States,

thus limiting the quantity exported to this market from the Atlantic

Provinces. It is interesting to note that the value of exports to

Great Britain has declined by 23.7$» while the value of exports to

other countries of E.F.T.A. and the E.E.C. improved modestly from

1959 to 1963. These increases reflect a growing interest in Canadian

quality frozen fish, particularly frozen hake and cod fillets, plus
17

some frozen inland fish, in France and West Germany. Norway markets

the bulk of frozen fish products in the Western European market.

The European Free Trade Association and the European

Economic Community account for a substantial value of the exports

of fresh and canned apples and apple juice from the Atlantic

Provinces. In Great Britain, imports of Canadian apples are admitted

under an annual quota of 1,395»000 cwt., seasonally apportioned to

protect the home crop. Canadian apple imports benefit under duty¬

free Commonwealth preferential provisions which are somewhat below
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the duty applicable to imported apples from non-Commonwealth

countries.

However, total per capita consumption in Britain of all

forms of fresh fruit has gradually declined in recent years. It is

interesting that advertising in Britain, in appropriate seasons

by Australian and South African organizations,is most common for

canned products. It is significant that canned fruit consumption

has risen consistently in recent years, perhaps supplanting the

demand for fresh fruit. As a result, the export of high quality

apples must be combined with the inducement to market a relatively

larger quantity of canned fruit than in the past in the British

i * 18market.

Although the European Economic Community has made import¬

ant progress towards the liberalization of import controls since

1957» agricultural products (and fisheries products) are still in

large measure subject to import restrictions. This is especially

true of import commodities that compete in manufactured form with

Community production. For example, the importation of fresh apples

is subject to tariffs of 8$ and 14$ plus a minimum of perception

depending on seasons. Canned apple products are subject to tariffs

of 25$ while seed potatoes are admitted within an annual quota of

1,000 metric tons under a tariff of 10$.

France, Italy and the German Federal Republic are the

major apple growers of the E.E.C. and the main markets in the

Community for apples and apple products. These European apple
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growers have several advantages over Atlantic Provinces' growers

in Europe. As quality is of the utmost importance in marketing

fresh fruitj European competitors, with shorter hauls and less

handling, are able to achieve high standards of condition and

presentation. Furthermore, if the European farmers continue to

harvest annually larger apple crops while per capita fresh fruit

consumption expands at a slower rate, then marketing conditions

for Atlantic Provinces' farmers will worsen. Some amelioration

will follow tariff liberation on fresh fruit and canned products.

However, the outlook is not immediately favourable for the Atlantic
19Provinces' apple growers.

There are, in summary, a number of interesting points

characteristic of the Atlantic Provinces' trade. In terms of total

shipping, 57.4$ is loaded and unloaded in international seaborne

shipping. 59.2$ of total cargoes loaded and 57.0$ of total cargoes

unloaded at ports in the region are moved in international shipping.

The Atlantic Provinces are oriented, therefore, to non-Canadian

markets. The region relies heavily upon waterborne traffic to

assemble imported goods and to distribute its export materials.

The export trade of the Atlantic Provinces is dependent

upon a narrow range of primary commodities marketed in a limited

number of countries. It is evident that the economy of the region

will respond closely to fluctuations in world demand for certain

raw materials. Industrial conditions in the European Free



Trade Association and the European Economic Community indicate

growing accumulations of industrial capital and expansion in

secondary manufacturing. The demand for industrial raw materials

will increase with industrial expansion. Furthermore, among the

nations of Western Europe and North America recent growth in

international trade has heen in manufactured commodities,

a subject of growing concern to the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (G.A.T.T.). Upto now, tariff structures have encouraged

exports of primary materials from associated and non-member states.

There is, therefore, a need in the Atlantic Provinces to diversify

the economic base of the region, involving the development of

secondary manufacturing industries, while broadening export

markets for primary products.

The encouraging results of tariff liberalization under the

auspices of G.A.T.T. offer improving export market conditions for

the Atlantic Provinces. In the light of trade reciprocity concomit¬

ant with tariff liberalization, manufacturing industries through¬

out Canada will face not only national hut also international

competition in commodity markets. Market conditions will improve

for raw materials in resource deficient, industrial regions.

The Atlantic Provinces will be encouraged by these conditions tc

expand exports in primary materials.

On the other hand, with the linear method of tariff liber¬

alization, commodity markets will become intensely competitive.

The Atlantic Provinces will have to maintain and further develop
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economy manufacturing of quality products in order to compete

favourably in overseas markets. While intensifjdng regional

manufacturing activity, it is essential to maintain a competitive

position in international markets. The Atlantic Provinces have

a competitive advantage in wood and paper manufacturing, fruit,

vegetable and fish, canning and freezing. It is within this

narrow range of resources in a limited market area that the

Atlantic Provinces1 exports must survive and expand. For the Atlantic
20

Provinces, the outlook in trade is encouraging.
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Aspects of External Economies - Footnotes

1 For example, Saint John and Halifax are two international
ports. Cargoes loaded and unloaded from rail and ship may¬
be destined for local consumption or for extra-regional markets.
It is not possible from this material to distinguish trans¬
shipment cargoes from cargoes for local destinations. The data
are not, therefore, an exact representation of the import and
export trade of the Atlantic Provinces.

2 Shipping Report, Catalogue 54-204, Part III, Coastv/ise
Shipping, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1957 and 1962.

3 T.L. Hills, The St.Lawrence Seaway* London, Methuen & Co. Ltd.,
1959i pps. 133 to 152} Roy I. F/olfe, "Transportation and
Politics} The Example of Canada", Annals of the Association of
American Geographers. Volume 52, June 2, 19^2, pps. 176 to 190.

4 The Atlantic Development Board is perparing an analysis of the
effects of winter navigation on the St.Lawrence River upon
traditional vdnter shipping in the ice-free ports of Saint John,
Halifax and St.John's.

5 The Newfoundland Journal of Commerce, "Shipping is the Life
Blood of Newfoundland Trade", The Newfoundland Board of Trade,
August 1963» Volume XXX, Number 3, page 9} W.H. Van Allen,
"International Ice Patrol", Canadian geographical Journal,
Volume LXII, Number 3, March 1961, pps 76 to 87} W.H. Van Allen,
"Opening of Navigation in the St.Lawrence", Canadian Geographical
Journal, Volume LXTV, Number 5> May 1962, pps. 150 to 159?
W.H. Van. Allen, "Winter Comes to the St.Lawrence", Canadian
Geographical Journal, Volume LXV, Number 6, December 1962,
pps. 192 to 199? The Financial Post, January 5, 1963 and
February 8, 1964*

6 For a brief explanation of the Maritimes Freight Rates Act and
the Feed Freight Assistance Act, refer to Major Regional Efforts
for Industrial Growth in Chapter 5» The Manufacturing Industries
of the Atlantic Provinces.

7 Atlantic Canada is defined as, from the Maine border northwards,
including all offshore islands, and down the St.Lawrence River
to but not including Montreal, (See Figure 69 ), by Schedule R,
Code Classification and Definitions of Foreign Trade Areas,
January 1958 Edition, Department of Conanerce, Bureau of Census,
Washington.
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Aspeots of External Economies - Footnotes continued

8 U.S. Waterborne Foreign Commerce, Great Lakes Area, 1955 to 1960,
and 1961, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Gensus, Wash¬
ington, Table 5 and. Table 6.

9 Report No. F.T. 1000, Foreign Trade Area by United States
Coastal District. United States Waterborne Foreign Trade,
January to December 1957» 1958, 1959» and 1961, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Washington; Atlantic Provinces
Statistical Review, Dominion Bureau of Statistics for Atlantic
Provinces Economic Council, 1963, page 79? from correspondence
with J.J. O'Brien, Supervisory Market News Reporter, U.S.
Department of Interior, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Boston,
Massachusetts, February 21, 1963? M. Kaufman, Chief of the
Shipping and Air Branch, Foreign Trade Division, Bureau of
Census, ?/ashington, October 15» 1963? The Financial Times.
London, England, January 17, 1963-

10 63$ newsprint, 23$ woodpulp, 6? lumber, 3% pulpwood and 3$
other? APEC Newsletter, March 1963, Volume 7> Number 3.

11 Non-metallic minerals - gypsum, barite and feldspar? Ibid.

12 These concessions were obtained by Canada from the European
Economic Community under the auspices of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, Geneva, September 1960 to July 16, 1962;
Foreign Trade, Department of Trade and Commerce, August 11, 1962,
pps. 31 to 33.

13 The Commonwealth Preferential Regulations of 1958, a revised
version of the original regulations, came into effect on
January 1, 1959*

14 The Board of Trade Journal, "The Aims of the Seven", Volume 177»
Number 3273» December 11, 1959» pps. 941 to 947? Foreign Trade,
January 16, 1960 and October 6, 1962.

15 For example, United Kingdom imports, free of duty, pitprops,
pulp wood, pulp, newsprint, iron ore, copper and metallic
scrap? entry by preferential tariff - various paper products.

16 Composition of Exports - potatoes, 56$, fresh apples, 22$,
apple juice and canned apples to 6$, blueberries, 15$,
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Aspects of External Economies - Footnotes continued

17 Foreign Trade, May 16, 19&4» PPS» 2 to 8; May 4» 1963, pps. 2
to 10; April 8, 1961, pps. 1 to 8; April 9» 1960, pps. 2 to 7j
May 19» 1962, pps. 2 to 7j October 5» 1963, pps. 5 to 8, and
page 19; July 28, 1962, pps. 2 to 6, and 14 to 16.

18 Foreign Trade, June 15, 1963, pps. 5 to 6, and 7 to 9$
December 14, 1963» pps. 2 to 5> and 6 to 8; March 9» 1963,
pps. 2 to 32; Canadian potatoes are excluded from imports
because of plant health restrictions.

19 Foreign Trade, August 11, 1962, pps. 9 and 10, and 27;
May 5» 1962, pps. 20 to 25; June 15, 1963, pps. 7 to 9?
January 13, 1962, pps. 21 to 23; August 25» 1962, pps. 8 to 10;
Dr. F.W. Walsh, Agriculture Overseas, "Probable Effects of the
Common Market on Apple Exports", Halifax, Nova Scotia, October,
30, 1962, pps. 72 to 76.

20 APEC Newsletter, March 1963, Volume 7» Number 3.
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C0ASTWI5BANDINTERNATIONALSEABORNESHIPPINGOFCANADAANDTHEATLANTICPROVINCES,1957and1962.(Thefiguresareexpressedintons,)
122Z

CoastwiseshippingLoadedUnloaded
Totsi

Loaded

1962 Unloaded

Total

Canada AtlanticProvinces
37,869,18837,022,13974,891,32? 5,336,8314,263,1719,600,002

43,831,54043,769,420,87,600,960 7,055,6025,294,82312,350,425

Newfoundland1,483,06?1,507,8732,990,9401,885,1342,132,3994,017,533PrinceEdwardIsland74,155104,125178,280126,142357,236483,378 NovaScotia3,558,8051,805,2465,364,0514,137,3841,722,9855,860,369NewBrunswick22o,804845,9271,066,731906,9421,082,2031,989,145 Internationalseaborneshipping Canada AtlanticProvinces
49,095,493 10,380,029
38,818,102 4,724,576

87,913,595 15,109,605
60,269,779 9,669,605

41,885,319 6,923,397

102,155,098 16,623,002

Newfoundland PrinceEdwardIsland NovaScotia NewBrunswick

3,413,802 79,666 5,034,594 1,851,967

751,735 84,062 3,086,808 806,971

4,165,537 163,728 8,121,402 2,658,938

2,041,068 71,869 5,906,270 1,680,398

698,351 36,697 3,839,403 2,358,946

2,739,419 108,566 9,735,673 4,039,344

SOURCE!DominionBureauofStatistics,Catalogue,54-204,Coastvd.seShip-ping,Table11,Summary,1957and1962|Catalogue54-203,InternationalSeaborneShipping,Table6,Summary,JS1957and1962.<§<5
CD

ro-4
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TONNAGEOFCARGOUNLOADEDATCANADIANPORTSINDITERPROVINCIALTRADEBYPROVINCE,1957and1962.(Thefiguresareexpressedinthousandsoftons.) 19d7Provinceofloading Provinceof unloading

Newfoundland
Prince Edward Island

NovaScotia
NewBrunswick
Quebec

Ontario

Total Unloaded

Newfoundland
364,245

15,284

936,011

8,099

152,970

30,200

1,507,673

PrinceEdward Island

99

31

102,781

-

714

500

104,125

NovaScotia
1,052,194

23,212

260,774

54,863

413,565

—

1,806,246

NewBrunswick
823

12,126

371,816

88,213

371,787

1,162

845,927

Totals, allprovinoe81i515(51282,1673,486,687218,61410,386,35014,839,15937,022,139
1262 Newfoundland

846,175

20,854

921,085

69,489

238,645

31,297

2,132,399

PrinceEdward Island

44

32

168,380

147,722

32,892

8,166

357,236

NovaScotia
716,189

20,934

178,940

301,699

362,098

143,125

1,722,985

NewBrunswick
322

49,195

603,943

125,019

271,856

27,875

1,082,203

Totals, allprovinces
1,811,064

123,037

4,119,306

899,961

7,988,203

15,294*257
43,769,420

SOURCE*DominionBureauofStatistics,Catalogue54-204,ShippingReport,1957and1962,FartIII,p?3 Table17.®|
3
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SHIPPINGWEIGHTOFUNITEDSTATESEXPORTSOFDOMESTICANDFOREIGNMERCHANDISECEJLINERSERVICE,IRREGULAR SERVICEANDTALKERSERVICEBITRAD!'AREAANDCOASTALDISTRICT,JANUARY-DECEMMTi?577*1959end1961.(inmillionsofpoundsweight.)*"* TradeAreasTotalcargoNorthAtlanticGulfCoastGreatLakesCoast CoastDistrictsDistrictsDistricts
195719591961195719591961195719591961195719591961

CanadianTrade Areas-Total
52,398

39,734

41,278

1,171

803

844

1,658

1,864

1,870

12,925

35,336

37,146

AtlanticCanada andNewfoundland
3,035

2,649

5,307

362

572

694

1,166

1,488

1,498

1,512

434

3,093

AtlanticCanada andNewfoundland asapercentage
ofCanada

5.8

12.9

AtlanticCanada andNewfoundland asapercentage ofCanadainthe CoastalOTstricts

11.7

13.1

37.8

28.2

49.0

58*3„
i

CD£*

SOURCE:ReportNo.FT1000,USWatsrborneForeignTrade,USDepartmentofCommerce,BureauoftheCensus,® Washington,January-December,1957*1959and1961,Tables1,2and3.



SHIPPINGWEIGHTOFUNITEDSTATESGENERALIUPORTSOFMERCHANDISEOHLINERSERVICE«IRREGULARSERVICE MPTAMERSERVICEt3YTRAPSAREAAMDCOASTALDISTRICTtJANUARY-DECS!PERt1957.1959and1061.
(inmillionsofpoundsweight.) TradeareasTotalcargoNorthAtlanticGulfCoastDistrictsGreatLakesCoast CoastDistrictsDistricts

195719591961195719591961195719591961195719591961
CanadianTrade Areas-Total53,07356,63247,01325,74820,89616,6731,8061,05581219,85427,28422,005 AtlanticCanada andNewfoundland31,54633,94525,02222,10919,25114,6291,1101,0357685,32111,3007,733 AtlanticCanada andNewfoundland asapercentage

ofCanada59*453.2 AtlanticCanada andNewfoundland asapercentage ofCanadainthe CoastalDistricts70.158.43.53.116.930.9 SOURCE!ReportNo.FT1000,USWaterborneForeignTradetUSDepartmentofCommerce,BureauoftheCensus,̂* Washington,January-December,1957,1959and1961,Tables4,5and6,$̂
ro
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PANADA- IMPORTSFROMTHEEUROPEANECONOMICGO:MUNITY ANDTHEEUROP3ANFREETRADEASSOCIATION, COMPAREDWITHTHEUNITEDSTATESOFAMERICA, 1957and1961.(inthousandsofdollars.) JL22

1961

EuropeanEconomic community Prance Belgium- Luxembourg Netherlands GermanFederal Republic Italy

236,303 36,183 44,066 25,396 97,646 33,012

308,074 53,566 43,909i 30,9692 132,5202 47,110

EuropeanFreeTrade Association582,042 UnitedKingdom521,958 Norway3,145 Sweden15,568 Switzerland24,660 Austria4,431 Derfcark8,616
699,347 613,224 4,850 22,320 35,800 6,636 11,600

UnitedStates ofAmerica

3.998,5491
f,v"!» 3,863,9683

TOTAL

5,623,400
6,268,300

CANADA- EXPORTSTOTHEEUROPEANECONOMICCOMMUNITY ANDTHEEUROPEANFREETRADEASSOCIATION* COMPAREDWITHTHEUNITEDSTATESOPAMERICA, 122Land1961.(inthousandsofdollars.) EuropeanEconomic Community Prance Belgium- Luxembourg Netherlands GermanFederal Republic Italy EuropeanFreeTrade
mL 402,538 57,506 60,402 69,849 151,939 62,842

1961 485,750 91,459 53,510 28,051 234,684 78,046

Association

843,083

1,056,759

UnitedKingdom

737,530

908,837

Norway

55,548!

69,744

Sweden

12,1111

21,460

Switzerland

25,0451

39,310

Austria

6,712J

7,877

Denmark

3,5321

4,813

Portugal

2,6051

4,718

UnitedStates

A

ofAmerica

2,867,6081
3,109,109

TOTAL

4,839,100

6,347,800

2EEC,OfficeStatistiquedesCommunautes
Europ^enes,Import,1961,pps.390and391.

/Y\__̂zjiluupeenjea§iaporufiyoI§ppsEuropeenps,Export,1961,pps.706and707.5ForeignTradTTjUIy14,1962.
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 5 5 5

6
5

3CanadaYearBook,1963,p.259»
6ForeignTrade,March23,1963.



DEFINITIONOFTHEIMPORTANDEXPORTTRADEOFTHEEUROPEANECCNCHICCOMMUNITY.7ITHCANADA.
3YSELECTEDCOMMODITIESENTERINGANDLEAVINGPESATLANTICPROVINCES,1961, IMPORTS Code-GSTClassification 041Fromentetepeautre(ycoraprislerneteil)nonmoulus221Graines,noixetamandesoleagineu3es231Caoutchoucbrut,meiaesynthetiqueetregenere2423oisronds,brutsousimplementequarris276Autresminerauxbruts281Mineraldeferetconcentres283Mineralsetconcentresdemetauxcommunsnonferreux682Cuivre EXPORTS 112Boissonsnonalcooliques512Produitschimiquesorganiques652Tissusdecotondetypestandard(sauftissusenpetitelargeur ettissusspeciaux)

653Tissusdetypestandard(sauftissusenpetitelargeurettisnus speciaux)autresquedecoton
664Verre6733arresetprofiles(palplanchescomprises)enferetenacier719Machinesetappareils(saufappareillageelectrique)etpiecesdetach^espourmachines,n.d.a.

732Vehiculesautomobilesrentiers841Vstements892Imprimes CST-ClassificationStatlstiqueetTarifaire;n.d.a.-nondenotnmesailleurs.iv> SCURCEtEEC,OfficeStatistlquedesCommunautesEuropeenes,Imports,1961?Exportb.1961.
►P•*)

egeg" ® K
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EUROPEANECONOMICC^UNITYEXPORTS*BYVALUEEIDOLLARS,TOCANADA*JANUARYTODECEMBER,1961«(Thefiguresareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) Code-CST

EEC

France

Belgium- Luxembourg

Netherlands
GermanFederal Republic

Italy

112

7,825

5,810

—

276

504

1,235

512

6,280

1,664

361

324

3,019

912

652

7,163

302

956

2,377

2,465

1,063

653

10,162

1,693

1,172

746

1,847

4,703

664

11,116

1,570

6,806

410

2,085

245

673

19,600

2,792

11,033

17

5,758

-

719

11,612

841

749

798

6,900

2,324

732

48,382

9,203

193

9

38,279

698

841

9,074

2,582

456

331

2,075

3,630

892

7,390

5,092

707

291

920

380

SOURCE*OfficeStaiistiquedesConmunautesEuropeennes,...reportt1961,Janvier-Decembre,pps.^06and70?•
CD
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EUROPEANECONOMICCOMMUNITYIMPORTS,BYVALUEINDOLLARS»FROMCANADA«JANUARYTODECEMBER.1961. (Thefiguresareexpressedinthousandsofdollars.) Code-GSTEECFranceBelgium-NetherlandsGermanFederalItaly LuxembourgRepublic
041

155.181

17,905

18,197

6,651

93,075

19,355

221

18,203

5,681

1,174

2,445

3,154

5,749

231

20,865

8,724

743

1,474

6,228

3,696

242

10,612

2,682

560

1,614

1,746

4,011

276

30,993

8,372

6,009

1,851

10,838

3,923

281

24,941

408

3,065

1,268

19,354

846

283

18,267

1,408

3,797

468

11,737

857

682

24,675

10,333

2,197

12

9,983

2,150

SOURCE*OfficeStatistiquedesCommunautesEuropeennes,Import,1961,Janvier-Decembre, pps.390391•



BRITAINEXPORTSTOCANADA,BYVALUE,1961,BYTYPE. 'Type

Valueindollars

Ironanditsproducts

257,696,485

Fibres,textilesandtextoleproducts

85,616,849

Non-ferrousmetalsandtheirproducts

66,862,506

Agriculturalandvegetableproducts(exceptchemicals,fibresandwood)

40,475,327

Non-metallicmineralsandtheirproducts(exceptchemicals)
32,130,854

Chemicalsandalliedproducts

29,600,738

Animalsandanimalproducts(exceptchemicalsandfibres)
18,289,588

Wood,woodproductsandpaper

10,207,670

Miscellaneouscommodities

77,345,030

VALUEOFEXPORTSTOCANADA

618,225,047

SOURCEjForeignTrade,November17,1962,DepartmentofTradeandCommerce,Ottawa,Canada.
hd>xjpj|ji
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BRITAINIMPORTSFROMCANADA.BYVALUE.1961,BYTYPE. Type

Valueindollars

Non-ferrousmetalsandtheirproducts

321,532,385

Agriculturalandvegetableproducts(exceptchemicals andfibresandwood)

253,130,408

Wood,woodproductsandpaper

178,068,915

Ironanditsproducts

50,436,454

Animalsandanimalproducts(exceptchemicalsandfibres)
37,741,743

Chemicalsandalliedproducts

36,694,633

Non-metallicmineralsandtheirproducts(exceptchemicals)
14,154,213

Miscellaneouscommodities

5,027,193

VALUEOFIMPORTSFROMCANADA

908,837,401

SOURCE*ForeignTradetNovember17,1962,DepartmentofTradeandCommerce,Ottawa,Canada.
CO
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